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This work is mainly concerned with the development of sophisticated yet efficient methods for 
assessing the elastic buckling of steel beams with web openings, focussing on local buckling effects in 
the web region. A new computational method is proposed which extends the use of the Element Free 
Galerkin (EFG) method for the numerical discretisation combined with a simplified buckling 
assessment approach based on the Rotational Spring Analogy (RSA). The new approach considers 
several potential simplifications offering a balance between computational efficiency and accuracy in 
local buckling analysis. 
In the present EFG/RSA method, considerable advantage is established by separating the 
planar and out-of-plane responses. Planar analysis is further enhanced using modular concepts, where 
the beam is divided into unit cells, each of which resembles a super-element with a reduced number of 
freedoms, and solved using a standard discrete procedure. As for the out-of-plane analysis, the 
application of a ‘local region’ is adopted to significantly reduce the size of the original buckling 
problem. Finally, local buckling assessment is conducted using an effective approach that utilises an 
iterative procedure based on a rank 2 reduced eigenvalue problem along with a shifting local region. 
Several illustrative examples are provided which highlight the efficiency and accuracy of the 
developed approach in comparison with detailed nonlinear finite element analysis performed using 
ADAPTIC, and which demonstrate general applicability to local buckling analysis of steel beams with 
web openings of various shapes and sizes. 
This work also considers the development of a simplified design-oriented method which is 
presented particularly for web-post buckling. Towards this end, a simplified analytical model is 
proposed based on an analogy with equivalent rectangular thin beams (RTB), where a semi-empirical 
approach is used to calibrate the suggested formulation against the results obtained from the numerical 
work performed earlier. 
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Equation Chapter 1 Section 1 
1.1 Introduction 
Over the past decades, web holes have been used to allow building services to pass through 
steel floor beams by introducing single or multiple perforations in low stress zones. Recently, 
fabricated I-sections with regular web holes over the length have been introduced as being more 
advantageous due to the ability of such beams to integrate mechanical and electrical (M&E) services 
within the floor depth while offering enhanced features including structural performance, cost 
optimisation and aesthetic characteristics. The widespread use of steel I-section beams with openings 
has attracted numerous research studies on numerous aspects of structural behaviour. 
Beams with web holes are not limited to regular openings, but can include irregular openings 
that are employed under certain circumstances where a modification is necessary. With the rapid 
development of fabrication technology, more complex profiles of the perforated beams have become 
possible including elongated openings, tapered sections and curved beams, leading to more complex 
structural behaviour. Despite the advanced development of beams with perforations, available 
methods of assessment for application in design practice are still limited, and most of these are based 
on simplified models calibrated to varying extents against numerical results from finite element 
analysis (FEA). These models tend to be restricted to specific geometries in terms of dimensions and 
layout. Other more accurate models rely on FEA simulations which remain too computationally 
expensive for direct application in design offices. 
The need for more reliable analysis tools in assessing the structural response of steel beams 
with holes has motivated the present study, which aims at achieving a reasonable balance between 
computational efficiency and accuracy. This is demonstrated through the development of a dedicated 
numerical modelling method for beams with web openings, focusing on local buckling effects, which 
is generally applicable to a wide range of perforated beam geometries. Furthermore, a new simplified 
formulation is developed for web-post buckling, which aims at providing an improved and a more 
rational approach compared to existing models. 
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1.1.1 Beams with web openings as important structures 
Very often in multi-storey building designs, web perforations are utilised so as to avoid re-
routing the building utilities (pipes, services ducts, etc.) and causing an increase in the floor depth, 
hence the overall building height. Openings can be introduced in the webs of rolled I-section beams at 
particular locations especially in regions of low shear forces and at appropriate positions for utilities to 
pass through. In different situations, essential web apertures can be employed in high shear zones with 
the aid of additional stiffeners in order to reinforce the reduced web component. Since the introduction 
of castellated beams in the 1940’s and cellular beams in the 1990’s, attention has largely shifted to 
these types of beam as alternative means for M&E services integration within the floor depth, although 
the primary purpose of these beams was to enhance the structural efficiency of rolled I-section beams 
(Okubo and Nethercot, 1985) particularly in terms of the flexural bending capacity (Knowles, 1991). 
Cellular beams and castellated beams are generally classified as beams with regular web 
openings. As opposed to the conventional technique of perforating holes in the webs, these types of 
beam are fabricated by single zig-zag cutting (for castellated beams) or double cutting (for cellular 
beams) of the parent I-sections into two halves, and re-welding the two components back together in a 
shifted position. This produces new I-beams with increased depth and regular holes in the webs 
(BSSPC, 1995), which is both convenient and efficient. Moreover, the two half-components can be 
from the same original beam to generate a typical form of symmetric cellular or castellated beams, and 
they can also be from different parent sections leading to asymmetry in the cross-section of the new 
fabricated beams. The latter configuration is more beneficial for composite beam applications.  
Notwithstanding the benefits of beams with regular openings, the need arises in practice for 
hole modifications in castellated and cellular beams, particularly when existing apertures are 
inadequate for passing through large services such as air-conditioning ducts. Such modifications 
typically consist of hole enlargement and/or adjustment, thus causing irregularity of the openings with 
respect to their shape, size and layout. Similar irregularity arises when holes are fully or partially 
infilled to stiffen the reduced web section. In other cases, the use of different types of stiffener, such as 
horizontal/vertical outstand plates, ring stiffeners and welded tees on top of the beam, also contributes 
to irregularity. Such diversity in perforated beams brings corresponding complexity in their structural 
response which has made them the subject of intensive research. 
Recent rapid development in manufacturing sector has been facilitated by the enhancement in 
computing technology, which has encouraged innovations of modern automated fabrication, where 
sophisticated profiles of beams with web openings can now be produced within reasonable operation 
time and cost. In the UK and some European countries, continuous innovations by several major 
producers (e.g. Westok Ltd, Fabsec Ltd and ArcelorMittal) have led to profiles of this type of beam 
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being increasingly employed, including tapered beams, pre-cambered beams, curved roof beams, 
cellular beams with elongated openings and cellular beam as columns. In addition, Westok Ltd also 
created ultra-shallow floor beams (USFB) for a solution to very slim integrated beam-slabs (Westok, 
2008b), whilst ArcelorMittal innovated a new shape of opening in the latest production of ‘Angelina 
beams’ (ArcelorMittal, 2008b). Again, such continuous developments in the fabrication of new forms 
of steel beams with web openings have drawn related research into the specific characteristics of their 
associated structural response. 
1.1.2 Structural response characteristics of steel beams with web openings 
Although perforated beams, such as cellular and castellated beams, originate from I-beams, 
their structural response is shown to be very different in certain respects from the parent beam. This is 
due to the existence of regular holes that resemble an assembly of local elements (e.g. web-posts, top 
and bottom tees) throughout the beam span, which effectively stand as individual structural 
components under local actions. These actions consist of not only global shear and bending moment, 
but are also superimposed by secondary effects owing to the need for internal forces to be transferred 
across the individual components, leading to a nonlinear normal stress distribution (Srimani and Das, 
1978; Hoffman et al., 2006). This behaviour is always being related to the action of Vierendeel 
girders, where individual sub-components are influenced by local shear and bending moment in 
addition to axial forces (Gibson and Jenkins, 1957; Kolosowski, 1964). 
A common feature of cellular and castellated beams is the expanded depth of 40% – 60% more 
than the original rolled I-sections, which in turn increases their ability to resist global bending 
moments. As a result, this allows the use of relatively long clear spans in building structures. Of 
course for a non-braced system, the beams can be vulnerable to global instability due to lateral 
torsional buckling, analogous to the buckling mode for solid web beams (Kerdal and Nethercot, 1982), 
but in most cases, sufficient restraint is often provided following construction either by the concrete 
slab or the use of partial lateral bracings (Mohebkhah and Showkati, 2005). It is in this case where the 
beam response is complicated by local effects (Okubo and Nethercot, 1985), where prior to reaching 
the ultimate in-plane carrying capacity, the remaining part of the web is exposed to significant local 
stress concentrations that vary over the beam, potentially leading to early failure in local modes. 
Previous studies on perforated sections, including beams with isolated web openings, followed 
by castellated beams, and more recently on cellular beams, were concerned with various aspects of the 
structural response including elastic and inelastic material behaviour. In these studies, different types 
of failure, including global and local modes, have been reported (Kerdal and Nethercot, 1984; Chung 
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et al., 2001; Lawson et al., 2006). The possible failure modes of perforated beams can be summarised 
as: 
1. lateral-torsional buckling of the entire beam, including distortional buckling involving web 
distortions and lateral deflections (Zirakian and Showkati, 2006), 
2. global bending failure or flexural mechanism by compressive and tensile actions at the upper 
and lower tees respectively, 
3. failure in shear of the critical reduced web sections, 
4. Vierendeel bending failure in which plastic hinges are initiated at the four ‘corners’ of the web 
openings, 
5. web-post buckling either lateral-torsional under horizontal shear or flexural under the 
combined actions of horizontal shear, in-plane moments and axial forces, and 
6. rupture of the welding joints in cellular beams especially in the case of very high shear or very 
weak welded connection. 
1.1.3 Current methods of assessment 
In the UK, applicable guidelines for the design of steel beams with web holes are largely based 
on BS5950:Part1 (2000) and Eurocode 3 (2005). However, guidance on perforated beams is limited, 
where this is based on part-by-part inspections on the stability of sub-components under combined 
internal forces, and involves individual capacity checks at critical sections under compression 
depending on the width-to-thickness ratio that determines the section classification. These checks are 
typically very conservative for design practice. Accordingly, publications produced by the Steel 
Construction Institute, such as (Lawson, 1987; Ward, 1990), and a number of related research works 
established hitherto provide further essential guidance to complement these design standards owing to 
the need of more accurate design. 
In the main, available design models for beams with web openings are based on two streams: 
simplified analytical modelling and detailed numerical modelling, which are principally distinguished 
in terms of simplicity, efficiency, accuracy as well as applicability. 
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1.1.3.1 Simplified analytical models 
Simplified analytical models are commonly applied in practice, governed by theoretical 
understanding of as well as assumptions on certain aspects of the structural response of perforated 
sections. For example, the Vierendeel truss analogy has been used to study the internal stresses and 
deflections of castellated beams (Gibson and Jenkins, 1957). With this analogy, an assumed stress 
pattern of individual sub-components is proposed, and the existence of local axial forces, shear forces 
and bending moments are shown to be significant in causing greater deflections compared with the 
predictions of conventional beam bending theory (Kolosowski, 1964). However, such a method fails 
to represent the actual structural response due to the ‘rigid’ assumption. Knowles (1991) proposed the 
quantification of the allowable stress in castellated beams via simple linear interaction between pure 
bending and pure shear conditions. This approach is basically analogous to many early studies on 
beams with isolated web openings, in which empirical moment-shear interaction curves were proposed 
for design application. In fact, such approach is still relevant to the present development of practical 
design rules for beams with web openings as used in many works of Chung and co-workers (Chung et 
al., 2001; Chung et al., 2003; Chung, 2009), which are mainly concerned with the adequacy of 
perforated sections (particularly tee components) to resist the Vierendeel mechanism. 
Simplified design model was also proposed by employing several reduction factors to the 
actual capacity of the beam components. For example, Lawson (1987) dealt with the design of tees 
with a slightly different concept from the above mentioned approach, by taking into account several 
parameters in order to include the interaction effect of shear and moment, along with other structural 
conditions that may affect the tees performance (e.g. continuity effect, composite action, stress zone 
level, slenderness of tees). Despite the simplicity of this analytical model for the capacity of tees, this 
comes at the price of conservative results compared to available test data.  
For web-post components, most simplified models consider the web-post as a determinate 
structure under equal end moments and shearing forces acting at both ends (Aglan and Redwood, 
1974). In this regard, empirical design equations that determine the allowable web-post moment in 
terms of its geometry were proposed by Ward (1990), which are simply governed by the spacing-to-
diameter (S/Do) ratio and the diameter-to-thickness (Do/tw) ratio. This method appears to be lack of 
mechanics basis and limits its applicability to certain beam geometries. Another available simplified 
model is based on an equivalent strut model under pure compression, where the irregularity of the 
stress distribution was implicitly addressed via the effective length of the strut (2006). In both 
simplified models, calibration against detailed numerical FEA models was necessary to ensure 
sufficient accuracy for design application. 
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1.1.3.2 Detailed numerical models 
Detailed models are largely based on numerical analysis using the finite element method 
(FEM), from which two key categories can be distinguished: 1) full scale analysis of perforated 
beams, and 2) partial analysis of certain portions of the beam, such as a typical web region with an 
opening (Uenoya and Redwood, 1978), a half-depth web component of symmetric perforated beams 
(Srimani and Das, 1978) or a unit-based component of castellated beams (Zaarour and Redwood, 
1996). While the second approach offers less computational effort, reliable assumptions on the natural 
and essential boundary conditions for such portions are necessary, which can affect the accuracy of the 
response prediction. 
Notwithstanding its computational demands, full scale FEA has been gaining increased use for 
modelling beams with web openings, especially for research purposes. Most of these studies have been 
aimed at investigating the failure of cellular or castellated beams in global modes including lateral-
torsional or distortional buckling (Mohebkhah, 2004; Sweedan, 2011) as well as the potential 
interaction between the two modes (Ellobody, 2011). A number of studies on local buckling effects 
considering elastic and inelastic effects can also be found (Redwood and Demirdjian, 1998; Hennessey 
et al., 2004). Although a high level of accuracy may be achieved, such modelling is very time 
consuming and computationally expensive. In addition, these numerical models tend to obscure the 
sensitivity of buckling/failure to different factors in the presence of interactions between different 
modes. 
Despite these drawbacks, FEM modelling is still seen as an appropriate choice for detailed 
research work on perforated beams, especially when considering new and complex conditions, such as 
composite action and fire loading (Nadjai et al., 2007; Siamak, 2010). Nonetheless, there are 
opportunities for such structures to be dealt with in more efficient ways, as demonstrated in several  
findings (Maalek, 1990; Degrauwe and De Roeck, 2005), typically taking advantage of the repetitive 
profile of beams with regular openings. 
1.1.4 Need for advanced modelling of beams with web openings 
The continuous development of steel beams with web openings in steel construction, combined 
with the complexity of their response compared to conventional steel beams, has placed parallel 
demands for improvement in simplified as well as detailed modelling for the purpose of application in 
design practice. Improvement in modelling approaches is still of great importance, since existing 
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modelling approaches are either too simplistic or overly complicated, lacking in balance between 
accuracy and computational efficiency  
Given the complexity of the response of beams with web-openings, particularly in respect of 
modelling local buckling effects with interactions between adjacent holes, simplified modelling will 
always suffer from shortcomings related to lack of generality to different geometric configurations. 
Accordingly, the most promising approach for accurate modelling is based on numerical modelling, 
though improvements beyond what is offered by typical FEA modelling are required to provide 
computational efficiency and insight into the nature of the overall structural response. 
Advanced modelling of perforated beams should attain acceptable levels of accuracy, while 
achieving computational efficiency by adopting more ‘intelligent’ methods, taking for example 
advantage of the repetitive profile in cellular beams. In addition, these advanced methods should still 
embrace the requirement of general applicability to perforated beams of various profiles and 
arrangement of openings. 
With the development of such advanced methods of assessment for perforated beams, their 
immediate application can be highlighted in relation to: 1) structural engineering research, where 
detailed investigations may be undertaken effectively in order to achieve better understanding of the 
complex behaviour of various type of perforated beams, 2) structural design, where efficient analysis 
may be undertaken to accurately assess the adequacy of a candidate design. Such developments in 
advanced numerical modelling have the additional benefit of potentially leading to the proposal of new 
beam profiles which balance the structural response, fabrication costs and aesthetic features with 
relative ease. 
1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Present Research 
The main objective of this research is to develop an efficient and accurate buckling assessment 
model for steel I-section beams with multiple web openings, with emphasis on elastic local buckling 
effects. This model utilises recent developments in computational mechanics involving two essential 
components: 1) the Element-free Galerkin (EFG) method (Belytschko et al., 1994; Krysl and 
Belytschko, 1995), used to perform the numerical discretisation based on meshless methods, and 2) 
the Rotational Spring Analogy (RSA) (Izzuddin, 2006; Izzuddin, 2007b) to conduct buckling analysis 
within a more intuitive framework. Taking advantage of the features offered by both methods along 
with enhancements specific to beams with openings, the developed numerical model aims at 
addressing elastic local buckling effects with comparable accuracy to detailed FEA modelling but with 
much greater efficiency. 
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The study of local buckling in this thesis addresses symmetric as well as asymmetric steel I-
section beams with regular web openings, including cellular beams and castellated beams utilising 
hexagonal, octagonal and rectangular holes, for which the proposed model is most efficient. 
Notwithstanding, the proposed model is also generally applicable to irregular perforated beams, 
including cellular/castellated beams with modified shape, dimensions, arrangement of holes as well as 
hole infill. 
The second objective is to demonstrate the feasibility of developing much improved simplified 
buckling models for cellular beam components, drawing on the results of the advanced EFG/RSA 
numerical model. In this respect, a new simplified model is proposed for web-post buckling based on 
an analogy with equivalent rectangular thin beams (RTB), which share a more direct correlation with 
web-post buckling than the axial strut analogy employed by previous researchers. As a result, it is 
envisaged that the proposed simplified model for web-post buckling would provide a more accurate 
assessment of elastic web-post buckling compared to previous simplified models, as indeed 
demonstrated later in this thesis. 
In respect of both objectives, this work makes several novel developments in terms of: 1) the 
new detailed and simplified models that are developed, 2) the enhanced features of detailed modelling 
that are specific to buckling analysis of perforated beams, and 3) the outcomes arising from 
application of these models to typical beams with regular and irregular holes. These novel aspects are 
elaborated in the main chapters of this thesis. 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
A major part of the present work is concerned with developing the numerical model for elastic 
buckling analysis using a meshless EFG method combined with the RSA approach for buckling 
analysis, enhanced with novel features for steel beams with web openings. Another significant part 
concerns the development of a dedicated formulation for web-post buckling which builds on a 
parametric study undertaken using the new EFG/RSA modelling approach. The thesis includes a total 
of eight chapters, of which Chapter 1 is the current introductory chapter. 
Chapter 2 presents a literature review focussing on the assessment of steel beams with web 
openings, related design code guidance, experimental work and applicable simplified as well as 
detailed numerical modelling approaches.  
Chapters 3 to 5 present the development of a novel numerical modelling approach for elastic 
local buckling assessment of steel beams with regular as well as irregular web openings. In Chapter 3, 
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the determination of the planar response of perforated beams is made using the EFG approach 
combined with a novel unit-based method which achieves significant efficiency for repetitive cells. 
Chapter 4 develops the EFG method for out-of-plane bending, while Chapter 5 proposes a combined 
EFG/RSA method for local buckling assessment, where considerable modelling and computational 
benefits are achieved using the concept of a shifting local region. 
A parametric study is undertaken in Chapter 6 considering variations in beam geometry, hole 
shape and arrangement, as well as in-filled holes. This is followed in Chapter 7 with the development 
of a new simplified model for elastic web-post buckling, based on a RTB analogy, which is calibrated 
against the results of the previous parametric study and shown to offer significant advantages over 
existing design-oriented models for web-post buckling. 
Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the principal outcomes from this research, highlights the main 







Equation Chapter 2 Section 1 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the literature related to the current research. The chapter proceeds with 
describing the main characteristics of steel beams with web openings used in construction, 
highlighting their fabrication process and the complexity of their elastic and inelastic behaviour. This 
is followed by an elaboration of potential failure modes, typically arising from the development of 
local stress concentrations, including local instability and plastic failure. Available design guidelines 
in British Standards and the Eurocodes are then reviewed along with other available design-oriented 
models proposed by several researchers. Review on the use of the finite element method (FEM) for 
detailed assessment of perforated beams is also presented. Finally, the application of meshless 
methods in solid mechanics is studied, where focus is placed on their benefits and applicability to the 
assessment of steel beams with web openings. 
2.2 Behaviour of Steel Beams with Web Openings 
Steel beams with web openings typically utilise an I-section with single or multiple holes, 
including castellated beams and cellular beams, where the main purpose is to enable integration of 
technical building installations, such as pipes and ducts, within the beam depth. Prior to the invention 
of beams with regular web holes, the introduction of holes in the beam was made by manually cutting 
the webs at pre-defined locations. Due to the high operating costs involved in such a perforation 
process, only a limited number of necessary openings was allowed. Furthermore, the size and shape of 
the holes were also limited to certain configurations, typically rectangular or circular openings with or 
without plate stiffeners, as determined by functional and performance requirements. 
Castellated beams were introduced in the early 1940’s with an alternative way of placing holes 
in the web, cutting the beam into two separate parts and welding them back together to produce 
regular openings throughout the webs of the expanded beam, as illustrated in Figure 2-1. According to 
Knowles (1991), the first proposal of this ingenious castellation scheme was made by Geoffrey 
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Murray Boyd in 1939, when the beams were known as ‘Boyd beams’. An improvement of these 
beams was later reported as the ‘Litska beams’, in which welded rectangular plates are employed to 
further enhance the original depth of typical castellated beams, thus introducing different shape of 
octagonal openings, as also shown in Figure 2-1. However, castellated beams were restricted in terms 
of the range of dimensions as well as the layout of the openings, which prompted the development of 
better solutions addressing such limitations. 
 
Figure 2-1 – Steel beams with web openings 
In the early 1990’s, the application of expanded I-sections with regular circular openings, 
known as cellular beams, started to gain more prominence. The use of this type of beam was mainly 
aimed at more flexible selections of geometry and larger web apertures by relying on a similar process 
of fabrication as used for castellated beams except for the cutting procedure, where a double passing 
technique, patented by Westok Ltd. (BSSPC, 1995), was developed, as depicted in Figure 2-2. The 
flexibility in the fabrication process has offered a great opportunity for cellular beams to consist of not 
only straight beams with regular holes but also of more complicated profiles, including elongated 
openings, pre-cambered cellular beams, curved roof cellular beams and tapered cellular beams 
(Westok, 2008a). They can also be used as beam-column elements (El-Sawy et al., 2009; Sweedan 
and El-Sawy, 2011). This has enhanced the application of cellular beams in a wide range of steel 
construction, including stadia, parking garages, hospitals, hypermarkets, schools and universities, 
industrial facilities and other office buildings. 
One of the major drives in the rapid development of perforated beams in current steel 
construction is the power of computer-based and high-quality manufacturing equipment (Figure 2-2). 
These facilities enable complex fabrication processes to be implemented with relative ease. It can be 
observed that, back in the early 1940’s during which the fabrication process relied on manual cutting 
and welding operations, the use of castellated beams in Europe and the United States had been 

















(Boyer, 1964; Billy Milligan, 2001). New developments of this type of beam were therefore held up 
until recently when computerisation became part of the fabrication process. At present, various forms 
of beam with web openings can be easily manufactured. In addition to conventional regular holes of 
hexagonal and circular shapes, irregular holes with various shapes, sizes and layout patterns can be 
considered. The latest innovation in this type of beam is the ‘Angelina beams’, which promote a wider 
size of apertures benefitting from architectural refinement and fabrication economy (ArcelorMittal, 
2008b), as illustrated also in Figure 2-1. 
 
Figure 2-2 – Fabrication process of cellular beams. 
(Photo sources: www.westok.co.uk and www.fabsec.co.uk) 
As previously noted, beams with regular web openings are becoming an increasingly common 
form in construction due to the advantage of these beams in offering practical means to accommodate 
mechanical and electrical (M&E) services, especially for the case when the floor depth is restricted 
(Figure 2-3). For tall building construction, the overall height can be reduced significantly. Moreover, 
the weight of such construction also benefits from lightness of the individual beams (40% reduction of 
weight according to Westok (2008a)). As far as structural efficiency is concerned, the considerable 
increase in beam depth creates greater overall flexural (bending) resistance (in major axis). The 
enhanced capacity enables longer clear spans, thus the number of columns can be reduced 
significantly, which in turn provides attractive and practical architectural solutions with large space 
without screening effects from columns (ArcelorMittal, 2008a). In addition, the opportunity of 
reducing the materials used (e.g. 20%-50% savings on steel) can also provide significant advantages 
relating to sustainability, where waste disposed and embodied carbon are reduced (WRAP, 2009). 
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Figure 2-3 – Applications of beams with web openings in steel construction. 
(Photo sources: www.westok.co.uk and www.arcelormittal.com) 
In general, castellated and cellular beams are ideal for long span applications with moderate 
uniform distributed loading (UDL). For example, in a serviced floor level, the beams are suitable to be 
used as secondary beams, where a straight long-spanning beam can be employed to withstand uniform 
loads from concrete slabs without any concentrated load from other attached beams. Furthermore, in a 
roof framing structure, very long beams (up to 50m span as depicted in Figure 2-3 (Westok, 2008a)) 
subjected to uniform discrete loads from roof purlins are among the most practical choices. Since 
cellular beams have improved flexibility in terms of the geometry and layout of web openings, they 
are more suitable to be used as primary beams, as the effect of point loads from incoming secondary 
beams can be addressed by adjusting the size or location of holes. In other cases, infill holes and other 
stiffeners (Figure 2-4) are utilised to enhance the local strength of cellular beams. In the case of 
composite structures, due to the additional resistance provided by concrete slabs, an asymmetric 
section of perforated beams is commonly used so as to optimise the strength. This is implemented by 
introducing holes slightly above the mid-depth of the beam to increase the size of the bottom tees 
relative to the size of top tees (refer to Figure 2-4). In addition, the use of elongated openings could 
also be introduced in such structures, where certain web-posts, particularly in low stress zones, are 
taken out to reduce material usage (Hechler et al., 2006; Lawson et al., 2006). 
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Figure 2-4 – Typical profiling of beams with web openings 
The continuous development of perforated beams has been accompanied by considerable effort 
in many European countries towards standardising specifications, formulating related Eurocode design 
guidance (Eurocodes Expert, 2009) and the development of design software (e.g. Cellbeam software 
by Westok Ltd, FBEAM software by Fabsec Ltd, ACBPlus software by ArcelorMittal). These design 
tools are typically applicable for conducting capacity checks of cellular beams on individual sub-
components basis, making reference where possible to Eurocode/British Standards design guidelines 
as discussed afterwards. 
2.2.1 Complexity of behaviour 
The existence of web voids in perforated beams presents an obstruction to the flow of uniform 
stresses throughout the beam span, causing considerable stress localisation in the vicinity of the holes. 
Under bending, beam cross-sections are generally subjected to global bending moment and vertical 
shear forces. With perforated sections, these internal actions are transferred along the beam length 
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across solid and perforated parts, resulting in additional local secondary effects on individual web-
posts and tees. An early study on the behaviour of castellated beams has found that the stress at any 
point within the beam depends in a complex way on the axial force, shear force and bending moment 
(Kolosowski, 1964). This makes the behaviour rather difficult to predict, for example, the location of 
maximum axial stress is almost arbitrary along the beam (Boyer, 1964), and in certain respects very 
different from the parent section of the rolled I-beam. Several researchers proposed potential stress 
patterns based on elastic behaviour and, in some cases, inelastic behaviour defined by plastic hinge 
locations. 
2.2.1.1 Elastic behaviour 
The elastic behaviour of beams with regular holes has been considered by numerous 
researchers. The following discussions highlighted the main internal actions acting over beam cross-
sections and their significance in causing instability and failure. 
Bending stress 
Bending stress is the normal compressive/tensile stress induced by bending moments in a 
beam. This is typically referred to the global bending moment, which attains a maximum at mid-span 
for a simply supported beam. However, due to the existence of openings, the bending stress is rather 
different from that in the original beam. Considering an analogy with a Vierendeel girder, the global 
bending stress is assumed to be constant along the tee-components, as illustrated in Figure 2-5(a). 
However, this depends on the geometry of the openings, where a linear stress distribution due to 
global bending was also suggested by Boyer (1964) (Figure 2-5(b)). 
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Figure 2-5 – Stresses at the corner of hole according to (a) Knowles (1991), and (b) Boyer (1964) 
Vertical shear 
A global shear force component (V) also arises from in perforated beams subject to transverse 
loading, which is transferred along the beam, including the solid and perforated sections. For the solid 
sections, the full value of V is considered, while across the perforated sections, the value of V is 
distributed to the top and bottom tees according, normally in accordance with the ratio of the two shear 
areas (V/2 for symmetric sections). These forces are always critical in the area of reduced web-sections 
as the shear capacity depends on the shear area (Av). Moreover, due to the nature of the tees in 
perforated beams which stand as a beam with two fixed ends, the action of vertical shear across the 
component leads to linearly varying local bending stress (Figure 2-5) at the corner of the hole, often 
referred to as the Vierendeel effect as discussed afterwards. In the case of composite beams, some of 
the applied shear is transferred to the concrete slab, depending on the type of concrete slab and shear 
connector (Lawson, 1987). 
(a)
stress due to 
global bending






Vierendeel moment  
The term ‘Vierendeel’ comes from an analogy with Vierendeel girders in steel constructions. 
This type of structural system consists of relatively long and slender chords that are connected to each 
other by rigid joints. Importantly, when subject to transverse loading causing global bending, all the 
individual local members are subjected to shear forces and local bending moments in addition to 
tensile/compressive forces arising from global bending. The behaviour of beams with regular openings 
is considered to be similar to Vierendeel girders (Gibson and Jenkins, 1957; Kolosowski, 1964), where 
individual sub-elements in the beam are exposed to global tension/compression, shear forces and local 
‘Vierendeel’ moments. Figure 2-6 illustrates the action of shear forces at the mid-span of the tees and 
Vierendeel moments at both ends in a static equilibrium state, where the points of inflection of 
Vierendeel moments are often assumed to be at the mid-length of the tees (Kerdal and Nethercot, 
1984). Of course, for a long tee member, for example in the presence of elongated openings, 
Vierendeel moments become more significant. This often leads to critical local failure of the tee, 
especially due to Vierendeel bending, or plastic collapse (Liu and Chung, 2003). 
 
Figure 2-6 – Secondary effects around web openings 
Web-post shear 
A web-post in perforated beams is the solid section isolated by two adjacent holes and linked 
only by top and bottom tees as shown in Figure 2-7. Considering, the upper part of the segment, the 
increment of normal bending forces in two adjacent tees (T = Ti  – Ti+1) leads to the development of 
horizontal shear force (Vh ) in the web-post element. With the narrowest section of web-posts normally 
located at mid-height of the holes, the strength of perforated beams depends on the capacity of this 
crucial section to withstand horizontal shear. Similar to tee components, the action of shear forces in 
the web-post causes secondary moments in upper and lower parts, which are equilibrated by the 









Vertical shear need to be 
transferred across an opening
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Figure 2-7 – Static equilibrium of forces in cellular beam segment 
Web-post moment 
For a symmetric cellular beam, the mid-height of web-posts (at the narrowest section) is 
theoretically free from moment with only pure horizontal shear acting at that section. This is no longer 
the case for an asymmetric section in which the redistribution of internal forces in the web-posts leads 
to the occurrence of in-plane moments at the mid-height post. These are known as web-post moments 
(Mh), the value of which depends on the degree of asymmetry. Such action of co-existing moment may 
reduce the capacity of web-posts to resist horizontal shear; in normal practice, this effect is minimised 
by inhibiting the use of severely asymmetric geometries. Moreover, the magnitude of these moments 
may also be modified by the action of the slab in composite cellular beams. Therefore, the appropriate 
selection of asymmetry in composite cellular beams needs to be considered so that at the narrowest 
section, the web-post moments are rendered relatively small. 
2.2.1.2 Influence of material plasticity 
Complexity in the behaviour of perforated beams may also arise from the development of 
material plasticity, particularly due to stress localisation in the vicinity of web openings. A number of 
experimental and numerical studies on castellated beams (Van Oostrom and Sherbourne, 1972; Kerdal 
and Nethercot, 1984; Okubo and Nethercot, 1985) has exposed the existence of plastic hinges in the 
web regions owing to considerable local compressive or tensile actions, normally taking place just 
before the local components exceed their buckling capacity. A yielding mechanism is possible at 
certain locations in perforated beams, particularly 1) at the corners of the hole due to the Vierendeel 
effect, 2) at the mid-depth of the web-post caused by high shear forces, and also 3) at the mid-length 
of upper and lower tees in the region of high bending moment, as illustrated in Figure 2-8. 
Ti Ti+1
Vt Vt
M      M










Figure 2-8 – Locations of possible yielding mechanisms (Knowles, 1991; Zaarour and Redwood, 
1996) 
2.2.2 Potential failure modes 
Failure of beams with web openings is often exhibited in terms of a local deformation mode, 
although other global modes, such as lateral torsional buckling over the entire span, can also occur 
particularly where lateral restraints are inadequate during the construction stage. Experimental studies 
on castellated beams (Kerdal and Nethercot, 1984) reported the existence of at least five additional 
failure modes associated with the local components of perforated beam compared to the original I-
section beam. These mechanisms of failure are explained in the following sections considering elastic 
instability as well as plastic failure.  
2.2.2.1 Local elastic instability 
Compressive regions in perforated beams, particularly in web-posts and webs around the 
openings, are prone to local buckling depending on their geometry and location. Although buckling of 
components is typically caused by axial compression, other actions, such as local bending moments 
and shear forces, also induce buckling. Indeed, for certain components such as the web-post, the latter 
actions can be a more dominant cause of buckling. 
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Web-post buckling 
There are two possibilities of web-post buckling in perforated sections: the first and more 
common involves lateral-torsional buckling of the web-post due to high shear, while the second 
involves flexural web-post buckling caused by significant axial compression. 
Lateral torsional buckling of web-posts under shear has been a major focus of research since 
the development of castellated beams for steel construction. This buckling mode consists of lateral 
displacements of the web-post in double curvature accompanied by twisting deformations (Aglan and 
Redwood, 1974), as can be observed Figure 2-9(a). As the main cause of this type of buckling is the 
action of horizontal shear force at the mid-depth of the web-post, it is often more critical in the region 
where the global moment gradient, or overall cross-sectional shear force, is high, such as near the 
supports of simply-supported beams under uniform loading. In the presence of co-existing moments at 
the narrowest part of the posts, owing to an asymmetric cross-sections or composite action, earlier 
buckling is expected (Lawson et al., 2006). Similarly, a small disturbance from axial forces in the 
web-post, possibly due to direct transverse loadings, also contributes to earlier buckling of the web-
post (Okubo and Nethercot, 1985). Towards this end, it is noted that buckling of web-posts is 
principally governed by the influence of the resultant of three force components, namely shear force, 
axial force and moments, as also suggested by (Kolosowski, 1964). 
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Figure 2-9 – Web-post buckling in (a) lateral torsional mode (Nadjai et al., 2007) and (b) flexural 
mode (Okubo and Nethercot, 1985; Hoffman et al., 2006) 
On the other hand, web-posts that are susceptible to flexural buckling are also an important 
consideration for design purposes particularly when a concentrated load is applied directly on top of 
the web-post. This type of buckling basically involves out-of-plane displacements of the web-post in a 
flexural mode, as shown in Figure 2-9(b). In a pure case of flexural buckling, torsional effect does not 
happen unlike the former type of web-post buckling. In comparison with plain I-section beams, this 
behaviour could be similar to web crippling phenomena (Kerdal and Nethercot, 1984), which 
commonly occurs at the mid-length of the beam. In many reported studies, however, such buckling 
was rarely observed due to several reasons: 
1. High compressive force in web-posts is only considerable when a short span of perforated 
beams is used (Okubo and Nethercot, 1985), in which case the existence of horizontal shear 




2. Application of a point load is often made via an equivalent distributed load (Redwood and 
Demirdjian, 1998), or via an additional vertical stiffener plate attached to the web-post, 
whereby buckling under compression is discouraged in both cases. 
Since perforated beams are favourable for moderate uniform loading, the focus of recent studies has 
been on the effect of such beams under applied UDL, where flexural buckling of web-posts becomes 
less critical. 
Tee buckling 
The action of high compressive stress in the top tees caused by the global bending may result 
in buckling of the tee component in a local mode (Figure 2-10). Tee components are basically 
restrained by the continuous adjacent webs along the two sides and also stiffened by the top flange for 
the top edge. Similar to web-post buckling, instability of a tee is also driven by the three resultant 
components of forces, namely axial force, shear force and bending moment, for which the point of 
contra-flexure is typically at mid-length of the tee. In this case, the axial force is often the most 
dominant, causing significant compression leading to buckling. Although in some cases, yielding is 
more likely to occur, Lawson (1987) suggested that elastic buckling under compression is also crucial 
for an unstiffened web-tees having a deeper section than the recommended depth. This usually 
happens at the highest point of global bending moment.  
 
Figure 2-10 – Local buckling of unsupported web above opening (Lawson, 1987) 
Compressed web buckling 
Other types of web buckling can also be found which do not directly involve a web-post or a 
tee component. For example, for cellular beams with relatively wide web-post, the concern is shifted 
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from web-post buckling to the development of localised stresses around the opening, causing local 
instability of the region between tee and web-post. The detailed study of this mode received relatively 
little attention, even though its occurrence has been related by some researchers (Dionisio et al., 2004; 
Hoffman et al., 2006; Lawson et al., 2006) to components of internal forces combining to produce 
maximum compressive stress in the angular web between 25 and 40 degrees to the longitudinal. In the 
absence of plastic hinges, out-of-plane buckling of the web becomes possible, where only half of the 
web-post buckles, unlike typical web-post buckling mode where the entire web-post is affected. Such 
a buckling phenomenon could also occur in combination with web-post buckling, as can also be seen 
in Figure 2-9(b). 
2.2.2.2 Plastic failure 
In addition to elastic instability issues, material plasticity can induce localised failure in certain 
regions of perforated beams. This effect has been addressed for design application in a crude manner 
(Lawson, 1987; Ward, 1990; Lawson et al., 2006), typically through imposing limits on the spread of 
plasticity using approximate section classification, as defined in design standards (e.g. BS 5950-
1:2000 or BS EN 1993-1-1:2005). The common types of plastic failure are briefly described in the 
following sub-sections. 
Vierendeel mechanism 
A Vierendeel collapse mechanism consists of plastic hinges initiated at the four ‘corners’ of 
the openings, as shown in Figure 2-11(a), causing the perforated section to deform as a parallelogram 
(Kerdal and Nethercot, 1984). Kolosowski (1964) highlighted the significance of secondary bending 
moments and shear forces in local components towards the development of this type of mechanism. 
With the shear force governing the development of local moments, this mechanism is more critical in 
the high shear regions near the beam supports or near point loads. In any case, the interaction of 
moment and shear force can cause further reduction of the tee capacity, as considered in some studies 
making proposals for suitable interaction curves (Sherbourne and Van Oostrom, 1972; Aglan and 
Qaqish, 1982; Chung et al., 2001).  
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Figure 2-11 – Modes of plastic collapse (a) yielding due to high shear, and (b) yielding due to high 
bending (Ward, 1990) 
Global bending mechanism 
This type of plastic failure arises from the effect of global flexural bending causing significant 
compressive and tensile stresses, leading to yielding predominantly in the upper and lower tees of 
perforated sections, as illustrated in Figure 2-11(b) (Ward, 1990). Such behaviour is similar to that of a 
plain webbed section (Kerdal and Nethercot, 1984), which is more critical in the zone of high bending 
moment. Due to significantly reduced web sections across openings, these parts are more vulnerable to 
fail in this mode than the solid sections of the beam. However, there are few reported works on this 
type of failure, as the effect of Vierendeel bending moment is typically dominant in the tees, making 
global bending plastic failure less critical in most cases. 
2.3 Design Guidance 
The design of beams with multiple web openings is typically performed making use of 
guidance from Eurocode 3 (2005) and BS5950:Part1 (2000). Table 2.1 summarises the related clauses 
in both design codes. While Eurocode 3 appears to provide inadequate design procedures for 
perforated beams, Section 4.15 in BS5950:Part1 (2000) has some relevant design considerations, 
referring to other models for some specific checks, such as web-post buckling. As can be seen in the 
table, capacity checks are performed on an elemental basis considering the possible causes of failure, 
such as shear stresses and local bending moments, assuming the local components of the beam to 
behave as indeterminate structures with effective dimensions subjected to appropriate types of loading. 
(a) (b)
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Table 2-1 – Relevant design guidelines in Eurocode 3 and BS5950:Part1:2000 
 
In particular, the individual sub-components of perforated beams, namely web-posts and tees, 
are first classified according to the section classification available in the guidelines. This determines 
the appropriate classes, whether plastic, compact or semi-compact, and the corresponding parameters 
to be used in the design. Assessment of the adequacy of the component to resist local forces is then 
made by referring to specific clauses shown in the table, which consider effective dimensions or an 
equivalent cross-section, usually referring to the most critical cross-section of the component. Other 
factors such as combined effects, fire as well as composite action are also included, typically via a 
reduction factor, while certain other checks are associated with other available assessment models 
(Lawson, 1987; Ward, 1990). This step-by-step inspection is widely used in many computer-design 
Issue BS EN 1993-1-1:2005 BS 5950-1:2000 
Section classification 
Section 5.5.2 – classification of cross-
sections for web-posts, flange and tees 
should be made 
Section 3.5 – classification of cross-
sections for web-posts, flange and tees 
should be made 
Shear stress 
resistance 
Section 6.2.6 – shear in the tees, Vy and 
web-posts, Vh should not exceed Pv as 
Pv=Av (fy /√3) /MO 
where Av = twdw + (2r + tw)tf /2 
Section 4.15.4.3 – shear capacity check 
– for tees: Vy = Vt + Vb ≤ 0.6pyAv.t  
(where Av.t= dw tw) 
– for web-posts: Vh ≤ 0.7pyAv.wp 
(where Av.wp= s0 tw) 
Local buckling 
resistance 
Section 6.2 – general check for critical 
(slender) cross-sections 
Section 3.6 – local buckling due to 
slender cross-section should be checked 
Local (Vierendeel) 
moment capacity 
Section 6.2.5 – by taking the tees with 
effective depth, tw.eff as a component, 
moment capacity should be satisfied 
Section 4.15.4.4 – refer to Section 4.2.5 
– by taking the tees with effective depth, 
tw.eff as a component, moment capacity 
should be satisfied 
(for isolated web openings – refer to 
Lawson (1987)) 
Web-posts strength   – no specific section 
Section 4.15.4.8 – detailed check for 
web-post buckling should be referred to 
Ward (1990) model 
Resistance to 
concentrated loads 
Section 6.3.1 – general check for 
adequacy of local components under 
compression 
Section 4.5 – check for bearing capacity, 
buckling resistance of webs and the need 
of web stiffeners 
Global buckling 
resistance 
Section 6.3.2 – check for lateral-
torsional buckling of the beams for the 
case of insufficient lateral restraint 
Section 4.3 – check for lateral-torsional 
buckling of the beams for the case of 
insufficient lateral restraint 
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programs for beams with web openings, such as the Cellbeam software provided by Westok Ltd for 
cellular beams. 
2.3.1 Design-Oriented Models 
In addition to codified methods, there are several relevant references for designing beams with 
openings provided by the Steel Construction Institute (SCI) in cooperation with other organisations, 
including Westok Ltd and the Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA). 
The main objective of these publications is to equip engineers with extra guidance. In the earlier work 
of Lawson (1987), the effect of web-holes in steel I-sections was addressed within a design model 
taking into account composite action, considering force distribution, ultimate shear strength, 
serviceability behaviour and local web stability around openings. This design model addressed the 
buckling of the tee element considering a composite I-beam with a single rectangular web opening 
(refer to Figure 2-10), utilising an effective depth (ste). Importantly, Lawson suggested that ste should 
be relatively small in order for a compact section design to be considered; otherwise, the capacity of 
the tee depends on elastic behaviour and hence prone to local buckling, as shown in the later chapters 
of this thesis. 
Important guidance was also produced by Ward (1990) for the assessment of web-posts in 
cellular beams, including the consideration of composite, non-composite, symmetric and asymmetric 
sections. The study relied on an empirical fit of numerical non-linear finite element simulations 
considering the effect of the spacing-diameter ratio (S/D0) and diameter-web thickness ratio (D0/tw) on 
the web-post moment capacity. Verification of this model against experimental results appears to be 
satisfactory, but apparently limited to a range of 1.08 < S/Do  < 1.50. As an alternative to Ward’s 
model for web-post buckling assessment, Lawson et al. (2006) proposed a simplified strut model 
subjected to equivalent compressive forces which provides reasonable predictions for a limited range 
of geometric configurations. The only parameter that deals with the irregularity of the stress 
distribution in the beam is the proposed effective length of the strut (Le), which is determined from a 
calibration against detailed FEM analysis. An improvement on the value of Le  was made for 
implementation in the Cellbeam software (Westok, 2009). Details on these two models are presented 
in Chapter 7. 
Practical design models based on empirical moment-shear interaction curves for tee 
components were also provided by several researchers (Knowles, 1991; Redwood and Cho, 1993; 
Fahmy, 1996; Chung et al., 2001; Chung et al., 2003; Liu and Chung, 2003; Chung, 2009), 
particularly dealing with the adequacy these components under a Vierendeel mechanism, while other 
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similar work considered interaction effects in web-posts (Zaarour and Redwood, 1996; Redwood and 
Demirdjian, 1998; Redwood, 2000). Figure 2-12 illustrates typical interaction curves for a perforated 
section considering intermediate states between the two extreme conditions: pure shear force and pure 
moment. Such approach benefits from its simplicity and convenience to be used as quick 
assessment tool without the need for performing structural analysis. However, each curve is limited 
to only specific geometric configurations. This is the main drawback of a simplified approach, which 
has to be calibrated against an extensive set of parametric numerical results. 
 
Figure 2-12 – Moment-shear interaction curves for perforated beam considering different sizes and 
shapes of web holes (Liu and Chung, 2003) 
2.4 Applied Research 
Several applied structural engineering research studies have been undertaken to address the 
complex behaviour of beams with multiple regular holes along the length, including castellated and 
cellular beams, arising from the presence of web-openings, which involved theoretical, experimental, 
numerical and analytical approaches. 
Castellated beams 
Research interest in the behaviour of castellated beams began in the late 1950s, where an 
analogy with Vierendeel truss action was proposed (Gibson and Jenkins, 1957) on the basis that each 
chord and vertical member of variable section in castellated beams are influenced by both global 
bending moment and vertical shear. This suggestion replaced the conventional theory of bending so as 
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to explain 1) the non-linear stress distribution across perforated sections, 2) the different patterns of 
stress in the top and bottom flanges, and 3) the larger deflections than those computed by conventional 
bending theory (Kolosowski, 1964). Using this conjecture, Boyer (1964) developed a tabular design 
aid by simplifying the Vierendeel truss analysis using a linear primary stress distribution across the 
throat section. The main discrepancy of this analogy is that the sub-components in the beam are not 
infinitely stiff as in the Vierendeel truss. 
In addition to the dominant Vierendeel truss analogy, other insights into the complex 
behaviour of castellated beams were also taking shape. Delesques (1968), in his study of web-post 
stability for elastic behaviour, treated half of the web-post as an isosceles triangle beam. From the 
experimental results of the seven beams that were tested, five beams buckled earlier than predicted by 
the elastic critical loads mainly due to plastic collapse, and several results of his approximation were 
rather unconservative, highlighting the potential influence of material plasticity in castellated beam 
components. Consideration of the plastic response, including strain hardening effects, was 
subsequently pursued in theoretical work (Van Oostrom and Sherbourne, 1972), finite difference 
approximation (Aglan and Redwood, 1974) and finite element modelling utilising computer programs 
in conjunction with experimental work (Srimani and Das, 1978). It was concluded that, besides the 
issue of material plasticity, elastic buckling phenomena on local components are still crucial in most 
presented studies. Kerdal and Nethercot (1984) reviewed the results of previous studies, where six 
possible modes of failure were reported, of which three types are principally related to the web-post 
geometry. This motivated several subsequent investigations on web-post strength and instability by 
means of theoretical and experimental work (Okubo and Nethercot, 1985; Knowles, 1991) as well as 
finite element analysis (Zaarour and Redwood, 1996; Redwood and Demirdjian, 1998). As a result, an 
assessment approach was introduced which considered individual castellated beam components 
instead of the whole beam, which offers significant computational benefits in the context of detailed 
nonlinear analysis using FEA programs. Notwithstanding, this approach ignores interactions between 
adjacent components, which can be important for buckling assessment, as demonstrated in later 
chapters of this thesis. 
Although many aspects of the complex behaviour of castellated beams appear to be well-
understood (2000), recent research has considered some of the remaining questions. This includes the 
consideration of composite action (Redwood and Cho, 1993), lateral-torsional buckling (Mohebkhah, 
2004; Mohebkhah and Showkati, 2005), distortional buckling (Zirakian and Showkati, 2006), and 
different connection conditions (Hennessey et al., 2004), which can be useful for further studies on the 
behaviour of this type of beams. 
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Cellular beams 
With the assessment of castellated beams receiving considerable prior attention, the 
development of cellular beams around 1990 motivated several researchers to investigate the influence 
of the circular shape holes in various ways, including: 
1. treating cellular beams in the same way as castellated beams and continuing the conventional 
path of research for this type of open web beams on more critical issues (e.g. performance 
under fire, cope/notch end connections and various shapes and sizes of holes); 
2. suggesting an equivalent rectangular shape of hole to approximate the capacity of such beams 
by means of theoretical and experimental studies; and 
3. developing new assessment methods for cellular beams using a combination of numerical, 
analytical and experimental work. 
Early work by Ward (1990) created a practical foundation for research and the practical assessment of 
this type of beam. In addition to providing insight into the behaviour of cellular beams, a semi-
empirical web-post buckling model was proposed for simplification in the design and analysis as 
presented earlier. Nevertheless, this simplified model was developed using a parametric study with a 
limited number of geometric configurations, which can lead to conservative predictions, as shown 
later in this thesis. 
Chung et al. (2001) investigated the Vierendeel mechanism for circular holes through 
analytical and numerical methods, where an empirical interaction curve was ultimately suggested as a 
design aid to simplify the load carrying capacity, work which was later generalised to different hole 
shapes (Chung et al., 2003; Liu and Chung, 2003; Chung, 2009). An important finding from these 
studies is that different shapes of web hole cause different beam performance, which suggests that the 
treatment of cellular beams in the same way as castellated beams could lead to significant discrepancy. 
In the parametric studies of the present work, the effect of different shapes of web openings is also 
investigated in the context of elastic local buckling. 
Realising the importance of the stress distribution in influencing failure, Dionisio et al. (2004) 
conducted an investigation to determine the critical location of both vertical and longitudinal stresses 
around non-composite cellular beams. By correlating FEA and experimental results, an appropriate 
range of critical stress locations was identified. The assessment of stress distribution was then 
extended, considering more realistic end conditions of coped geometry in cellular beams (Hoffman et 
al., 2006). This work highlighted the possibility of failure by buckling of the region between the cope 
and the first cell owing to the concentration of stresses. With cellular beams being a more recent 
structural form, research on their behaviour is still less developed compared to castellated beams, thus 
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further studies on stress distribution, beam capacity, detailed end connections and testing of long span 
beams with uniform load are still needed (Parent et al., 2006). 
Advanced studies on cellular beams were also carried out to investigate the performance of 
composite cellular beams at ambient (Chung and Lawson, 2001; Siamak, 2010) and elevated 
temperature (Nadjai et al., 2007; Nadjai et al., 2008), culminating in the latter case with the recent 
development of simplified analytical models for web-post buckling under fire (Vassart et al., 2008; 
Wong et al., 2009). While these are still active areas of research, the effects of fire and composite 
actions are not considered in this study, where the focus is on effective modelling of elastic local 
buckling. Notwithstanding, suggestions for future research on these topics are made at the end of the 
thesis. 
2.5 Finite Element Modelling  
Modelling using finite element (FE) analysis is often an essential tool for detailed structural 
analysis, where a number of studies utilised full FE analysis to investigate the behaviour of beams 
with perforations. Several simplified models for local buckling of perforated beams were also 
developed utilising numerical FE results for calibration purposes, e.g. (Ward, 1990; Lawson et al., 
2006). In this section, a review is undertaken on the application of FE analysis to perforated beams 
and its important attributes that justify its application in the present study, culminating with a 
description of the numerical FE model used for verification purposes in subsequent chapters of this 
thesis. 
2.5.1 FE analysis for perforated beams 
One of the early efforts considering the application of FE analysis to perforated beams was 
made by Hosain et al. (1974), who examine stresses and deflections of expanded open-web steel 
beams. Due to the limitation of computer resources at that time, FE analysis was used to obtain only 
the response of a typical segment (Figure 2-13(a)), while the global deflection of the beam was 
computed based on an assembly of individual responses. This method, however, was unsuccessful to 
establish a good agreement against the experimental results conducted in the same study due to the 
poor assumption of boundary conditions between segments. Srimani and Das (1978) used a detailed 
FE model for castellated beams to determine a non-linear pattern of stresses in the beam. In their 
model, symmetric castellated beams were considered in a quarter model (Figure 2-13(b)), taking into 
account appropriate boundary conditions. An encouraging result was claimed regarding the predictions 
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of the FE model in comparison with experimental results, highlighting the importance of appropriate 
modelling of such complicated beams. 
Since then, a number of studies have been conducted considering detailed FE models for 
perforated beams. These include the work of Redwood (Aglan and Redwood, 1974; Uenoya and 
Redwood, 1978; Redwood and Demirdjian, 1998), examining the potential of local web buckling in 
steel beams with web openings. In these models, a relatively fine FE mesh, as shown in Figure 2-14, 
was used to capture the stress variation and the influence of local instability of a beam and buckling of 
a segment representing web-post as well as the web around an opening. Although comparison against 
experimental study provided acceptable results, the assumptions made regarding the boundary 
conditions need further justification since the free ends of the beam segment could provide additional 
flexibility. Numerous works conducted by Chung (Chung et al., 2001; Chung et al., 2003; Liu and 
Chung, 2003; Chung, 2009) also relied on detailed finite element analysis, focussing on the adequacy 
of tee components in perforated beams to resist local forces. Again, a relatively fine FE mesh was 
employed to obtain good accuracy. 
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Figure 2-13 – Idealisations and finite element meshes for typical castellated beams (a) Hosain et al. 






Figure 2-14 – Finite element models for (a) full scale analysis considering symmetric boundary (b) 
component-based analysis (Redwood et al., 1996; Redwood and Demirdjian, 1998) 
Detailed FE modelling was also applied to full scale analysis of perforated beams in 
investigating their global buckling behaviour as a beam (Mohebkhah, 2004; Mohebkhah and 
Showkati, 2005; Zirakian and Showkati, 2006; Ellobody, 2011). Except for the fact that such a large 
scale analysis with FE models requires expensive computational resources, this approach has been 
shown to provide the most accurate results. In addition, more complex FE modelling of composite 
beams under fire conditions was also conducted (Nadjai et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2009; Siamak, 
2010). This suggests that, despite its potential computational demands, FE modelling still presents one 
of the most general and accurate choices for applied engineering research on perforated beams, 
particularly when considering geometric/material nonlinearity and conditions such as composite action 
and fire loading (Nadjai et al., 2007; Siamak, 2010).  
Nonetheless, there are opportunities for such structures to be dealt with in more efficient ways 
as demonstrated in several works (Maalek, 1990; Degrauwe and De Roeck, 2005), taking advantage of 
the repetitive profile in beams with regular openings as a modular structure. Maalek (1990) in his 
work on castellated beams developed a model considering sub-structuring procedures as demonstrated 
in Figure 2-15, motivated from the earlier work of segmental analysis by Hosain et al. (Hosain et al., 
1974). The model is based on a FE approach, where the response of a structural component is obtained 
from an assembly of individual response of several modular units, called super-elements. Such an 
approach offers a great opportunity to deal with perforated beams with repetitive profile, though its 
implementation seems to suffer from the main shortcoming of FEM which inherently relies on 
element-based formulation. In the present work, the sub-structuring feature is also utilised, though it is 




Figure 2-15 – Sub-structuring procedures using FEM: (a) general concept (b) application to castellated 




2.5.2 Mesh and element types 
Four-noded and eight-noded quadrilateral thin shell elements are the most common element 
used for analysing perforated beams. Meshing of irregular domains, such as perforated beams with 
multiple holes, using these elements can be difficult particularly when seeking an ideal mesh with 
almost square elements. A combination of rectangular and triangular elements is one way to deal with 
irregular domains (Hosain et al., 1974; Srimani and Das, 1978; Ellobody, 2011) as demonstrated 
earlier in Figure 2-13, though accuracy may be compromised with a relatively coarse mesh. On the 
other hand, most of automatic-generated meshes from available in commercial FEA programs that 
utilise standard isoparametric elements require a reasonably fine mesh to effectively fit the irregular 
domain (Figure 2-16), and also to avoid heavily distorted elements which can also cause inaccuracy 
due to ‘locking’ behaviour. 
In modelling the flange components, most of the studies employed a full model of the flange in 
the out-of-plane direction as also shown in Figure 2-16. This is essential in order to account for any 
deformation in the flanges, though such an approach apparently increases the number of elements in 
the simulation. Depending on the objective of the study, simplification is sometimes possible, for 
example by using bar/beam elements (Hosain et al., 1974; Srimani and Das, 1978) assuming that the 
shear lag effect in the flange is insignificant. 
 
Figure 2-16 – Typical finite element mesh for perforated beams (Mohebkhah, 2004; Siamak, 2010; 
Sweedan, 2011) 
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2.5.3 Boundary conditions and load application 
As previously mentioned in Chapter 1, the analysis of perforated beams using FE models 
involves two main types: a full beam model and a component model. The full beam model aims at 
determining the overall response, where the support boundary conditions and loads are typically 
different compared to local models. Besides standard support conditions, more detailed modelling of 
bolted connection may be considered in certain cases, especially when local failures near the support 
are concerned (Hennessey et al., 2004; Hoffman et al., 2006). In examining lateral-torsional or 
distortional buckling in the global mode (Mohebkhah, 2004; Ellobody, 2011; Sweedan, 2011), lateral 
restraints are applied partially along the top flange to represent the effect from slabs. Full restraints 
along the top and bottom flanges are sometimes considered for investigating local buckling behaviour 
in the beam assuming the effect from global instability is not critical (Redwood and Demirdjian, 
1998). Depending on the sophistication of the model, any symmetry may also be taken advantage of 
(Figure 2-14(a)) to reduce the computational demand. 
Local models consider components as a determinate structure under equivalent external forces 
determined from common linear structural analysis (Aglan and Redwood, 1974; Kerdal and Nethercot, 
1984; Ward, 1990). Importantly, this type of analysis demands appropriate boundary conditions in 
order to accurately represent the actual response of the beam under applied loads. In many cases, the 
components are prevented from out-of-plane displacements along the top and bottom flanges but free 
to rotate about the flange horizontal axes. Rigidity from flanges is taken into account by modelling the 
flanges for the specific component in out-of-plane direction (Ward, 1990), or by considering the 
flanges as the same planar elements having different thickness as shown previously in Figure 2-14(b) 
(Redwood and Demirdjian, 1998). Of course the latter models are less accurate owing to the neglect 
the transverse shear stress in the flanges. On the other hand, the side boundaries are assumed to be free 
from any constraint (1996), which always leads to a more flexible response since continuity effects are 
ignored. In addition to these boundary conditions, it is also possible to assume that both the top and 
bottom edges are rotationally restrained due to the existence of a slab on the top flange and the 
presence of considerable tension forces in the bottom flange during bending. This assumption is 
employed in the present work focussing on local buckling within the web of perforated beams. 
2.5.4 FE models for the present work 
In the present work, FE models are used to verify the meshless models developed for buckling 
assessment in later chapters. All FE analyses are performed using the nonlinear structural analysis 
program ADAPTIC (Izzuddin, 1991) developed at Imperial College London. ADAPTIC provides 
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unique capabilities for different types of structure, where the FE mesh is defined via a data file rather 
than a graphical pre-processor. This required the development of a sophisticated mesh generator to 
model various perforated beams for the present work, as described hereafter.  
Generation of FE mesh 
During the initial stage of the study, focus has been given to the development of a mesh 
generator capable of developing good quality FE meshes for perforated beams. This tool is applicable 
to the meshing of beams with regular web openings, including web and flange components, based on a 
unit cell configuration, as shown in Figure 2-17. The main attribute of the generated FE meshes is that 
the individual isoparametric element shapes are made as square as possible throughout the domain. 
This is to achieve an ideal balance between accuracy and computational efficiency, reducing problems 
arising from distortional locking in FE modelling. Such an attribute can achieved by requiring an 
almost constant Jacobian matrix over individual elements, as elaborated in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2-17 – Mesh generation (a) initial mesh, (b) modified mesh using constant Jacobian matrix 
concept, and (c) full model of cellular beam 
Element type and quadrature rule 
In the adopted FE modelling approach, the 9-noded quadrilateral shell element (cvs9) is 
considered and 3×3 Gauss quadrature points are used for each element. There are two variants of cvs9 
element that are employed: 1) a conventional conforming strain formulation, and 2) an optimised 
formulation utilising assumed strain fields (Izzuddin, 2007a). The latter variant benefits from a novel 
optimisation technique that can minimise locking issues, such as shear locking for bending elements, 
membrane locking when dealing with curved shells and also distortion locking due to the use of 




























element shapes that are almost square, the issue of distortion locking appears to be less significant. 
Therefore, the application of conforming elements especially in planar analysis is still practical in 
certain respects, particularly for planar analysis as demonstrated in Chapter 3. On the other hand, out-
of-plane analysis is conducted considering both conforming and assumed strain elements for 
comparison purposes. It is noted that since the assumed strain cvs9 element is used, the minimum 
requirement of Gauss integration points per cell is increased owing to the higher order shape functions 
and number of hierarchic terms considered (Izzuddin, 2007a), and hence a 4×4 quadrature rule is 
sometimes considered. 
Boundary conditions and load application 
The application of essential boundary conditions and external loading to the FEM model is 
made identical to specific numerical problems considered in the verification study. In all cases, the top 
and bottom flanges are restrained from lateral movement, assuming that the beam is more critical in 
local web buckling than the global buckling of the entire beam, while support conditions are 
appropriately applied in terms of prescribed nodal displacements. On the other hand, uniformly 
distributed loading (UDL) is applied along the top edge of the beam, in terms of work-equivalent 
nodal forces. Figure 2-18 illustrates the determination of equivalent nodal forces, in which q h is the 
UDL and h is the plate thickness, where the equivalent forces (f1 , f2 , f3 ) are obtained based on their 













      (2.1) 
leading to the corresponding values of 11 3 6f f qha  , 22 3f qha . Imperfections are also applied to 
the beam to induce buckling in geometrically nonlinear analysis, achieved via a number of random 
point loads over the web region, which are relatively small compared to the applied nominal loads. 
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Figure 2-18 – Equivalent nodal forces for UDL  
(Source: http://www.colorado.edu/engineering/cas/courses.d/IFEM.d) 
Partitioned modelling using HPC 
Since full models are utilised in this work for perforated beams, a novel partitioned modelling 
approach (Jokhio and Izzuddin, 2012), recently developed for ADAPTIC using high performance 
computing (HPC), is employed. Through dividing the cellular beam into several partitions running on 
parallel processors, the nonlinear analysis is undertaken in a small fraction of the time required for 
conventional analysis. Example ADAPTIC data files for this type of analysis are provided in 
Appendix B. 
2.6 Meshless Methods for Plates Analysis 
Meshless methods, also called meshfree methods, are increasingly becoming an important tool 
in structural mechanics, providing a real and more effective alternative to FE analysis for certain types 
of problem. The term ‘meshless’ refers to a method that solves mechanics problems using only nodes 
without the need for a mesh of elements over the domain. Some researchers use the term ‘meshfree’ to 
demote the scope to a method where the problem is solved via a set of nodes but tied to the need for a 
so-called background grid or cells to perform domain integration, distinguishing it from ‘truly 
meshless methods’ (Atluri and Zhu, 2000; Liu, 2010). Regardless of the difference, elimination of the 
element meshes in meshless methods has addressed some of the main shortcomings in FE analysis, 
making them a more versatile and attractive approach in solving a large variety of structural problems. 
The key improvements can be detailed as follows: 
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1. Domain discretisation: in this respect, the demanding requirement of a good quality mesh in 
FEM is no longer an issue. Nodes can be distributed regularly or irregularly over the domain 
without a concern for element connectivity and element distortion issues. This can reduce 
significantly both computational and modelling requirements. 
2. Stress prediction: in FE analysis, the stress field is typically discontinuous and often 
inaccurate with a relatively coarse mesh. Meshless methods are based on continuous 
functions that readily ensure continuity of strain and stress fields in a plate of uniform 
thickness and material. 
3. Remeshing procedure: with FE analysis, solution refinement typically requires complete 
remeshing for irregular plate geometric configurations so as to achieve element shapes of 
optimal quality. Since meshless methods do not utilise a mesh of elements, this requirement 
is completely avoided. 
Despite these advantages over FEM, there are several issues which have been identified in modelling 
based on meshless methods. The following sections review the essential features of meshless methods, 
and highlights factors that influence the precision of the predicted solution. 
2.6.1 Recent developments 
There are several types of meshless method available for solving solid mechanics problems, 
some of which have been used to solve plate problems, including the element-free Galerkin (EFG) 
method (Belytschko et al., 1994), the reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM) (Liu et al., 1995) 
and also the meshless local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) method (Atluri and Zhu, 2000). The EFG 
method is originated from the diffuse element method (DEM) (Nayroles et al., 1992) where no explicit 
elements are required with a smoother approximation of the domain function obtained using the 
moving least squares (MLS) technique (Lancaster and Salkauskas, 1981). Compared to DEM, 
improvement is made in the EFG method by employing a set of simple structured cells for domain 
integration and Lagrange multipliers for boundary condition enforcement, leading to a better accuracy 
and convergence rate (Belytschko et al., 1994). 
The RKPM is another meshfree method that extends the basic concept of continuous function 
in DEM and EFG methods to combine with Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method which is a 
well-known method in fluid mechanics. This basically works by introducing a correction function to 
the SPH formulation in order to improve the degree of consistency especially near the boundaries (Liu, 
2010). The MLPG method, on the other hand, is different in the sense that it does not require any 
background mesh, either for generating the interpolation function of a domain, or for performing the 
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integration of the energy (Atluri and Zhu, 2000). Early studies on this method (Lancaster, 2010) 
suggest that such integration procedure suffers from difficulty to deal with irregular domains. There 
are also meshless methods based on the point interpolation method (PIM), one of which is known as 
the Radial PIM (RPIM) proposed by Wang and Liu (Wang and Liu, 2002). This method provides 
more flexibility in the imposition of essential boundary conditions, by satisfying the Kronecker delta 
property function, unlike the EFG and MLPG methods (Liu, 2010), though it suffers from stability 
issues, as discussed later. 
With regard to the modelling of plate buckling using meshless methods, only a limited number 
of studies was conducted. Some studies were performed by Liew and co-workers (Chen and Liew, 
2004; Liew and Chen, 2004; Liew et al., 2004a; Ferreira et al., 2011) who investigated various cases 
of Mindlin plates subjected to in-plane edge loads using the RPIM. Consideration was also given to 
the case of elastic buckling for shear-deformable and also functionally graded rectangular plates using 
the RKPM (Liew et al., 2004b; Zhao et al., 2009). In an attempt to employ the EFG method for plate 
buckling problems, consideration was given to analysing stiffened rectangular plates (Peng et al., 
2006)as well as stiffened and unstiffened corrugated plates (Liew et al., 2006) based on first-order 
shear deformation theory (FSDT). Most of these studies were verified against FEA results, exhibiting 
a good agreement on buckling prediction, while being credited by more flexibility and efficiency in 
modelling such plates. 
2.6.2 Application issues 
Specific issues regarding the implementation of meshless methods are reviewed here, 
including the construction of compatible shape functions, methods of enforcing boundary conditions, 
and practical means of domain integration. 
2.6.2.1 Shape function and derivatives 
One of the main differences between meshless and FE methods is the use of a continuous 
shape function that extend beyond the local subdomain of a single element. Of course, the FE method 
benefits from pre-determined shape functions, where the time-consuming step of defining these 
functions can be skipped during calculation. However, such an approach suffers from limitations 
relating to certain rules on element nodes, connectivity and shape, which must be satisfied. Meshless 
methods utilise different means of constructing shape functions, most of which are based on a 
curve/surface fitting formulation that is popularly used in statistics. The computation requires 
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additional steps to determine the shape functions associated with the current domain nodes, though the 
limitations in terms of element connectivity and the arrangement of nodes are now eliminated. In fact, 
higher order shape functions can easily be obtained in the formulation, making meshless methods a 
very practical and effective tool for most problems of solid mechanics. 
Different approaches may be used for the development of shape functions in meshless 
methods, as detailed by Liu (2010). Among those available techniques, the Moving Least Squares 
(MLS) approximation is one the most established scheme, derived on the basis of polynomial 
functions weighted to fit a given set of data (1981). The following equation denotes the general form 
of an approximated function (u
h











 x x x p x a x   (2.2) 
 in which p
T
(x) is known as a basis function (it is a polynomial in the case of MLS ), x is a function of 
the space coordinates, and a(x) is a set of coefficients that determine the shape of the approximated 
function. Clearly, u
h
(x) is obtained by solving for the unknown terms, a(x). Here, the use of variable 
weight functions and ‘support domains’ is introduced in the determination of a(x) (as elaborated 
further in Chapter 3). One of the drawbacks of MLS is that it does not possess the Kronecker delta 
property, causing a difficulty in imposing essential boundary conditions as discussed later. 
Other common methods, such as the Point Interpolation Method (PIM) and the Radial Point 
Interpolation Method (RPIM) using Radial Basis Function (RBF), are also available for the 
construction of shape functions. These are rather straightforward methods employing a basis function 
(e.g. polynomials, radial functions, etc.) to reproduce any test function, without the influence of weight 
functions as employed in MLS approximation. This is given in a simple form of (Liu, 2010): 
 T T 1 T 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )h p i pu
    x p x a x p x F u Φ x p x F   (2.3) 
in which Fp  in this case is called the ‘moment’ matrix of polynomial basis function. In the 
implementation of RPIM, Fp  is based on RBF. An early study on these methods showed that they are 
rather unstable owing to the singularity issue with the inversion of the moment matrix. This is 
explained by Liu (2010), where the arrangement of nodes in the coordinate system is the main factor 
leading to this failure. Note that such a failure could also happen in MLS approximation, but it can 
simply be resolved by the use of more local nodes in the support domain. An improvement by a more 
systematic distribution of local nodes has been proposed (Liu, 2010) considering a triangular-based 
connection between nodes, though this is rather a ‘backward’ solution to the goal of new meshfree 
methods that aims for a free distributed nodes without any constraints on the nodal formation.  
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A suggestion was also made for integrating the PIM with the RBF method to form a radial-like 
polynomial function. This method, known as Radial PIM with Polynomial Reproduction (Liu, 2010), 
is defined by: 
 
T T( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )hu  x r x a x p x b x   (2.4) 
in which a(x) and b(x) are coefficients for radial basis r
T
(x) and polynomial basis p
T
(x) respectively. 
Basically, the produced moment matrix owns a larger size than before and this reduces the likelihood 
of a singular matrix. However, such an approach demands higher computational cost for the matrix 
inversion process especially with the use of a large number of nodes. 
2.6.2.2 Enforcing boundary conditions 
The difficulty of satisfying the boundary conditions in meshless methods is basically caused by 
the lack of Kronecker delta function property (Liu, 2010). This property requires the shape functions 
((x)) to be: i (xj) = 1 when i = j and i (xj) = 0 when i ≠ j) allowing the assigned boundary conditions 
to be easily fulfilled in a similar way to FE analysis. MLS approximation is not constructed on the 
basis of interpolation of nodal values, leading to an approximated function that does not lie on the 
actual nodal value. This means that the essential boundary conditions ( u u  along u ) cannot be 
assigned since the shape functions for interior nodes do not vanish on the boundary edges, leading to 
u
h
(xi ) ≠ ui .  
There are however several ways of imposing boundary conditions in meshless methods, such 
as point collocation, Lagrange multipliers and penalty methods. A straightforward method of point 
collocation performs the enforcement by allocating a set of equations associated with the boundary 
nodes (e.g. 
1
( ) ( )
N
h




 x x  ) into the original system of equations. This requires the solution 
of two simultaneous sets of equations in relation to the interior and boundary nodes (without 
increasing the total number of equations), so that the prescribed nodal displacements along the 
boundaries are accounted for during calculation. However, such method destroys the symmetry of the 
stiffness matrix since the replaced equations are not in a symmetric form. Only in MLPG method, the 
application of point collocation approach is claimed to be more practical as the stiffness matrix created 
is already unsymmetric. 
The more popular method is the Lagrange multipliers, in which an additional set of discrete 
equations is attached to the original system to impose the boundary constraints. Here, Lagrange 
multipliers serve as ‘smart forces’ that influence the solution to the system of linear equations taking 
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into account the essential boundary conditions. Nevertheless, several drawbacks relating to 
implementation were noted (Krysl and Belytschko, 1995; Liu, 2010): 1) it increases the number of 
unknowns by the use of Lagrange multipliers, and hence the size of problem, and also 2) it disturbs the 
system matrix by enlarging the non-positive definiteness and distorting the symmetry and the 
bandedness, leading to higher computational cost. Additional terms of Galerkin formulation used to 
fix the unsatisfied boundary condition are defined as: 
    T T
u u
d d  
 
      λ u u u λ u   (2.5) 
where  is a vector of the Lagrange multipliers and (u – u ) is the residual displacements vector 
which should be zero on the boundary u. 
On the other hand, penalty method employs a large value of , known as a penalty factor, to 
enforce the boundary conditions. This is made by considering the following penalty term in the 
Galerkin formulation: 
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where α is a matrix of penalty factors (α1 , α2 , ... ,α2K ) and (u – u ) is the residual that needs to be 
penalised. In this case, the calculated stiffness matrix will be symmetric and banded as long as an 
appropriate order of nodal numbering is used. It is noted that the role of penalty enforcement is rather 
distorted when the value of  is relatively very large compared to other elements in the stiffness 
matrix, in which case, numerical errors could occur. On the other hand, a very small value of  could 
lead to a poor satisfaction of the required boundary conditions since the penalty constraint is not fully 





the maximum value of the diagonal stiffness terms (Liu, 2010). It is important to highlight that this 
method does not rigorously impose the boundary conditions compared to the Lagrange multipliers 
method, but it is a more efficient and attractive approach if great care of is taken of the choice of 
penalty factors. 
2.6.2.3 Integration procedure 
Another issue in the application of meshless methods relates to the integration procedure, as no 
explicit elements are occupied to guide the numerical integration process. Although the ultimate aim 
of ‘truly’ meshless methods, according to Atluri and Zhu (2000), is to perform a calculation without 
the assistance of finite element meshes or cells either for the purposes of interpolating the domain 
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function or for the use of integration of the energy, only a few such methods require no mesh for 
integration. For example, MLPG method conducts the integration by introducing regular fictitious 
subdomains (e.g. of circular or rectangular shapes) associated with the scattered local nodes over a 
domain. Unfortunately, there are significant difficulties with such methods, especially when 
integration cells intersect boundaries, and in application to irregular distributed nodes where the 
fictitious subdomains may not cover a sufficient number of nodes. Moreover, since there is a 
possibility of overlapping adjacent integration cells, this could lead to a discrepancy of external 
equilibrium at sub-domain level between internal loading and boundary actions, potentially leading to 
unstable solutions. A stabilised conforming nodal integration method was proposed by Chen et al. 
(Chen et al., 2001), which does not require any background cells, and a similar approach was 
employed by Zhao et al. (Zhao et al., 2009). Although this nodal integration method offers better 
computational efficiency compared to the previously mentioned method due to more structured 
integration domains, there are still issues of accuracy and stability that remain to be resolved (Liew et 
al., 2011). 
A more practical solution for the above issues consists of using background cells only for the 
purpose of domain integration. This can be implemented in the EFG method using an ‘informal’ 
rectangular grid for the integration cells, hence a straightforward calculation (without mapping 
requirements) can be performed. Although this is rather at odds with the aim of meshless methods that 
require no mesh, it works very well while avoiding the need for a FE mesh, balancing accuracy and 
computational efficiency. Further discussion on the application of such an approach with the EFG 
method is provided in Chapter 3. 
Finally, there is also a basic requirement relating to the minimum number of quadrature points 
that should be considered (Liu, 2010). This is basically similar to the condition required in FE 
analysis, where for plane stress analysis Nq > Nu or 3nq  > 2nu (in which nq  is the number of quadrature 
points, nu is the number of domain nodes, Nq is the total number of independent equations for all nq  
and Nu is the total number of unknown variables). In practice, these limits are readily satisfied, since a 





NUMERICAL MODELLING OF PLANAR RESPONSE 
 
Equation Chapter 3 Section 1 
3.1 Overview of Proposed Model 
In this work, a general formulation for local buckling of perforated beams under planar loads is 
developed on the basis of establishing the singularity of the tangent stiffness matrix (KT ), which 
consists of the out-of-plane material stiffness matrix (KE ) and the associated out-of-plane geometric 
stiffness matrix (KG ) for a considered domain. The formulation of KE  is explained in Chapter 4 during 
the presentation of the out-of-plane response based on Kirchhoff thin plate theory, while KG  is 
determined from the stresses corresponding to the planar loads, as further elaborated in Chapter 5. The 
present chapter focuses on 2D planar analysis using a meshless method, namely the Element-Free 
Galerkin (EFG) method.  
This chapter deals initially with a general formulation applicable to any plane stress problem, 
and several examples are presented for comparison with available analytical solution. A simplified 
modelling approach is then proposed, which is dedicated for planar analysis of perforated beams, 
where verification is undertaken against detailed finite element analysis (FEA). 
3.2 Discretisation with EFG Method 
The main feature of the EFG method is the utilisation of a smooth and continuous domain 
function via the application of moving least squares (MLS) approach. As this MLS approximation 
requires only a set of nodes to generate shape functions, it is acknowledged as an element-free method 
which offers significant savings on computational effort, since a major cost of element meshing is 
eliminated (Belytschko et al., 1994). However, such benefit comes with some additional costs, 
especially in relation to the imposition of boundary conditions, since the MLS function does not 
represent the actual nodal value, as previously elaborated in Chapter 2. 
Preference to the use of EFG method for the present models is made due to several advantages 
as follows: 
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1. it is a meshless method that can be easily applied to irregular domains, 
2. it offers potential efficiency in buckling analysis by separating the planar and out-of-plane 
responses, 
3. it ensures external equilibrium at sub-domain level between internal loading and boundary 
actions, and 
4. it facilitates the determination of the out-of-plane geometric stiffness through the use of the 
same fixed integration points. 
Previous work on a simplified analysis of cellular beams in 2D planar problems was conducted 
by Lancaster (2010) using the meshless Local-Petrov Galerkin (MLPG) method. In comparison, the 
last two points denote the particular benefits of the EFG over the MLPG method in which rigid body 
testing modes are not precisely represented and where quadrature points are specific to the testing sub-
domain. 
3.2.1 Formulation for planar response 
The Element-free Galerkin (EFG) method is constructed on the basis of a Galerkin formulation 
with the adoption of moving least-squares approximation to produce the shape functions. To view the 
application of EFG method in 2D solid mechanic problems, a domain of Ω with a boundary Γ, being 
in a state of equilibrium, is considered: 
 , 0ij j jb in     (3.1) 











in which σi j  is the stress tensor corresponding to the displacements field, nj  is the unit normal to the 
boundary Γ and bj  is the body force of the domain Ω. iu  and it are the prescribed boundary 
displacements and tractions respectively. The well-known Galerkin weak form of the equilibrium 
Equation (3.1) is given as: 
  T T T 0
t
d d d   
  
          ε σ u b u t u  (3.3) 
or in the form of the displacements function u(x): 
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in which u(x) is often defined in terms of shape functions (N
s 
) and the nodal freedoms (u): 
 ( ) su x N u  (3.5) 
Discretisation with the finite element method (FEM) uses an element-based approach to construct the 
shape functions, for which a well-generated mesh is necessary to obtain a good approximation. This is 
always a major issue in the FEM particularly when dealing with irregular domains. The EFG method, 
on the other hand, benefits from the MLS numerical discretisation, in which only a free form of 
distributed local nodes is required. Moreover, these nodes are completely exempted from any element 
connectivity. In view of the MLS displacement function, an updated version of the Galerkin equation 
is presented in the following discussion. 
3.2.2 Shape function by MLS approximation 
Basically, the MLS approximation is a general technique of fitting a curve or surface to 
scattered data, which is commonly used in statistical analysis. In the EFG method, such a technique is 
enhanced to generate a higher-order surface fit function of displacements u
h
(x) based on prescribed 
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in which pj (x) is the polynomial basis function with m number of terms, and aj (x) features as the 
unknown coefficients which perform curve-fitting. Both terms are a function of the space coordinates 
x =    x y . Note that the u
h
(x) in the above equation is a continuous field function within the domain Ω 
as long as the terms pj (x) and aj (x) possess the continuity characteristic. Considering Pascal’s triangle 
of monomials in Figure 3-1, pj (x) simply reaches the desired degree of continuity by the employment 
of sufficient monomial terms, such as the quadratic basis given by:  
 T 2 2( ) 1, , , , ,x y x xy y   p x  (3.7) 
On the other hand, aj (x) is an arbitrary set of coefficients that needs to be solved, and yet, it 
should not be taken as a constant for accuracy reason (Belytschko et al., 1994). Therefore, in solving 
for the unknown coefficients, a functional of weighted residual between the actual nodal parameters 
(uI  ) and their approximated value, u
h
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where N is the number of local nodes, w(x – xI ) is a built-in weight function that determines the 
influence of the residuals at different nodes (xI ) around the focus point (x). At this stage, the term 
‘support domain’ (also known as a ‘domain of influence’) is introduced. It is based on a radial distance 
(x – xI ) in order to limit the weighting effect to only those nodes close to x, and being less significant 
or having no effect for other nodes located farther or outside the support domain. Further discussion 
on related issues of the weight function is made in a later section. Nonetheless, it is important to 
highlight that the role of function w(x – xI ) in MLS is also to characterise the continuity behaviour in 
the estimated function, that is if w(x – xI ) is continuous within its first d derivatives, then u
h
(xI ) is 
supposed to be C
d
 continuous (provided the same or higher degree of continuity is also utilised by 
pj (x) as mentioned earlier).  
 
Figure 3-1 – Pascal’s triangle of monomials for 2D problem (Liu, 2010) 
In view of Equations (3.6) and (3.8), the selection of a(x) that could minimise the residuals can 
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which leads to the following solution of a linear equation: 
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Finally, by considering Equation (3.10), the initial Equation (3.6) can be rewritten in terms of the 
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 (3.12) 
where u is a vector of nodal displacements (I = 1, 2, ... , N) and N
s
 is a row vector that is composed of 
the corresponding shape functions: 
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x x A x B x  (3.13) 
It is important to note that u
h
(xI ) ≠ uI  as a consequence of the interpolations effect as 
illustrated in Figure 3-2, unless the prescribed data uI  is based on a polynomial function (Nayroles et 
al., 1992). As mentioned earlier, this causes difficulties especially in imposing the essential boundary 
conditions, as considered in Section 3.2.3. 
  
Figure 3-2 – Distinction between uI  and u
h
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3.2.2.1 Choice of weight function 
In the EFG implementation, the weight function w(x – xI ) plays two major roles: i) as nodal 
weighting parameters, and ii) as a smoothing factor on the overall MLS function. It should be chosen 
so that 1) it generates positive values in the support domain, 2) it is relatively large at its 
corresponding node xI  and decreases with increasing distance dI  = ||x – xI ||, and 3) it vanishes at the 
boundary as shown in Figure 3-3. Theoretically, the selection of the shape of the support domain is 
almost arbitrary, but a circular shape is the most convenient choice in order to establish the three 
characteristics. Thus, the support radius (rI ) is used to determine the limit of the domain of influence. 
Another essential concern in the choice of w(x – xI ) is that the matrix A(x) of Equation (3.11) should 
not be singular. This requirement is basically controlled by the selection of rI , in the sense that the 
support domain has to be large enough to include a sufficient number of local nodes, but at the same 
time it needs to be as small as possible so as to preserve the locality of the influence area. 
In this study, an exponential-based Gaussian weight function (Belytschko et al., 1994) is 
chosen which has the form 
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 
x x  (3.14) 
where k and c are constants that control the shape of the function. As can be easily illustrated 
numerically, the parameter c is used to obtain a smooth connection between the support domain and 
the external area (Figure 3-4). Parameter k is always taken as 1 for computational simplicity.  
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Figure 3-3 – Weighting function and domain of influence 
The first derivatives of the weight function with respect to x (with k = 1) is computed as: 
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xx x   (3.15) 
Here, the index following by a comma indicates a derivative with respect to the spatial coordinates x. 
It can be established that the weight function together with its derivatives are continuous within the 
domain of influence, owing to the existence of the exponential term ‘exp[ –(dI  / c)
2k ]’. Over the 
boundary, w(x – xI ) in Equation (3.14) vanishes as dI  approaches rI , though this is not the case for the 
derivatives of w(x – xI ), as a non-zero value is still possible when dI  = rI . Therefore, it is vital to select 
an appropriate value of c to ensure a zero derivative at the boundary limit for a smooth transition (refer 
to Figure 3-4). In many numerical examples of the present study, c is taken as rI  / 4, as suggested by 









Figure 3-4 – Exponential weight function and its first-order derivatives for different c parameters  
(rI  = 1 and k = 1) 
3.2.2.2 Galerkin method with MLS interpolants 
The variational weak form in Equation (3.4) is considered here with the approximated 
displacements function by MLS interpolants: 
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 (3.16) 
where D is the constitutive matrix for the plane stress case given by: 
 















D  (3.17) 
with E being Young’s modulus,  being Poisson’s ratio and t being the plate thickness. B
s
 is the 
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with: 
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In the above equation, w(x – xI ), x  is as given by Equation (3.14), and p(xI ) is the monomial basis 
function associated with the nodal parameter xI . It is important to note that the Galerkin equation in 
(3.16) does not deal with the essential boundary conditions of Equation (3.2), which are addressed in 
the following section. 
3.2.3 Essential boundary conditions 
As previously noted, the EFG method cannot satisfy the essential boundary conditions via 
nodal constraints, since the MLS function does not pass through the nodal parameters, and thus the 
enforcement of the essential condition at the boundary nodes (e.g. uI =uΓ ) leads to violation of the 
condition on the boundary edge: 
 ( ) on h I uu   u x u  (3.22) 
In the original EFG method by Belytschko et al. (1994), additional terms of Lagrange multipliers are 
employed in addressing essential boundary conditions. Such an approach comes at the cost of 
additional unknowns that enlarge the size of the discrete system of equations. It is also exposed to be 
computational inefficient owing to the destruction of the positive definiteness of the stiffness matrix 
(Liu, 2010). 
In the current method, essential boundary conditions are imposed through an alternative 
penalty method, which is also often used in other numerical methods, including conventional FEM. 
The penalty term itself comprise of the following variational form: 






        u u α u u u  (3.23) 
where α is a diagonal matrix of penalty factors (α1 , α2 , ... ,α2K ), in which K is the number of essential 
boundary nodes, and (u – uΓ ) is the residual condition that needs to be penalised so that u = uΓ  or at 
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least u ≈ uΓ  for all boundary nodes. As highlighted in Chapter 2, this method does not precisely 
enforce the given condition unless a very large αI  is used to strongly restrain the boundary 
displacements, though the specific choice should be made with great care to avoid numerical problems 
arising from ill-conditioning. 
Considering the MLS approximation, Equation (3.23) can be rewritten as: 
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and the updated form of Equation (3.4) is given as: 
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or in a more generalised form of discrete linear equations: 
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This can be symbolised in terms of stiffness matrix (k), penalty stiffness matrix (k
α
), displacements 
vector (u) and an equivalent loading vector (f) to yield the following form: 
    k k u f  (3.27) 
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 (3.28) 
and u refers to two degrees-of-freedom (DOF) for 2D planar problem, [u,v]
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Note that the last two terms on the right-hand side of Equation (3.26), hence fI, could be ignored when 
dealing with a planar problem involving only boundary tractions (tΓ ). 
Equation (3.27) is basically the finalised version of the Galerkin equation for the EFG method 
employing the penalty approach for enforcing the essential boundary conditions. Next, numerical 
integration and the computational implementation for 2D planar analysis are discussed. 
3.2.4 Background cells for integration 
Another main feature of the EFG method is the need of background cells for numerical 
integration, as a result of which the method is claimed to be not a ‘truly meshless’ method (Atluri and 
Zhu, 2000). Nevertheless, the application of such a background ‘mesh’ for integration is much more 
flexible than the FEM due to the fact that the cells act only as artificial areas for numerical integration 
over the domain. Thus, a simple grid of rectangular shapes would be satisfactory. Moreover, a major 
distinction between the EFG method and the FEM is that the integration in the EFG method is 
performed over the entire domain, unlike FEM integration which is based on local element 
subdomains. Therefore, the concern in the EFG method is not the number of gauss points for each cell 
(as in the FEM), but more the provision of a sufficient number of gauss points over the entire domain. 
Numerical integration in this study is performed using a Gaussian quadrature scheme via a set 
of rectangular background cells. In each cell, Ng ×Ng  
gauss quadrature points (xq ) are employed, which 
makes the total number of gauss points in the domain M = Nc ×Ng
2
, where Nc  is the number of cells. 
With regard to line integration, such as over the boundary, this is performed by partitioning the line 
into NL  sub-lines, each of which containing 9 quadrature points, hence M = 9×NL . Having determined 
the location of gauss points (xq ) and their corresponding weights (wq ), the components in Equation  
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 (3.30) 
where kIJ is a 2×2 matrix component of the full 2N×2N matrix k, and the same applies to  to ij

k . 
( )sI qN x  and ( )
s
I qB x  are, respectively, the shape functions and strain-displacement matrix of node I 
evaluated at Gauss points xq . The term ( )I qψ x  is also a matrix of shape functions which is given by 
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Equation (3.29). Although the notion of Equation (3.30) relies on indices I, J and q, a calculation 
based on loops for every index should be avoided in computational practice as this could pose major 
computational demands. This concern is discussed further in the subsequent section. 
Another important issue relating to numerical integration concerns the integration over 
irregular domains, since a simple rectangular grid without modifications cannot perfectly fit a domain 
with curved boundary. Belytschko et al. (1994) proposed that irregular domains can be performed by 
ignoring all Gauss points outside the domain during the summation This basically considers the 
domain integrand function to retain its values within the domain Ω but become zero outside Ω. Due to 
the discontinuity introduced in the function within the integration cells across the boundary, 
inaccuracy in the integration could occur if limited quadrature points are used. In the current 
implementation, a multi-level rectangular grid (MLRG) approach is proposed, in which the cells that 
intersect the boundary are hierarchically reduced in size (e.g. by dividing the original cell side into 
two), where ultimately the cells that lie outside the boundary are not considered, as illustrated in 
Figure 3-5. This is nothing more than just to prevent gauss points to be placed outside the domain so 
that no elimination of gauss points is taking place. Despite having a concentration of quadrature points 
near the curved boundary, it is shown later that this technique is reasonably efficient, as only a small 
number of quadrature points per cell is required whilst preserving the simplicity of having background 
cells based on a rectangular grid. 
 
Figure 3-5 – Numerical integration for irregular domain with two hierarchic subdivisions 
3.2.5 Computational implementation of the EFG planar analysis 
The numerical computation of the EFG method for in-plane analysis is implemented using 
MATLAB (matrix laboratory) developed by MathWorks. This is a fourth-generation programming 
language that enables mathematical models to be developed within a more efficient and interactive 




* the numbers 1, 2 and 3 indicate the cells level
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approach based on vector operations is adopted as an alternative to conventional lower-level 
programming based on nested loops. Since the entire system of EFG equations involves a node-by-
node assembly procedure, considering the Gauss points and the local nodes within a support domain, 
this ‘vectorisation’ approach offers significant implementation and computational benefits. 
Consider, for example, the component of the k matrix as denoted by Equation (3.30): 
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Here, only the final form of the matrix components is considered in the coding, where wq  is a diagonal 
matrix of the quadrature weights and ,
s
q xN  is the derivative of shape functions (in a matrix form) of 
quadrature points xq  for node (I ,J), thus avoiding from any looping. In MATLAB, the computation of 
all the components kIJ can be performed in a more efficient way with the manipulation of matrix 
indices as shown in the following code: 
 
where Nx and Ny are the full M ×N matrices of the first spatial derivatives of shape functions, and Nxi 
is the total number of EFG nodes. 
The vector-based approach is also used for the computation of MLS shape functions as shown 
below. Consider Equation (3.13) with a quadratic monomial basis function (m = 6) and the Gaussian 
weight function, the compact form is given by: 
 
 
Nx_2 = Nx’*diag(Wq)*Nx; 
Ny_2 = Ny’*diag(Wq)*Ny; 
NxNy = Nx’*diag(Wq)*Ny; 
 
%stifness matrix, k 
k = zeros(2*Nxi); 
k(1:2:end,1:2:end) = D(1,1)*(Nx_2)  + D(3,3)*(Ny_2) ; 
k(1:2:end,2:2:end) = D(1,2)*(NxNy)  + D(3,3)*(NxNy)'; 
k(2:2:end,1:2:end) = D(2,1)*(NxNy)' + D(3,3)*(NxNy) ; 
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where A(xq ) and B(xq ) are, respectively, the vectorised matrices given by: 
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 (3.33) 
P is a matrix of monomial vectors evaluated at the various nodes  1 2( ), ( ), , ( )Np x p x p x , with 
p(x) defined by Equation (3.7), and W(xq ) is a matrix that replicates the weightings row vector 
1 2( ), ( ), , ( )q q q Nw w w    x x x x x x  
over m rows, with W(xq )*P denoting element-by-element 
product of W(xq ) and P. In MATLAB, such implementation can further be improved by considering 
only those nodes associated with non-zero values for the weightings at the current Gauss point xq : 
 
The procedure for a 2D planar stress analysis using the EFG method is summarised in the 
flowchart of Figure 3-6, while the details for computing the MLS shape functions is illustrated in 
Figure 3-7.  
j = wxq~=0; %non-zero values in wxq
Pxi = [p1 x y x.^2 x.*y y.^2]'; %monomial basis
P = Pxi(:,j); %selected columns





Figure 3-6 – Flowchart of EFG method for planar analysis 
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Figure 3-7 – Flowchart of MLS approximation 
3.3 Numerical Examples and Discussion 
In this section, numerical verification of the developed EFG method is undertaken for two 
types of panel: a rectangular thin beam and a unit cellular beam panel. The selection of several EFG 
parameters including support radius, penalty factor and quadrature rules is discussed, where the effect 
of linear and quadratic basis functions is also considered. As suggested earlier, parameters in the 
weight function of Equation (3.14) are kept as k = 1 and c = rI / 4 in all calculations, unless stated 
otherwise. 
Discretisation over the domain is made on the basis of a rectangular grid (as close to square as 
possible) where the EFG nodes are located at all the vertices within the domain. The influence of grid 
irregularity is ignored except for irregular domains where additional nodes along curved edges are 
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|| xq – xI || ≤ ri 
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adopted. Another layer consisting of a different rectangular grid is also employed for numerical 
integration. These two sets of grid could be of the same formation, but for generality they are allowed 
to be different. This is to enable a complete order integration rule to be implemented despite the use of 
a very coarse domain discretisation. 
3.3.1 Rectangular solid panel 
The developed EFG method is first applied to a simple 2D problem considering rectangular 
thin beams. Two examples are presented: the first considers a beam under constant compression, while 
the second involves the well-known problem of a Timoshenko cantilever beam. 
3.3.1.1 Beam under constant strains 
Consideration is given here to a beam with a depth D = 1 m and length L = 8 m, with the 
loading (Q = 2 Pa) and support conditions shown in Figure 3-8, so that a constant strain state is 
developed over the beam domain. The problem is solved for a plane stress case with E = 10 kPa and  
= 0.25. This is basically a numerical test for the EFG method to check its ability to represent linear 
displacements over the domain.  
For this case, only a linear monomial basis  T ( ) 1, ,x yp x
 
is chosen in conjunction with the 
exponential weight function to construct the MLS shape function. The support radius is taken as 
rI  = 3×h, where h is the nodal spacing which is always taken as the regular horizontal distance of two 
adjacent EFG nodes, and the penalty factor is assumed as α = 10
6
 × k dmax (maximum diagonal element 
in the stiffness matrix). The effect of having different choices of rI  and α will be presented in later 
examples, since their variation is less significant in the current problem. The domain is discretised 
using 3×3 EFG nodes and 8×2 background cells each containing 3×3 quadrature points for a relatively 
accurate integration. 
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Figure 3-8 – A rectangular beam subjected to compression (Units N and m) 
The presented results are based on error estimation, where the relative errors with respect to 























in which   u  and   ε  are defined in terms of their L
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D is from Equation (3.17). The exact solution for this problem is ux  = Px / E and uy  = –Py/ E with 
stresses xx = –P, yy = 0 and xy = 0. 
Figure 3-9 depicts the numerical results from the EFG analysis. Despite the limited number of 
domain nodes, a well-represented field of linear displacements and constant strains is clearly observed, 





satisfies the basic requirement of solving a constant strain problem accurately. 
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Figure 3-9 – Displacements and stress distributions by the EFG method 
3.3.1.2 Cantilever beam subject to tip load 
A rectangular cantilever beam subject to a distributed vertical load at its free end, as shown in 
Figure 3-10, is chosen for higher-order verification of the EFG method. The geometry and the material 
properties of the rectangular beam are as the same as in the previous example, where L = 8 m, 
D = 2 m, E = 10 kPa and = 0.25.   The applied load follows a parabolic distribution with a total over 
the depth P = 1 Pa, whereas the cantilever is fully clamped at the support. In discussing the influence 
of certain parameters over the accuracy of the predicted deflection, Point A shown in Figure 3-10 is 
used as a reference point. 
  
Figure 3-10 – A cantilever beam subject to end loading (Units N and m) 
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with x and y being the spatial coordinates and I = D
3
/12. It is noted that Equations (3.36) and (3.37) 
possess a smooth function of position without stress concentrations or singularities especially near the 
end support, which is often difficult to establish in numerical analysis (Augarde and Deeks, 2008). 
Thus, in the comparison against the Timoshenko solution, small errors in the prediction are expected 
as the current example employs rigid support conditions, leading to stress concentrations near the end 
support as demonstrated later. 
Influence of support radius 
In order to examine the influence of the support radius on the approximated domain function, a 
parameter κ is used so that κ = rI  / h, where h is the nodal spacing. For the numerical analysis, two sets 
of EFG nodes are considered, consisting of 56 nodes (14×4) and 120 nodes (20×6) respectively. A 
fixed number of integration cells is used, though the effect of having different quadrature rules (e.g. 
3×3 and 6×6) is also examined. Figure 3-11 provides the results for the relative displacements error 
given in Equation (3.34) for various values of parameter κ. It is clearly observed that the use of a very 
large support domain can cause relatively high displacement errors. A range between 3.5 and 5.5 
discloses a good accuracy for both 56 nodes and 120 nodes cases, for both linear and quadratic basis 
functions. Changes in the quadrature order appear to be unimportant, provided a sufficient number of 
integration points is used as discussed further in a subsequent sub-section. In view of this outcome, 
parameter κ is henceforth taken as 5.0. 
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Figure 3-11 – Influence of support radius on displacement errors for (a) linear  
and (b) quadratic basis functions 
Influence of penalty parameter 
Boundary conditions are imposed by a penalty method, where the influence of the penalty 
parameter () is investigated numerically, with the results provided in Figure 3-12. The same two sets 
of grid, 56 nodes (14×4) and 120 nodes (20×6), with different monomial basis functions are employed 
to investigate the influence of α with different nodal densities. The value of α is chosen such that the 
penalty springs along the support possess a constant rigidity of 10
n
 × kdmax, as suggested by Liu (2010), 
with n being an integer (n = 1,  2,  3 ...). In all cases, the relative error of nodal displacements is 
reasonably low for α = 10
2
 kdmax to 10
7
 kdmax, and increases when this value becomes much larger. A 
selection of very small  is also inappropriate since the essential boundary condition is not accurately 
enforced. Hence, the optimum penalty factor is taken as 10
4
 × kdmax for the following calculations, 
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Figure 3-12 – Effect of penalty parameter () 
Quadrature order 
Parameters that govern the accuracy of domain integration, namely the quadrature order 
(Ng ×Ng ) and the number of integration cells (mx ×my ), are investigated here. For simplicity, EFG 
nodes are fixed to a regular grid of 20×6 (120 nodes). Results based on the deflection of point A (as 
depicted in Figure 3-10) as well as the strain energy of the system obtained with a different number of 
quadrature points in conjunction with the number of background cells are summarised in Table 3-1. 
Some of the results suffer from inaccuracy, and these are highlighted in red. This is caused by 
insufficient quadrature points over the domain integration, where the total number of equations 3×Nq  
is less than the total number of unknown variables 2Nx , and accordingly this leads to singularity and 
infinite solutions. The colour shaded boxes in the table indicate results from different quadrature rules, 
but with the same total number of gauss points. From these results, a combination of fewer integration 
cells with a high-order quadrature rule is shown to be slightly more accurate (e.g. 4×1 integration grid 


























Penalty factor, α (10n x kdmax)
14x4 grid - Linear
20x6 grid - Linear
14x4 grid - Quadratic
20x6 grid - Quadratic
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Table 3-1 – Displacement of point A (uA ) and the total strain energy (e) resulting from different 
quadrature rules (Units mm and N.mm) 
 
Convergence of displacements 
The convergence in the prediction of nodal displacements is investigated, considering a 
different number of EFG nodes and different monomial basis functions. In Figure 3-13, vertical 
deflection are depicted for the upper edge nodes (y = H/2) along the length, normalised relative to the 
maximum deflection, where | uy-max | = 26.65 mm according to Equation (3.36). All cases demonstrate 
favourable agreement against the theoretical solution.  
Considering the results for the maximum deflection uy-max in Figure 3-14, the convergence 
achieved by the quadratic-based EFG model is shown to be faster. Only a small number of nodes is 
required to establish a good prediction of the displacement field (within 0.3% of the converged value). 
Note that a small discrepancy between the converged value and the analytical solution occurs due to 
the previously mentioned differences in the essential boundary conditions. As shown in Figure 3-14, 
the predicted nodal displacement by the EFG is slightly lower than the Timoshenko solution, but 




4 1 8 2 16 4 32 8 
1 1 uA = 3.82E+17 uA = 3.29E+16 uA = 4.29E+13 uA = -27.138 
 
e = 6.782E+03 e = 5.14E+04 e = 8.90E+04 e = 13.564 
2 2 uA = 1.12E+14 uA = -4.11E+16 uA = -26.680 uA = -26.678 
 
e = 238.350 e = 5.54E+10 e = 13.336 e = 13.335 
3 3 uA = 7.17E+14 uA = -26.684 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 
 
e = 1.33E+06 e = 13.339 e = 13.335 e = 13.335 
4 4 uA = 2.72E+14 uA = -26.679 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 
 
e = 1.13E+09 e = 13.336 e = 13.335 e = 13.335 
5 5 uA = -26.820 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 
 
e = 13.402 e = 13.335 e = 13.335 e = 13.335 
6 6 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 
 
e = 13.336 e = 13.336 e = 13.336 e = 13.336 
7 7 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 
 
e = 13.335 e = 13.335 e = 13.335 e = 13.335 
8 8 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 
 
e = 13.335 e = 13.335 e = 13.335 e = 13.335 
9 9 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 uA = -26.678 
 




Figure 3-13 – Displacements at y = H/2 for (a) linear and (b) quadratic basis functions 
 
 
Figure 3-14 – Convergence of displacements for cantilever beam 
Convergence of energy 
The performance of the MLS approximation is also checked for determining the planar stress 
field, where first-order derivatives of the MLS function are involved. The nodal stress components are 
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σ DB u  (3.38) 
where D and B
s
 are respectively given by Equation (3.17) and (3.18), while u is the nodal 
displacement vector. Figure 3-15 compares the stresses predicted by the EFG method and the 
analytical solution for x = L/2, where the stresses are expected to be in accordance with the theoretical 
expressions given by Equation (3.37). Clearly, the EFG model with 120 nodes and quadratic basis 
functions shows the best overall comparison, including prediction of the parabolic shear distribution 
over the depth. This suggests that despite the excellent performance in displacement prediction with 
fewer nodes, the employment of sufficient EFG nodes is still crucial for establishing a good accuracy 
for the stress field, especially for the models employing linear basis functions.  
Figure 3-16 depicts the convergence of the strain energy with an increasing number of nodes 
and different monomial basis functions of the EFG method in comparison with detailed FEA using 
ADAPTIC (Izzuddin, 1991) as well as the analytical solution. The FEA model employs the 9-noded 
conforming shell elements with quadratic shape functions for the planar displacement fields (Izzuddin, 
2007a). Both EFG models with linear and quadratic basis functions provide similar predictions of the 
strain energy compared to the FEA solution, but these are slightly lower compared to the theoretical 
solution eana = 13.40N.mm. Again, this discrepancy is caused by the difference in the support 
conditions, where the numerical solutions for the stress distribution, depicted in Figure 3-17, show 
stress concentration at the support due to full restraint of the vertical and horizontal displacements. 
However, the effect of this discrepancy is relatively small, leading to an error in the strain energy of 
less than 0.5%. 
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Figure 3-16 – Convergence of strain energy for cantilever beam 
 
Figure 3-17 – Comparison of the predicted stress fields (a) EFG method and (b) FEA method 
3.3.2 Panel with irregular shape 
In this section, planar analysis is undertaken for an irregular shape panel that resembles a unit 
component of a cellular beam, considering the web region without the flanges. This type of analysis 
highlights important issues on numerical integration for irregular domains, and is aimed at verifying 
the multi-level rectangular grid approach proposed in the present study. Two specific cases are chosen 
to examine the ability of the EFG method in dealing with more complex domains under general 
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Verification of such analysis is made in comparison with detailed FEA models, and the relative 
performance of the EFG and FEA methods is investigated in terms of the total number of nodes 
required. Since a theoretical solution is not available for these problems, the ‘exact’ solution is 
estimated from a detailed FEA model with a very fine mesh. 
3.3.2.1 Unit cell under transverse compressive load 
A unit cell of a cellular beam with a depth Dp  = 1.0 m, holes diameter Do  = 0.6 m, spacing 
S = 0.8m and web thickness tw  = 0.001 m is considered, as shown in Figure 3-18. The panel is loaded 
with 1 kN/m UDL along the top and the bottom edges in opposite directions to cause significant 




 and = 0.25. Rigid body 
movement is prevented by locating three nodal supports across the web-post as depicted in the figure. 
 
Figure 3-18 – Unit cell under transverse compression: (a) applied loads and boundary conditions,  
(b) distribution of nodes and deflected shapes with EFG and FEA models 
Domain discretisation of the panel using the EFG method is performed using a rectangular grid 
of nodes as in the previous example, but excluding nodes located outside the domain. In order to 
improve accuracy of the MLS approximation functions, additional nodes are located for the EFG 
model along the curved edges (Figure 3-18(b)).  
Figure 3-18(b) shows the deflected shape of a unit cell under transverse compression, 






















 method (124 nodes)
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displacement of point A (uA ) is used as a reference, and where appropriate reference to the strain 
energy (e) of the system is also considered. From a detailed finite element analysis performed using 
ADAPTIC, the estimated exact solution for this problem is: uA  = –1.0343×10
-5
 m and e = 5.6945 N.m. 
Influence of support radius 
The effect of the support radius rI  is conducted here for the irregular domain, where 
irregularity in the nodal distribution occurs near the curved edges. Two cases considering different set 
of nodes (a) 124 nodes based on a rectangular grid of 10×13, and (b) 392 nodes based on a 20×25 grid, 
are used in conjunction with 3×3 or 6×6 quadrature within a sufficient number of rectangular 
background cells (as discussed in detail later). Results are summarised in Figure 3-19(a) and (b) for 
the normalised displacement and strain energy in terms of κ = rI  / h, where h is the nodal spacing 
(normally taken as the maximum of the two element lengths in x and y directions). It is observed that 
for κ exceeding 6.0, the deflection prediction deteriorates for the two levels of discretisation, while for 
κ less than 4.0 the strain energy tends to be underestimated. On the other hand, the use of different 
quadrature rules appears to contribute only a small effect. Accordingly, rI  is henceforth fixed to 5.0×h, 
as this provides good accuracy for both regular and irregular domains. 
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Domain integration 
The multi-level rectangular grid (MLRG) approach developed for integration of irregular 
domains is investigated here. Consideration is given to the most computationally efficient way to 
integrate the domain function without compromising accuracy, possibly by optimising the number of 
quadrature points. Since the distribution of gauss points is based on rectangular cells, the first 
important concern is to ensure that the coverage of cells over the domain is maximised. In the MLRG 
approach, this is mainly controlled by the level of rectangular grid. The second concern relates to the 
required number of quadrature points per integration cell. Note that the size of the cells reduces in the 
vicinity of the curved edges, as discussed in Section 3.2.3. Therefore, in order to avoid unnecessary 
computational effort in integrating small cells, a simplification is made here whereby the quadrature 
order per cell is reduced as the cell size decreases. To address these two concerns, a numerical 
parametric investigation is conducted, and the most appropriate combination of the number of cells, 
quadrature order and the level of rectangular grid is proposed afterwards. 
Figure 3-20 demonstrates the integration result of the total strain energy for the current 
problem. The EFG discretisation is based on 20×25 grid (392 nodes). Two sets of background grid are 
chosen for integration cells, each of which employs different quadrature rules and rectangular grid 
levels. Except for the 8×10 grid with 3×3 quadrature, it is clear from the figure that the effect of 
increasing the Gauss points appears to be insignificant. In fact, the use of more integration cells 
appears to be more important, as evident from comparing the results for the 8×10 and 16×20 grids. It 
is also noted that a high level of MLRG is also required to establish accurate integration (e.g. between 
6 and 8 levels of rectangular grid – higher than that, the return in accuracy for computational effort is 
significantly diminished). For consistency, a grid of 16×20 cells with 4×4 quadrature rules and 6 levels 
of MLRG is proposed as the optimal integration scheme for a unit cell panel. Comparing the proposed 
MLRG integration to the original approach of Belytschko et al. (1994) in Figure 3-21, it is evident that 
the new approach offers a more consistent integration with a greater level of accuracy. 
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Figure 3-20 – Prediction of strain energy for different quadrature schemes 
 
Figure 3-21 – Comparison between MLRG integration and approach of  
Belytschko et al. (1994) 
Convergence of displacements 
The vertical displacement at point A of the unit cell under transverse compression has been 
shown earlier in Figure 3-18(b), where good agreement of the nodal displacements is observed 
between the EFG and FEA models using a much smaller number of EFG nodes (NEFG ≪ NFEA). 
Detailed comparison considering the different levels of discretisation is provided in Figure 3-22, 
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where it is evident that the EFG model converges much faster than the FEA model utilising the 
conforming 9-noded shell elements of ADAPTIC with increasing levels of nodal discretisation. Note 
that although the converged value of the EFG model appears to be slightly lower than the detailed 
FEA solution (exact), all EFG predictions offer excellent accuracy with an error of less than 0.1%, 
even for the coarsest discretisation level of 124 nodes. 
  
Figure 3-22 – Convergence of displacements for unit cell under compression 
Convergence of energy 
The distribution of the normal stresses xx and yy over the unit cell are shown in Figure 3-23 
and Figure 3-24 respectively. Comparison of these stresses against FEA predictions is also made in 
detail, considering the stress along the panel depth at x = S/2 as illustrated in Figure 3-23(c) and Figure 
3-34(c). It can be seen that the EFG model is capable of achieving high-accuracy even for a coarse 
distribution of nodes (e.g. 124 nodes based on 10×13 grid). More importantly, the stresses are 
continuous within the domain unlike the FEA model which would normally require post-processing 
(e.g. by taking averaged nodal stresses between elements) for obtaining a smooth stress distribution. 
Finally, the prediction of strain energy by the EFG and FEA models, considering different levels of 
discretisation, is presented in Figure 3-25. Clearly, the EFG model is superior to the FEA model, 
where excellent prediction of the strain energy can be achieved with as few as 124 nodes, whereas the 
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Figure 3-25 – Convergence of strain energy for unit cell under compression 
3.3.2.2 Unit cell under shear 
The same unit cell of a cellular beam as in the previous example but with different boundary 
conditions and loading is considered. As shown in Figure 3-26(a), the panel is clamped along the left 
side edges and is horizontally restrained along the right side edges where shear tractions are applied. 
The two options of domain discretisation as used in the preceding example, namely 124 nodes based 
on a 10×13 grid and 392 nodes based on a 25×16 grid, are considered here as well. The estimated 
exact solution, obtained from a detailed FEA model using ADAPTIC, is obtained for the vertical 
displacement as uA  = 1.7308×10



























Figure 3-26 – Unit cell under shear: (a) applied loads and boundary conditions, (b) distribution of 
nodes and deflected shapes with EFG and FEA models 
Domain integration 
The prediction of strain energy is summarised in Figure 3-27 for cases with background cells 
of grid 8×10 and grid 16×20. The latter provides a better prediction of the exact solution especially for 
a low level of MLRG subdivision. However, employing at least 6 levels of rectangular grid for both 
sets is necessary to achieve favourable accuracy in the integration (e.g. error less than 0.5%), which is 


























Figure 3-27 – Strain energy resulting from different quadrature schemes 
Convergence of displacements 
The deflected shape of the unit cell under the applied shear loading is depicted in Figure 3-26. 
The convergence of displacements for this problem is presented in Figure 3-28 for the EFG model 
compared with the FEA model utilising the 9-noded conforming shell element, specifically 
considering the displacement of point A. For the same number of nodes, the EFG model exhibits better 
accuracy than the FEA model, and it converges quickly to the exact solution when the total nodes 
approach 600 compared to over 1300 for the FEA model. Except for the coarsest discretisation of 124 
nodes, all subsequent EFG models provide an accuracy for uA  within 0.1%. 
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Figure 3-28 – Convergence of displacements for unit cell under shear 
Convergence of energy 
The distribution of shear stresses xy in the unit cell is depicted in Figure 3-29, where good 
agreement is observed between the EFG and FEA results. For a detailed quantitative comparison, the 
distribution of xy across the depth of the panel (at x = S/2) is presented in Figure 3-29(c), where the 
prediction of the EFG model with 124 nodes shows slight discrepancies near the two ends and at 
mid-depth, though these discrepancies are considerably reduced with the finer model using 392 nodes. 
Finally, Figure 3-30 depicts the prediction of strain energy using the EFG and FEA models, where it is 
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Figure 3-30 – Convergence of strain energy for unit cell under shear 
3.4 Planar Response of Beams with Web Openings 
Earlier discussion in Section 3.2 focussed on a general means for 2D plane stress problems 
utilising EFG method for numerical discretisation. Despite enhancing the computational efficiency of 
this approach by ‘vectorisation’, direct application to large-scale analysis of complex structures, 
specifically beams with regular web openings, is not effective and often impractical. Since a major 
portion of such beams consists of repetitive unit cells, there is scope for further computational 
efficiency to be achieved by assembling the beam response from the responses of identical cells. In 
this section, the application of the EFG method to planar analysis of perforated beams is considered 
within a modular unit-based scheme. 
To elaborate the above, planar analysis of beams with web openings is performed by dividing 
the domain into unit cells and expressed in terms of a reduced number of freedoms, leading to a model 
consisting of a set of modular units or ‘super elements’, as illustrated in Figure 3-31. Upon assembly, 
the system is solved globally using a standard discrete solution approach. This is basically referred to 
the work done by Lancaster (2010), but the EFG method is employed herein instead of the MLPG 
method used by Lancaster. For simplicity, a planar model is adopted for web and flanges considering a 
plane stress approximation, where the effect of the flange width is considered in terms of a different 
out-of-plane thickness to that of the web. Furthermore, this super-element approach is clearly of most 


























Figure 3-31 – Unit-based discretisation of cellular beam 
3.4.1 Unit cell level 
A unit cell refers to a portion between two adjacent openings of a cellular beam or between an 
opening and the beam end. It is presumed to have a characteristic unit response based on three planar 
freedoms (u i  v i  i ) at four particular locations corresponding to the tee centroids, which are referred 
to as ‘super-nodes’. As for the outer edges of the end cells, the cross-section of the top and bottom tees 
extends to include web areas up to mid-depth of the cell. As shown in Figure 3-32, the associated 
components of internal forces, horizontal force fxi , vertical force fyi  and moment mi , are used to 
establish the characteristic unit response as discussed later. Minimum restraint of rigid body 
movement is applied at three locations along the mid-depth of the web-post. Unit cell examples have 
already been presented in Section 3.3.2, though here consideration is given also to the effect of flange 
components. 
Where the cellular beam is subject to sagging bending moment under applied loading, the top 
and bottom flanges are affected by compressive and tensile stresses, respectively. Provided the flanges 
are relatively narrow, shear lag effects may be ignored (Trahair et al., 2001), and thus a plane stress 
idealisation may be reasonably assumed for the web as well as flange regions. This allows the planar 
response to be modelled using a 2D model in which the web and flange regions have different 
thicknesses, where the out-of-plane thickness for the flanges is taken equal to their width. The issue 
concerning material discontinuity between the two different web and flange components, as pointed by 
Liu (2010), can lead to discontinuity in the transverse normal stress yy and shear stress xy, though this 
can still be approximated well with continuous MLS functions subject to adequate transverse 






Figure 3-32 – Unit cell under representative actions (Lancaster, 2010) 
The applied tractions of fxi , fyi  and mi  along the side edges account for changes in the 
thickness, as demonstrated in Figure 3-33. In the analysis, anti-clockwise moments are considered 
positive, and the action of vertical shear in the tee section is assumed to be effective only along the 
web area, which is realistic for relatively thin flanges. 
 
Figure 3-33 – Unit cell tractions on boundary Γ4  
3.4.2 Local analysis and representative actions 
In establishing the overall planar response of a perforated beam, typical cell configurations are 




































characteristic unit response. These modular units are then assembled using a standard discrete 
assembly procedure (Lancaster, 2010). The characteristic unit cell response is determined on the basis 
of a flexibility-based formulation, by considering alternative load cases of unit tractions, each 
corresponding to one of the super-element freedoms at nodes 2 to 4, while equilibrium of the unit cell 
is satisfied by similar tractions at node 1 (Figure 3-32). 
A brief formulation of the representative actions is presented here. Consider a unit cell (Figure 
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The effect of a unit force, for example horizontal force at node 2, is studied by applying a unit traction 
at that particular point, 
2
2 2 1xfx d

   σ , while equilibrating the system with additional equivalent 
forces at node 1, fx1  = –1 and fy1  = m1  = 0, so as to avoid reactions and hence stress concentrations at 
the web-post supports. Based on the principle of virtual work along the boundary of node 2 (Γ2 ), nodal 
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x x x xu fx d u d

 
      σ u σ u  (3.41) 
where u x 2 is the vector of horizontal displacements for all points along Γ2 . With each load case 
associated with a set of nodal displacements in accordance with the EFG approximation, this provides 
a flexibility matrix which can be inverted for the planar stiffness matrix of the 4-noded super-element 
representing the individual unit cell response. Note that displacement compatibility along the edges 
between adjacent unit cell super-elements is satisfied only in an approximate weak sense, as can be 
observed for example from Equation (3.41) where the same u2 does not guarantee the same ux2 along 
the whole edge. Accordingly, a model for the whole beam based on the assembly of super-element 
contributions is expected to be associated with some compatibility defaults which can lead to a more 
flexible response compared to a full 2D model of the overall beam. 
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in which [FA ,FB ]
T
 is the flexibility matrix obtained by separate analyses of the unit cell under specific 
traction forces in PB. The effect of uniform-distributed loads (UDL) is also accounted for in the 
equation, where the component 
T
,wA wBu u  
is the flexibility vector associated with w. The vector 
T
1 1 1, ,A u v U  corresponds to additional displacements at node 1 which allow for rigid body 
movement, where I3×3 is a 3×3 identity matrix, and TB  is a rigid body transformation matrix given by:  
 
T
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 1
B




   
T  (3.43) 
where S and Dct denote the horizontal and vertical distances between the super-nodes (Figure 3-32). 
Equilibrium conditions are also used to relate PA  to PB  and w as follows: 
 
T
A B B ww   P T P T  (3.44) 
where Tw = 
T
20, , 2S S .  
The flexibility Equation (3.42) can be converted to a stiffness-based formulation, by solving 
for PB  and eliminating AU  as follows: 
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This is the final expression for the unit cell response of perforated beams, which is characteristic of a 
linear discrete system. The above expression needs to be evaluated only once for identical unit cells 
which are repeated along a cellular beam, where the overall beam response can then be assembled 
without an undue increase in computational cost. Note that K
U
 is a symmetric matrix, and hence the 
overall stiffness matrix, which is simply the assembly of the individual unit stiffness matrices K
U
, is 
also a symmetric matrix. In addition, the overall stiffness matrix could be banded with appropriate 
numbering of the super-nodes. 
3.4.3 Global analysis 
The global stiffness matrix is obtained by assembling the individual stiffness matrices of unit 
cells, and the linear system of equilibrium equations is solved using standard techniques allowing for 
essential boundary conditions at the super-nodes. The set of linear equations associated with the global 
system (G) is given by: 
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pP  is a vector of equivalent global nodal loads owing to distributed loading (w), which has the form: 
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Having obtained the global displacements U
G
 in Equation (3.47), local reactions of the modular unit 
cells at each super-node can be determined, which in turn leads to the planar stress computation, as 
discussed in the next section. 
3.4.4 Recovery of planar stresses over unit cell 
As highlighted earlier, a relatively small effort is required in the EFG method for obtaining the 
stress components at any location in a post-processing stage, where stress continuity is naturally 
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in which D is the plane stress constitutive matrix, and B j  is the strain displacement matrix. The terms 
in bracket produce the planar displacements vector uI of nodes in the ‘super-element’ domain, where 
[FB , uwB] is a transformation matrix relating the EFG nodal parameters to the discrete forces of the 
super-nodes (PB) and distributed load (w). This equation encapsulates the two levels of discretisation 
employed for planar analysis, namely the EFG and super-element levels. 
It is important to note that since a unit-based analysis of the full beam is implemented, the 
obtained stresses are continuous only within the local cell domain, though the associated inaccuracy is 
negligible for typical beams, as illustrated later in the verification examples. Moreover, a continuous 
field of the planar stress could be achieved by applying the MLS approximation at the overall beam 
level, though the computational effort would then be relatively excessive. 
3.4.5 Extended scheme for perforated beams 
A step-by-step procedure for planar analysis of perforated beams using the EFG method is 
illustrated in Figure 3-34, which is an extension to the earlier scheme (Figure 3-6). The key distinction 
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relates to the introduction of two levels of analysis, namely the global beam and local cell levels. 
Simplification is introduced with the use of super-elements for modular cell units, by which a direct 
analysis of the full beam is eliminated. The significant advantages of this approach in terms of 
accuracy and computational efficiency are highlighted through several illustrative examples presented 
in the following section. 
 
Figure 3-34 – Flowchart of the EFG method for perforated beams planar analysis 
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Several examples of perforated beam problems are presented hereafter in order to demonstrate 
the performance of the proposed unit-based EFG method. In particular, the ability of this method to 
obtain accurate predictions is highlighted in comparison with 2D FEA models using ADAPTIC. The 
influence of discretisation as represented by the number of nodes is investigated, after which the 
optimal density of nodes is proposed for the consideration of local buckling in subsequent chapters. In 
all cases, the support radius rI  is taken as 5×h, while the weight function parameters are taken as k = 1 
and c = rI  / 4. The previously established quadrature rule of 4×4 per cell with 6 levels of MLRG is 
employed for domain integration. 
3.5.1 Simply supported cellular beam under UDL 
A relatively short cellular beam of length L = 7.92m and depth Dp  = 1.603m, hole diameter 
Do  = 0.8m and spacing S = 1.472m is considered. The beam is simply-supported and produced from 
an original I-section of UB1016×305×222 with web thickness tw  = 16mm, flange thickness 
t f  = 21.1mm and flange width b f  = 300mm. Five holes are symmetrically introduced along the length 





, = 0.3. 
Convergence of displacements 
Figure 3-35 demonstrates the deflected shape of the simply-supported beam under UDL, 
comparing the results between detailed FEA and the proposed EFG approach. Point A in the figure 
depicts the location with the maximum vertical displacement, which is being used as a reference point 
for detailed comparison, where the results are shown in Figure 3-36. The estimated exact solution for 
uA(ext) is –2.9279×10
-5
m, and the FEA-ADAPTIC using the 9-noded conforming shell elements 
appears to predict the value reasonably well. On the other hand, the EFG method through the use of a 
unit-cell model provides a slightly more flexible result which is 1.5% lower than uA(ext). This small 
disagreement is attributed to the approach used in formulating the unit-cell super-element. Since this is 
a flexibility-based super-element, where the nodal displacements are averaged approximations from 
boundary displacements, there would be small displacement discrepancies (so-called compatibility 




Figure 3-35 – Simply supported cellular beam under uniform distributed loading 
 
Figure 3-36 – Convergence of the deflection at point A for the simply supported beam 
Convergence of energy 
An important concern is the prediction of stresses throughout the beam, which will be used in 
determining the geometric stiffness for buckling analysis, as discussed in Chapter 5. As illustrated in 
Figure 3-37, a favourable comparison against detailed FEA model is achieved by the proposed EFG 
approach, despite the use of a modular unit-based formulation for the local response. It can be seen 
that the EFG stress functions are readily continuous over the unit cells, whereas some post-processing 
would be required in FEA for smoothing the stresses value over the domain. Note that additional stress 














































applied at the location of super-nodes, while these restraints are distributed along the edges in the FEA 
model. 
 
Figure 3-37 – Comparison of stress patterns between the proposed EFG and detailed FEA 
The strain energy predicted by the proposed EFG approach is depicted in Figure 3-38, where 
the prediction is slightly higher than that of detailed FEA owing to the more flexible response by the 










































































































































favourable predictions (for example, with less than of 0.1% error compared to the converged value) 
are achieved when the total number of nodes exceeds 2500, which is basically equivalent to an 
average 300 nodes per unit cell. This performance is consistent with the previously obtained result for 
a unit cell analysis in Section 3.3.2. 
 
Figure 3-38 – Convergence of the prediction of strain energy for the simply-supported beam 
3.5.2 Cellular beams with different support conditions 
Further verification for perforated beams with different support conditions is presented here. 
Two particular cases are chosen: 1) both beam ends are a fully fixed, and 2) one end is fixed 
corresponding to a cantilever condition. A similar beam geometry to the previous example is used, and 
a UDL of 1.0 kN/m is applied to top of the beam. 
Fully clamped cellular beam 
Since the EFG model is based on 4-noded super-elements, the enforcement of the fixed end 
supports can only be made based on associated freedoms of super-nodes, though this should not cause 
significant discrepancy. The deformed shape of the fully clamped beam under UDL is depicted in 
Figure 3-39, while the result comparisons based on point A are provided in Figure 3-40. Again, the 
simplified EFG approach slightly overestimates the detailed FEA solution (uA(ext) = –1.3984×10
-5
m) 
due to possible discrepancy between the connecting super-elements and also at the fixed supports. The 
same applies to the estimation of the corresponding strain energy shown in Figure 3-41, where a slight 































does not affect much the buckling prediction, as demonstrated later in Chapter 5. Considering the EFG 
solutions, an error with 0.1% of the converged solution is achieved when the total number of nodes 
reaches approximately 3000 nodes. 
 
Figure 3-39 – Fully clamped cellular beam under uniform distributed loading 
 














































Figure 3-41 – Convergence of the strain energy for the fully clamped beam 
Cantilever cellular beam 
The same beam subjected to UDL along the top edge is now considered under cantilever 
conditions. As depicted in Figure 3-42, the proposed EFG approach provides favourable comparison 
against detailed FEA in relation to the deformed shape. Furthermore, considering the maximum 
deflection at point A, the EFG approximation shows a promising result with 0.2% compared to the 
estimated exact solution (uA(ext) = –2.3142×10
-5
m) as presented in Figure 3-43. The corresponding 
strain energy prediction is also within 0.35% of the estimated exact solution (Figure 3-44). Note that 
the performance of the EFG method for the cantilever beam is better than in the two previous cases. 
This suggests that the compatibility defaults for the cantilever condition are reduced in comparison 


































Figure 3-42 – Cantilever cellular beam subjected to uniformly distributed loading 
 












































Figure 3-44 – Convergence of the strain energy for the cantilever beam 
3.5.3 Computational benefits of EFG method for increasing number of holes 
The proposed EFG approach benefits from the repetitiveness of cells in typical cellular beam 
profiles, whereas conventional FEA suffers from the need to use more elements and nodes for accurate 
prediction in proportion to the number of holes. To highlight these benefits, perforated beams with an 
increasing number of web openings, varying from 2 to 21 holes, are analysed, and the results are 
summarised in Figure 3-45. With an excellent comparison between the EFG and FEA results in 
relation to the predicted strain energy, the proposed EFG method consumes a remarkably small 
computing time regardless the number of holes compared to the FEA models. It should be noted 
though that the comparison of computing time is only indicative, since the proposed EFG approach is 
implemented using MATLAB, while the FEA model employs ADAPTIC which is implemented using 
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NUMERICAL MODELLING OF OUT-OF-PLANE RESPONSE 
 
Equation Chapter 4 Section 1 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the determination of out-of-plane response for steel beams with web openings 
is presented and the applicability is demonstrated through several verification examples. The same 
discretisation approach based on the Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method is adopted, but the 
mechanics of the formulation is based on Kirchhoff thin plate bending theory (Krysl and Belytschko, 
1995). As detailed hereafter, the EFG approach offers benefits over FEA in terms of a reduced number 
of freedoms and hence the size of stiffness matrix. This allows the Kirchhoff plate formulation that 
requires C
1
 continuity to be established with much less computational cost using the EFG method. 
A general approach for out-of-plane analysis using the EFG method is first elaborated and 
applied to two basic structural forms, specifically a rectangular thin plate and a cellular beam sub-
component. Further discussion on the dedicated modelling of perforated beams is then provided by 
introducing a local region, by which the affected area is assumed to be limited to the region adjacent to 
the evaluation point. Several examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed approach. 
4.2 EFG Method for Thin Plates 
A solid thin plate with loads applied in a direction perpendicular to the plate surface can be 
analysed as a 2D problem by the adoption of Kirchhoff’s theory. The leading assumptions of this 
classical thin plate theory is that the normal to the neutral plane (a mid-surface) of the plate remains 
normal and straight after deformation and also the thickness of the plate does not change at any 
loading state, which result in a neglect of the two transverse shear strain components (xz= 0 andyz= 0) 
as well as the normal strain (z = 0). The reduced generalised strains for Kirchhoff plates can be 
expressed in terms of a function u z (x), which is the out-of-plane displacement function with respect to 
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Note that these are generalised strains that are independent of z (the transverse distance from the mid-













σ Dε  (4.2) 
where D is the reduced constitutive matrix for thin plates theory, given by: 
 
















D  (4.3) 
in which E is Young’s modulus, is Poisson’s ratio and t is the plate thickness. 
In the present work, the Kirchhoff plate formulation is discretised using the EFG method(Krysl 
and Belytschko, 1995), in which the representation of the unknown transverse displacement field uz(x) 
is made through MLS approximation. The main advantages are highlighted (Liu, 2010) as being a 
rotation-free formulation, which does not require the two terms of slope (e.g. ∂w(x,y) / ∂x and 
∂w(x,y) / ∂y), and spared from the issue of violation of inter-element C1continuity that leads to the use 
of an additional nodal freedom (∂
2
w(x,y) / ∂x∂y) as adopted in FEM (Cook et al., 2001). Such 
benefits are driven by the ability of moving least-squares (MLS) approximation to produce non-
element-based shape functions, in which the C
1
continuity condition is guaranteed by considering only 
the transverse deflections (with appropriate selection of polynomial basis and the weight function as 
elaborated afterwards). 
Consider a discrete structural system where the displacements function u z (x) can be written in 
terms of the nodal displacements (uzI ) and the MLS shape function (I (x)) as follows: 
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 x x N u  (4.4) 
N is the number of EFG nodes, N
s
 is a matrix of shape functions and u is a vector of nodal 
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 is the strain-displacement matrix for the plate, which contains the second derivatives of N
s
 
with respect to the spatial coordinates. The determination of higher-order derivatives of shape 
functions using the MLS procedure is elaborated in Section 4.2.2. 
4.2.1 Problem formulation 
Consider a domain Ω in x-y plane with a boundary Γ loaded in z-direction and subject to a 
transverse deflection in accordance to Kirchhoff plate theory. Since the approximated ( )hzu x  is 
incapable of fulfilling the essential boundary conditions exactly, as discussed for plane stress analysis 
in Chapter 3, the application of the Galerkin weak form for such plate is also appended by the penalty-
constrained term (Liu, 2010) as follows: 
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ε σ u b u t
u u α u u u  (4.6) 
or can be rearranged to take the following form: 
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N u b N u t u
 (4.7) 
On the right-hand side of the equation, b represents a body force vector which can be related to the 
applied transverse load (pz ), while tΓ  represents the prescribed shear or/and moments per unit length 
along the traction boundaries (Γt ).  
Further to Equation (4.7), a typical form of discrete linear equations can be generated as: 

































f N b N t
 (4.9) 
The role of k
α
 in the equation is to assign a large stiffness value of α to the prescribed boundary nodes 
along Γu  so that they are restrained from out-of-plane movement as well as in rotation (if required). 
However, such value needs to be carefully chosen so as to avoid relatively large numerical errors. The 
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in which I,n is the derivative of shape functions with respect to the unit normal on Γu , and both αz and 
αθ are the penalty factors associated with out-of-plane displacements and rotation normal to the edges 
respectively. 
4.2.2 Higher order derivatives of shape function 
The weak form equation constitutes first and second order partial derivatives of shape function 
as exposed earlier (refer to Equations (4.7) and (4.5)). The computation of the first order derivatives of 
MLS shape functions is already described in Chapter 3. On the other hand, the second order 
derivatives can be calculated by two means: the first is by direct derivation of the higher order partial 
derivatives from the MLS formulation, while the second is to perform an MLS approximation of the 
first derivatives of the shape function using nodal first derivatives, which is then differentiated once 
for the second derivatives. Despite the simpler approach offered by the latter option, it is discarded due 
to computational cost; it also suffers from a shear locking phenomena owing to the incompatibility 
between the two approximated fields: the displacements and the rotations (Kanok-Nukulchai et al., 
2001). In the present implementation, the former approach is chosen at the cost of a more complex 
formulation of second-order derivatives. 
To demonstrate the determination of N,xx, the first order derivative of shape functions from 
Equation (3.19) is considered, as given by: 
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or with respect to y; 
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The derivatives of the inverse matrix of A(x) in the above equations is determined by: 
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 (4.15) 
It is important to note that these computations can be made in parallel with the calculation of shape 
functions and their first derivatives. Thus, only a small additional computing effort is expected. 
C
1
 continuity of weight function 
The higher order requirement on the shape function also demands a weight function with 
higher order characteristic as indicated in Equation (4.15). In general, this can be seen as a C
1
 
continuity requirement for the displacement function due to the existence of second order derivatives 
in the governing weak form of plate equation. In the MLS approximation, the C
1
 continuity is 
basically controlled by the selection of the monomial basis function pj (x) as well as the weight 
function w(x – xI ), as already detailed in Chapter 3. For pj (x), the function must be at least quadratic, 
and thus T 2 2( ) 1, , , , ,x y x xy y   p x  with m = 6 is already adequate. As for w(x – xI ), the capacity of 
Gaussian weight function as used in the planar analysis to satisfy the continuity requirement is 
investigated. Consider the weight function from Equation (3.14): 
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Differentiating this function twice with respect to x (by taking k = 1) yields the following function: 
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or with respect to x and y: 
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in which x and y are the components of the distance dI  such that    
2 2
I I Id x x y y    . 
As discussed earlier, the function and its derivatives have no issue with the continuity over the 
support domain owing to the infinitely differentiable term ‘exp[ –(dI  / c)
2k
]’. However, the smoothness 
of the function when rI  approaching the limit dI  needs to be considered, specifically with regard to the 
selection of parameter c. Figure 4-1 depicts the influence of c on w(x – xI ),xx where the choice of 
c = rI  / 4 appears to provide a satisfactory smooth gradient between the two ranges: 0 ≤ dI  ≤ rI  and 
dI  >rI .With this justification, the employment of Galerkin weak form of Equation(4.7) is made by 




Figure 4-1 – The second derivatives of weight function with respect to x (rI = 1 and y = 0) 
4.2.3 Computational implementation for the out-of-plane analysis 
The procedure of obtaining the out-of-plane response is outlined in Figure 4-2. This is 
basically analogous to the implementation of planar analysis, except for the stiffness matrix 
computation that involves higher order derivatives. The ‘vectorisation’ approach for computational 
implementation is also used in the current procedure. In view of Equations (4.3) and (4.5), the 
components of matrix k can be calculated as: 
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where xq  refers to quadrature point locations with a total number of M, and wq  is the corresponding 
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Figure 4-2 – Flowchart of EFG method for out-of-plane analysis 
Another important point to highlight of the EFG method is that it offers potential efficiency 
particularly in buckling analysis by separating the planar and out-of-plane responses. This is due to the 
independence of the EFG nodes from any element connectivity. Such an implementation allows the 
computational work to be optimised so that the appropriate number of local nodes is used for each 
type of analysis without compromising accuracy. The similar concept is also applied to the integration 
scheme, where a different set of gauss points between planar and out-of-plane systems could be used. 
However, it is more advantageous to keep the same points (i.e. fixed locations) to avoid additional 
post-processing work, as explained in Chapter 5. Therefore, in the next section, several numerical 
examples focus mainly on the optimum number of EFG nodes for efficient out-of-plane analysis, 
while considering the same scheme of domain integration as used for planar analysis. 
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4.3 Numerical Examples and Discussion 
Several application examples are presented in this section including rectangular plate and 
irregular plate problems. These examples consider several types of boundary conditions and loading 
cases so as to investigate the most appropriate selection for some of the associated EFG parameters. In 
all calculations, the MLS approximation employs the same form of weight function as before with 
k = 1 and c = rI / 4 (where rI  is the support radius) in conjunction with a quadratic basis function. 
Consideration is mainly given here to the prediction of strain energy stored by the system under 
concentrated loading, for which the EFG results are compared against available analytical solutions 
and/or FEA models using ADAPTIC (Izzuddin, 1991) with the 9-noded quadrilateral shell elements. 
4.3.1 Rectangular thin plates 
The EFG method is first applied to a square plate under a central point load so as to study the 
effect of certain EFG parameters on the prediction. Afterwards, consideration is given to rectangular 
plates with different aspect ratios. 
4.3.1.1 Square plate with central point load 
A simply supported square plate subjected to a central point load (Po ) is presented here. The 
theoretical solution for this classical thin-plate problem is available from (Timoshenko and 
Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959) as uz(max) = 0.01160 Po a
2
 / D, in which a is the side length and D is the 
bending stiffness defined by D = Et
 3
/ [12(1 –  2)]. In principle, the stored strain energy of a system in 
equilibrium is necessarily identical to the work done by the load Po , and if Po = 1 is considered in this 
case, the stored energy of the system under the transverse loading is simply taken as e = 0.5×uz(max). 
This suggests that comparison could be based on the prediction of umax for simplicity. In this 
discussion, a parameter  = uz(max) [D / a
2
] is used instead, where the exact value for  is 0.01160 for a 
simply supported plate. 
The EFG discretisation is performed on the basis of rectangular grid as explained in Chapter 3. 




, = 0.25, 
a = 8m and t = 0.01m. 
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Influence of support radius 
The effect of employing different sizes of support domain on the EFG prediction is studied. 
The out-of-plane analysis differs from the planar problem due to the involvement of higher order 
derivatives that might have a different influence on the changes of support radius (rI ) in MLS 
approximation. Of course, the rule of having a relatively large support domain so as to have sufficient 
number of nodes and also small enough in order to preserve the local characteristic still applies, 
possibly in a different range. Figure 4-3 shows the prediction of the maximum deflection (uz(max)) 
normalised relative to the exact solution for different values of κ = rI / h (with h is the nodal spacing). 
The domain of the plate is represented by different grids of EFG nodes. It is seen that a consistent 
result is established for all choices of EFG discretisation specifically when κ approaches 4.0, which is 
maintained until κ reaches 7.0. This indicates that the effect of large rI  in the MLS approximation 
appears to be less significant for out-of-plane analysis compared to the planar problem, though the 
same value of rI  = 5.0×h is selected for consistency. 
 
  
Figure 4-3 – Influence of support radius on the prediction of uz(max)for a square plate 
Influence of penalty parameter 
An appropriate selection of the penalty factor for imposing essential boundary conditions in 
the case of out-of-plane analysis is investigated. Again, various regular grids of EFG nodes are used to 
discretise the problem domain. Figure 4-4 demonstrates the effect of different α on the estimated 
middle deflection of the plate. Again, the value of α is determined by 10
n
 × kdmax (maximum diagonal 













































 kdmax suffers from considerable numerical errors, the range of α = 10
2
 kdmax to 10
7
 kdmax shows 
satisfactory results for all considered cases. Therefore, a value of α = 10
4
 kdmax is chosen for 
subsequent application, as it is shown to be reliable for both planar and out-of-plane analyses. 
 
Figure 4-4 – The effect of different penalty factor (α) 
Quadrature order 
The most effective integration scheme is examined through the arrangement of the number of 
background integration grid and the number of gauss points per cell as summarised in Table 4-1. The 
computations are based on 22×22 nodes of EFG discretisation. Some results marked in red lack 
accuracy due to an insufficient number of gauss points used during integration, as previously 
discussed in Chapter 3. Apart from these, all calculations are in satisfactory agreement with the 
theoretical solution. The shaded boxes correspond to the schemes with equivalent total number of 
quadrature points, each of which exhibits different performance. The results suggest that having a 
large number of background cells with lower quadrature order could potentially be the most 
convenient means. Hence, the present method maintains the use of 4×4 quadrature order per cell, as 









































Table 4-1 – Parameter  for a centrally loaded square plate under different quadrature rules  
 
Convergence 
Convergence of the maximum deflection of the plate predicted by the EFG method to the exact 
solution is compared against FEA models utilising shell elements. Since the conventional conforming 
shell elements (named as FEA-ADAPTIC-(c)) can suffer from shear locking issues, an alternative 
FEA model employing improved shell elements with assumed strains (Izzuddin, 2007a) is also 
considered herein (termed as FEA-ADAPTIC-(a)). The exact solution is based on the solution by 
Timoshenko, given by uz(max)= 3.977×10
-5
. As presented in Figure 4-5, the EFG model converges 
quickly, approaching 99% of the exact solution with using only 81 nodes. Such performance compares 
well with FEA-ADAPTIC-(a), whilst the EFG method is superior in terms of the total number of 





4 4 8 8 16 16 32 32 
1 1 N/A 1.12E+15 -8.07E+10 0.01156 
2 2 -1.32E+14 -1.39E+12 0.02926 0.01159 
3 3 -7.19E+11 1.95276 0.01162 0.01158 
4 4 -6.59E+11 0.01973 0.01157 0.01158 
5 5 5.18E+09 0.01199 0.01158 0.01158 
6 6 561985.9 0.01160 0.01158 0.01158 
7 7 45.31925 0.01157 0.01158 0.01158 
8 8 0.027125 0.01159 0.01158 0.01158 
9 9 0.017029 0.01158 0.01158 0.01158 
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Figure 4-5 – Convergence of uz(max)for a centrally loaded square plate 
4.3.1.2 Rectangular plates under central point load 
Further examination of centrally loaded plates is extended to rectangular geometry with 
dimensions a×b (where b is the longer side). Analytical solutions are also available (Timoshenko and 
Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959), where parameter  = uz(max) [D / a
2
] depends on the ratio b /a. Table 4-2 
and Table 4-3 summarise the evaluation of the parameter  by the proposed EFG method in 
comparison with the exact analytical solution for rectangular plates with simply supported and fully 
clamped edges, respectively. Despite the employment of a reasonably coarse grid with 16 nodes over 
the shorter edge, excellent results are achieved for all cases with an error of less than 0.3%. 







































b/a 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
EFG method 0.00559 0.00645 0.00690 0.00710 0.00718 0.00721 
Exact solution 0.00560 0.00647 0.00691 0.00712 0.00720 0.00722 
Error (%) 0.23 0.29 0.18 0.24 0.24 0.11 
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Table 4-3 – Parameter  for fully clamped rectangular plates 
 
4.3.2 Plates with irregular shape 
Consideration is given in this section to the out-of-plane analysis for plates with more complex 
shape, specifically a unit cell from a cellular beam as used before. Two examples are investigated here 
for a simply supported plate under different loading conditions. Both cases consist of the same panel 
dimension of depth Dp  = 1.0m, hole diameter Do  = 0.6m and spacing S = 0.8m, considering material 




 and = 0.25, and also a thickness t = 0.01m. Again, verification of the 
EFG analysis is made in comparison with detailed FEA using ADAPTIC, with conforming and 
assumed strain formulations. An estimated exact solution is taken from a detailed FEA-ADAPTIC-(a) 
model with a very fine mesh, since an exact analytical solution is not available. 
4.3.2.1 Unit cell under central point load 
A centrally loaded panel is investigated here, as illustrated in Figure 4-6(a). The panel is 
restrained from out-of-plane movement along its straight edges and is free along the two curved 
boundaries. In this case, a transverse central point load Po  = –1N is applied, which allows the 
assessment of the strain energy to be directly made by considering the associated displacement 
(uz(max)), as described earlier. The EFG nodes distribution over the irregular domain is based on a 
rectangular grid with the inclusion of extra nodes along the curved boundaries for accuracy purposes. 
The enforcement of essential boundary conditions is made via a penalty approach with α fixed to 
10
4
 kdmax. The influence of different support radii as well as integration rules is investigated for this 
irregular plate, where the results are normalised against the estimated exact solution  
uz(max) = –1.102×10
-6
m. Figure 4-6(b) demonstrates comparable deflected shapes between the EFG 
method and the FEA model. 
b/a 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
EFG method 0.01158 0.01354 0.01485 0.01569 0.01620 0.01651 
Exact solution 0.01160 0.01353 0.01484 0.01570 0.01620 0.01651 




Figure 4-6 – Unit cell with central point load: (a) applied load and boundary conditions, (b) 
comparison of the scaled deflected shapes 
Influence of support radius 
Figure 4-7 depicts the effect of different sizes of support domain on the prediction of uz(max) 
considering several levels of EFG discretisation: 48, 88, 252 and 464 nodes. This analysis is 
distinguished from the previous case of rectangular plate with the existence of irregularity in the nodal 
distribution near the curved boundary, the consequence of which could be significant. It can be seen 
that in all cases, the predictions of the out-of-plane response are compromised by the use of a small 
support radius in the MLS approximation. Consistency in the results is achieved only when κ is greater 




































Figure 4-7 – Influence of support radius on the prediction of uz(max) for a unit cell 
Domain integration 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the integration over an irregular domain with the proposed EFG 
model is performed on the basis of a multi-level rectangular grid (MLRG), in which the original grid is 
hierarchically divided into smaller grids for any cell intersecting the boundary. Since the number of 
quadrature points within each cell has been shown to be not too significant for improving the accuracy 
of predictions, the performance of more background cells is studied here (with Ng ×Ng  taken as 4×4). 
Figure 4-8 illustrates the maximum deflection predicted by the EFG (normalised against the exact 
solution) for five different MLRG cases. Apart from grid 4×5, all considered integration grids provide 
favourable estimation for a level of MLRG exceeding 6. Of course, the most accurate integration is 
obtained for the finest integration grid, though for an optimum choice, 6 levels of rectangular grid is 



































Figure 4-8 – Prediction of uz(max)for different quadrature schemes 
Convergence 
A convergence study is undertaken for increasing levels of EFG discretisation referring to the 
maximum central deflection. Since a unit point load is considered, the strain energy is simply 
e = 0.5 × uz(max). Figure 4-9 demonstrates the performance of the EFG method in comparison with FEA 
models, where a rapid convergence is established for a number of nodes N as low as 150 (based on a 
nodal grid of 12×15) with an error below 1.0% of the estimated exact solution. This presents a much 
better performance than the FEA models, where the conforming shell elements in particular are still 
too stiff even for a very fine mesh (e.g. N>1200) due to shear locking. 
 









































































4.3.2.2 Unit cell with twisting forces 
This is another example of an irregular domain, presenting the same simply-supported unit cell 
panel as in the previous example but now subjected to twisting forces across the web-post width as 
depicted in Figure 4-10(a). The corresponding deflected shape is illustrated in Figure 4-10(b).The two 
point loads (–P1 =P2 =1N) present a twisting couple, and the maximum deflection uz(max) is referred to 
the lateral displacement at one of the point load locations (e.g. at P1 ). A detailed FEA model utilising 
assumed strain shell elements estimates the maximum deflection as uz(max) = –3.438×10
-7
m. 
Several parameters in the EFG method are based on previous determined values (rI  = 5.0×h, 
α = 10
4




Figure 4-10 – Unit cell subjected to twisting couple: (a) applied loads and boundary conditions, 
(b) comparison of scaled deflected shapes 
Domain integration 
Figure 4-11 shows the prediction of uz(max) by the EFG method under different quadrature 
schemes. Based on a fixed 4×4 Gauss points per cell, different sets of rectangular grid are chosen for 
investigation together with various MLRG levels. The 4×5 grid is again confirmed as an inadequate 












choice with a hierarchic subdivision level of 6. This combination offers a good balance between 
accuracy (within 0.5%) and computational demand. 
 
Figure 4-11 – Maximum deflection resulting from different quadrature schemes 
Convergence 
Figure 4-12 summarises the comparison of the EFG method against FEA models based on 
uz(max). Once again, the conforming shell element is incapable of predicting the deflection accurately 
for all considered meshes. On the other hand, convergence of the EFG model is slightly slower than 
for the previous example but still much faster compared to the FEA model utilising the assumed strain 
shell elements. A small discrepancy of 1.0% between the converged EFG value and the estimated 
exact solution is observed, which is attributed to the neglect of transverse shear deformation in the 




































Figure 4-12 – Convergence of displacement for a unit cell under twisting couple 
4.4 Out-of-plane Response of Beams with Web Holes 
There are two main issues to be considered in modelling the out-of-plane response of 
perforated beams using the presented EFG approach. Firstly, a full scale model of such beams 
involves a large number of local nodes, which could result in a significant computational effort, 
whereas the application of super-element approach as used in Chapter 3 for the planar response is 
unnecessarily complicated. The second issue concerns the existence of ‘outstand’ top/bottom flange 
elements; with FEA these are typically represented using a shell model in 3D space, but with the 
developed EFG approach it is desirable that the influence of the flanges is accounted for without the 
need for a 3D model. In this section, with particular reference to local buckling analysis as elaborated 
in Chapter 5, these two issues are addressed by 1) the adoption of a ‘local region’ concept which limits 
the area of analysis to a few unit cells so as to reduce the size of the problem, and 2) the consideration 
of equivalent torsional restraints along the top and bottom edges of the web to simplify the modelling 
of outstand elements. 
4.4.1 Local region 
The main purpose of introducing a local region in the analysis of the out-of-plane response is 
to decrease the size of the problem, which is determined by the number of EFG nodes. In order to 












































 and the associated boundaries 
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. Hence, the reduced stiffness matrices and equivalent 
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 (4.20) 
In the above equations, lowercase i and j are now used to refer to local node numbers (i & j = 1,...,  n), 
where n is the reduced number of EFG nodes in the local region. Note also that the number of Gauss 
points also reduces to m in the local region. 
An important issue relating to the use of a local region concerns the conditions along the 
introduced boundary with the remainder of the beam. Early investigations suggested that the type of 
boundary condition (e.g. simply-supported or clamped) affects the out-of-plane response of the local 
region mainly around the area adjacent to the boundary (depending on the size of the domain of 
influence). In this study, an effective approach is developed based on considering some of the adjacent 
nodes located just outside the local region, as depicted in Figure 4-13, in the determination of k
r
, and 
setting the associated displacements for these nodes equal to zero.  
 
Figure 4-13 – EFG nodes in the support domain 
4.4.2 Torsional stiffness of flanges 
A simplification is introduced in this work which allows the influence of the flanges on the 
out-of-plane response to be incorporated through a torsional stiffness along the web boundary 
Local region
x
Nodes outside the 
local region
Domain of influence 
of point x
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interface with the flanges. An important assumption in such modelling is that the flanges are assumed 
to be free to rotate about their longitudinal direction (x-axis), but restrained from out-of-plane 
displacement owing to: 1) full sideways restraints (e.g. from slab or secondary beams) along the top 
flange, and 2) bending stiffness and tensile forces leading to a significant positive geometric stiffness 
along the bottom flange. This assumption is also consistent with the scope of the present work which 
focuses on local buckling analysis of webs component, as discussed in Chapter 5. Therefore, the only 
additional stiffness associated with the flange components in such a case relates to their torsional 
stiffness.  
For simplicity, the flange contribution is obtained with a 1D model along the x-axis, which 







ij i xy j xyGJ d

 k N N  (4.21) 
in which ,
s
i xyN  is the second derivative of the transverse displacement shape function with respect to x 












Note that the 1D integration is made along 
 r
 , which refers to the interconnecting edge between the 
web and the flanges of a local region. This approach preserves the applicability of the 2D plate model 
developed earlier in Section 4.2, while ensuring significant computational benefits. 
4.4.3 Extended scheme for perforated beams 
Despite the simplicity introduced in the out-of-plane analysis of perforated beams, it is still 
weighed by the number of freedoms as well as the number of integration points that increase the 
problem size. In the current computational implementation, apart from the vectorised approach used 
for planar analysis, the option of ‘sparse’ matrices available in MATLAB is used to improve 
efficiency by ignoring the zero values in the matrix system of equations, both in terms of memory 
allocation and computational processing. A brief MATLAB coding is shown below, in which the 




Parameter j in the above coding is a vector of logical indexes that is ‘true’ for all nodes being located 
in the current cell, including the few nodes adjacent to the side edges as explained in Section 4.4.1, 
and the same applies to parameter q used for quadrature points. This means that all variables 
including the derivatives of shape functions (Nxx, Nyy and Nxy) are specific to only those nodes in a 
unit cell for every loop, which results in greater computational savings. 
In the implementation of the simplifications discussed above, two levels of local and overall 
analysis are used to distinguish between the corresponding steps in each level, as illustrated in Figure 
4-14. If more than one local region is to be considered for a specific loading case, a second nested loop 
over the number of local regions would be required. Note that identical local regions with a similar 
pattern of distributed local nodes and quadrature points hold the same matrices of shape functions and 
derivatives, which leads to identical material stiffness matrices. The benefit of such an attribute is 
stressed further in the next chapter. 
 
%the global stiffness matrix, k (N is the total number of EFG nodes) 
k = sparse(N,N); 
 




%a diagonal sparse matrix of  
%(quadrature weights x nodal thickness^3) 
dWq = sparse(1:sum(q),1:sum(q),Wq(q).*Twf(q).^3); 
 
%local components in the stifness matrix, k 
term1 = sparse(Nxx)* dWq *sparse(Nxx)'*D(1,1); 
term2 = sparse(Nxx)* dWq *sparse(Nyy)'* D(1,2); 
term3 = sparse(Nyy)* dWq *sparse(Nyy)'* D(1,1); 
term4 = sparse(Nxy)* dWq *sparse(Nxy)'*D(3,3); 
TERMS = term1+term2+term2'+term3+4*term4; 
 
A = 1:N;%an array from 1 to N 
%x-y coordinates that represents the matrix index 
[xy] = meshgrid(A(j),A(j)); 
 
%sparse matrix of k 








Figure 4-14 – Flowchart of the EFG method for out-of-plane analysis of perforated beams  
4.5 Verification 
Two examples are presented here for verifying the proposed EFG model in predicting the out-
of-plane response of perforated beams. Focus is given particularly on the consequence of the 
suggested simplifications, including 1D flange modelling and the local region. The EFG parameters 
are fixed to rI  = 5.0×h and α = 10
4
 kdmax. Regarding the integration scheme, MLRG is employed based 
on a 16×20 grid with 4×4 quadrature rule and 6 subdivision levels. The weight function takes values 
of k = 1 and c = rI / 4 as used before. Comparison is made against a detailed FEA model utilising 
assumed strain shell elements, considering the maximum displacement and the bending strain energy. 
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Since the full scale of 3D FEA modelling is rather computationally demanding, all FEA analyses using 
ADAPTIC are undertaken using partitioned modelling and executed on a high performance computing 
(HPC) system utilising parallel processing, as reviewed in Chapter 2. 
4.5.1 Cellular beam with a point load at mid-span 
In this example, a cellular beam of length L = 12.336m and depth Dp  = 1.603m is considered. 
The beam consists of eight circular holes with a diameter Do  = 0.84m that are regularly spaced along 
the beam span (S = 1.472m). The cellular beam originates from a parent section of UB1016×305×222 
which has web thickness tw = 0.016m, flange thickness t f  = 0.0211m and flange width b f = 0.3m. The 




 and = 0.3. A small point load of 1N is applied at 
the centre of the mid-span web-post to induce a local flexural mode, as illustrated in Figure 4-15. 
 
Figure 4-15 – Deflected shape of a centrally loaded cellular beam and the considered local regions 
Under the applied loading, the top and bottom flanges are rotated with the deflected web, thus 
the flange rigidity contributes to the bending resistance of the web. A full beam model is first 
FEA ADAPTIC
3 unit cells –
EFG method
5 unit cells –
EFG method
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considered using the proposed EFG method so as to highlight the implication of using 1D flange 
approximation. Figure 4-16 compares the prediction of strain energy by the proposed EFG method 
against FEA considering assumed strain shell elements. Taking the most detailed FEA as the estimated 
exact solution (e(ext) = 3.722×10
-10
Nm), the result of the proposed EFG converge from below to within 
0.7%, where the small discrepancy may be attributed to 1D approximation of the flanges and the 
neglect of shear deformation in thin-plate Kirchhoff theory. For this case, an average number of 2000 
EFG nodes is required for good accuracy. 
 
Figure 4-16 –Prediction of strain energy for a centrally loaded cellular beam 
Further consideration is given to the use of a local region, which could increase the 
computational efficiency by reducing the size of the problem. Several sizes of local region are 
considered, including 1, 3 and 5 unit cells, in addition to 9 unit cells for the full beam model (some 
local regions are shown in Figure 4-15). Figure 4-17 demonstrates the estimated strain energy based 
on individual unit cells. Clearly the middle cell (no. 5) stores a major portion of the energy (67.2%), 
while the two adjacent cells store a smaller amount of energy (14.5%). In this case, the remaining 
portion of energy especially in cells no.3 and no.7 is still significant (about 1.68% each), and the 
neglect of the deformation in these regions would lead to larger discrepancy in the prediction. This is 
shown by the fact that a local region with 3 unit cells poorly predicts the total strain energy with an 
8.3% error. A better approximation is shown by the 5 unit-cells region that provides 98.3% of the 


































Figure 4-17 – Strain energy within individual unit cells for different local regions 
4.5.2 Cellular beam subject to web-post twisting load 
A cellular beam with the same geometry and material properties to the previous example is 
considered here  subject to a small twisting couple of P×So  at the middle of the second web-post, 
where P= 1N and So  is the width of the web-post. This is analogous to the example of a unit cell in 
Section 4.3.2.2, where a twisting web-post deformation mode is expected (Figure 4-18). The estimated 
exact solution from detailed FEA is given by e(ext) = 4.336×10
-10
Nm. 
Considering a full beam model, the proposed EFG underestimates e(ext) by 1.8% as shown in 
Figure 4-19, which is attributed to the same reasons discussed in the preceding example. In this case, 





























local region: 1 unit cell
local region: 3 unit cells
local region: 5 unit cells




Figure 4-18 – Web-post twisting in cellular beam and the considered local regions 
 
Figure 4-19 – Prediction of strain energy for cellular beam subject to web-post twisting 
Considering the effect of the local region, the prediction of strain energy within the unit cells 
for several local regions is compared to that from FEA in Figure 4-20. The twisting effect is shown to 
be localised at the second web-post that stores 92.5% of the total energy, while the left and right 
adjacent cells hold only 3.47% and 3.64% of the strain energy, respectively. Evidently, a local region 
FEA ADAPTIC
3 unit cells –
EFG method


































based on only 3 unit cells is capable of predicting the total strain energy reasonably well. Although the 
computational demand of the proposed EFG approach is difficult to relate to that of FEA which uses 
HPC, it is clear that the present approach is advantageous in terms of the reduced problem size. 
Furthermore, the benefits of the proposed approach become even more evident when dealing with 
perforated beams utilising a relatively large number of unit cells. 
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NUMERICAL MODELLING OF LOCAL BUCKLING 
 
Equation Chapter 5 Section 1 
5.1 Introduction 
Consideration is given in this chapter to elastic buckling using the previously developed 
Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method, which is first formulated for thin plates and subsequently 
extended to provide a simplified method for local buckling analysis of steel beams with web openings. 
In this regard, a novel approach that offers major enhancements over conventional buckling analysis is 
developed on the basis of establishing the singularity of tangent stiffness matrix (KT ), consisting of the 
material stiffness matrix (KE ) and geometric stiffness matrix (KG ). While the computation of KE  is 
based on Kirchhoff’s plate theory as elaborated in Chapter 4, KG  is formulated with the aid of the 
Rotational Spring Analogy (RSA), proposed by Izzuddin (2007b), which eliminates the need for 
higher order kinematics in conventional buckling formulations. In addition, an effective approach 
based on a shifting local region is developed so as to optimise the computational benefits of the EFG 
and the RSA methods. 
This chapter first provides an overview of buckling of discrete structural systems, highlighting 
the RSA concept and its benefits. A general expression for the geometric stiffness matrix is presented 
for the general case of thin plates with in-plane loading. The proposed technique of buckling 
assessment, which is named as EFG/RSA method, is then explained in detail considering the use of 
assumed modes and iterative assessment utilising a rank 2 reduced eigenvalue problem. Similar to the 
previous chapters, this method is first applied to simple problems of rectangular plate buckling for 
numerical verification purposes, then extended to buckling problems of plates with irregular shapes, 
and finally elaborated for local buckling analysis of beams with regular web openings. Finally, the 
chapter presents the extension of the EFG/RSA method to deal with perforated beams with various 
shapes and sizes of web openings. 
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5.2 Buckling Analysis of Structural Systems 
Buckling of a structural system, in general, is a phenomenon in which the structure exhibits 
loss of stability accompanied by the appearance of a distinct deformation mode referred to as the 
buckling mode. For slender thin plates under compressive stress, the out-of-plane buckling response is 
typically determined by the elastic plate characteristics. Conventional buckling analysis considers the 
corresponding differential equation for the system and seeks theoretical buckling solutions 
(Timoshenko and Gere, 1961; Allen and Bulson, 1980). However, since theoretical buckling solutions 
are not straightforward, particularly for complex structures, more general techniques based on the 
variation of the total potential energy are often used to approximate the critical buckling load. This is 
typically accompanied with an enhancement using a spatial numerical discretisation technique (e.g. the 
finite element method) to deal with continuous problems. 
To elaborate on the buckling conditions, the equations of static equilibrium for a conservative 
structural system are considered, leading to the notions of an ‘equilibrium state’ and an ‘equilibrium 
path’ which is defined in terms of a load factor , where the bifurcation of an equilibrium path 
typically represents the buckling point for a perfect system. Consider the equilibrium conditions of a 
discrete system in its deformed configuration (Izzuddin, 2007b): 



































where f is the internal forces, d is the deformations, U is the nodal freedoms and W is the work done 
by the applied loads. Bifurcation at a ‘buckling point’ is achieved at a load factor (λ = λc ) with two 
trace states of infinitesimally adjacent equilibrium, that is an equilibrium state (U with λ = λc ) and an 
infinitesimally adjacent state (U+δU with δU≠ 0 and λ = λc ), where λc  is known as the critical load 
factor and δU is the buckling mode. This critical equilibrium state does not only require G in Equation 
(5.1) to be zero, but also its infinitesimal change to be zero (δG = 0), leading to the following 
eigenvalue problem: 
  δ 0 ,δ 0T c   K U U  (5.3) 
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The tangent stiffness matrix KT is formulated with a reference to the deformed geometry considering 
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 (5.4) 
or can be rearranged in the form of two stiffness components, namely the material stiffness (KE) and 
the geometric stiffness (KG), as given by: 
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 (5.6) 
Clearly, KE  is analogous to the stiffness matrix of linear analysis, but taking into account the effect of 
any deformation in the structural geometry (since T depends on U). On the order hand, KG  consists of 
higher-order derivatives of d (m in the equation is a summation index) and W with respect to U, 
requiring also the internal forces f and the load factor . 
This is a general formulation for buckling problems covering the full spectrum of geometric 
nonlinearity, though for a wide range of conservative small-strain structural problems, simplified 
buckling analysis has been proposed by Izzuddin (2007b) utilising the rotational spring analogy as 
described afterwards. 
5.2.1 Rotational Spring Analogy 
The Rotational spring analogy (RSA) is a novel approach that aims at reducing the complexity 
of higher order descriptions in the buckling formulation. The general idea is to provide a simple means 
of formulating the geometric stiffness matrix KG  based on the analogy of rotational springs having 
equivalent stiffness to the geometric stiffness of a system, where the equivalent rotational stiffness is 
shown to be directly related to the internal forces (e.g. for an internal force Fx , the stiffness of the 
equivalent rotational spring is kθ  = Fx ). In particular, KG  associated with a known equilibrium state is 
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determined from the internal component forces by considering appropriate perturbations to the 
structural geometry from the present deformed configuration. For most structural systems with a linear 
elastic material response, deformations up to the point of buckling may be assumed to remain 
relatively small, in which case KG  may be determined with reference to the undeformed configuration. 
Accordingly, KG  becomes proportional to the applied loading by the load factor , whilst KE  can be 
assumed constant, leading to a linear eigenvalue problem as given by: 
  δ δ δ ,δ 0T E G c       K U 0 K U K U U  (5.7) 
Consider a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system in which the dominant geometric 
nonlinearity is governed by transverse deflections (Uz ) relative to the path of internal axial forces, the 
matrix KG  can be defined as: 
  TG d  

 K T diag k T  (5.8) 
where diag(kθ ) is a diagonal stiffness matrix corresponding to equivalent springs, while Tθ  is a 
transformation matrix representing a first-order kinematic approximation of the spring rotations () in 
terms of Uz , such that  = Tθ Uz . For a plate subject to axial loading in the x direction, kθ  is 
proportional to Fx , hence the equivalent springs promote a stabilising effect for a tensile axial force 
(Fx >0) and destabilising for a compressive axial force (Fx <0). In view of the solution to buckling 
equation in (5.7), singularity of KT  occurs only when KG  becomes considerably negative to overcome 
the positive-definiteness of matrix KE , that is when the structural system is dominated by significant 
axial compression. 
Despite the availability of well-established solution methods for linear eigenvalue problems, 
the large system of equations for MDOF systems can require considerable computational effort. In this 
respect, the RSA offers particular benefits with the use of approximate buckling modes (Izzuddin, 
2006), by which the size of problem can be reduced significantly. For example, consider a buckling 
mode (U) which is approximated from a set of deformation modes,  = [U1 , U2 , ... , Um ] in the sense 
that U = u, with u is the reduced parameters of size m, the simplified eigenvalue problem of 
Equation (5.7) can now be expressed in terms of reduced parameters through pre-multiplying by 
T
: 




E Ek Ψ K Ψ  (5.10) 
 
T
G Gk Ψ K Ψ  (5.11) 
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in which kE  and kG  are reduced matrices of size of m×m. This problem reduction can potentially offer 
great computational savings, as elaborated hereafter.  
5.3 Proposed EFG/RSA Method 
A new EFG/RSA method is proposed which extends the use of Element-free Galerkin (EFG) 
method (Belytschko et al., 1994; Krysl and Belytschko, 1995) to combine with the Rotational Spring 
Analogy (RSA) (Izzuddin, 2006; Izzuddin, 2007b) to perform effective buckling assessment for plate 
problems under planar loading condition. This method is developed for computational efficiency and 
accuracy while at the same time preserving simplicity for practical application. As demonstrated in 
Chapters 3 and 4, these attributes partly arise from the general capability of the EFG method to deal 
with irregular domains without the complication of meshing requirements. Further benefits also arise 
from separating the planar from the out-of-plane response and the versatility of the EFG which allows 
its combination with other existing methods, in this case the RSA method, to provide effective 
buckling assessment. 
5.3.1 General formulation 
The proposed method works on the basis of determining the nontrivial solution of the 
following system of linear equations for typical structures that are stable in the unloaded state (e.g. KT 
is positive definite for  = 0) (Izzuddin, 2006): 
   0, 0T E G   K U K K U U  (5.12) 
In this case, U is used to uniquely define the buckling mode. KE is the material stiffness matrix, simply 
based on Kirchhoff’s plate theory, and KG is the geometric stiffness matrix, formulated according to 
the RSA using the planar stresses arising from planar loading. Both KE and KG should be generated 
from the same EFG numerical discretisation, and would hence have the same size. However, the 
planar and the out-of-plane responses could be obtained from a different set of EFG nodes, as 
discussed in previous chapters, since the value of stresses required for the out-of-plane KG can be 
determined at any location in the domain (as a continuous domain function).  
Since the detailed calculation of matrix KE is already elaborated in the previous chapter, the 
next section will focus on the formulation of the geometric stiffness matrix KG. An essential point to 
highlight for the above equation is that the size of the eigenvalue problem is controlled by the size of 
the stiffness matrices. In other words, the higher the number of EFG nodes, the larger the size. Of 
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course, solving a very large eigenvalue problem can be associated with excessive computational effort. 
The method presented hereafter addresses this issue using problem reduction with an assumed 
buckling mode, where improvement is made through a rank 2 iterative procedure. 
5.3.2 Geometric stiffness matrix, KG 
In this study, the geometric stiffness matrix formulated using the RSA employs the same 
system of discretisation used to determine the material stiffness matrix in Chapter 4. To generate a 
general expression of KG , consider four sets of distributed equivalent rotational springs over the 
domain   with different directions, each of which is associated with the principle planar stresses 
shown in Figure 5-1. The stiffness of the springs, kθ , and their lateral rotations, θ, at any location in 
the domain can be defined with respect to the transverse buckling mode, Uz , as: 
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k θ T U ZB U  (5.13) 
noting that kθ  is determined by the planar stresses, where the shear stress xy is treated in terms of the 
corresponding pair of principal stress components (Figure 5-1) for application of the RSA. In the 
second equation, Tθ  is a transformation matrix that relates spring rotations to freedoms, described in 
terms of two components Z and B
s
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Note that the size of B
s
 is 2×N, where N is the total number of EFG nodes, and the product of B
s
 and 
Uz  gives the rotation fields. According to the RSA, if the stress components of the system are known, 
the geometric stiffness matrix can directly be computed with reference to the energy imparted by the 






























K T diag k T
B Z diag k Z B
B B
 (5.15) 
The above equation is integrated numerically with Gauss points, at which the associated stress 
components are required. Of course, by using the EFG method, the required planar stresses can be 
easily obtained at any point of interest. However, for a large number of quadrature points, it is more 
convenient to employ the same fixed integration points as used for planar analysis, where the value of 
x , y  and xy for each Gauss point is readily established, thus facilitating the determination of the out-
of-plane geometric stiffness KG . In fact, the same quadrature points could also be proposed to 
calculate the out-of-plane KE . Such consideration does not affect the main benefit of separating the 
planar and out-of-plane responses in the EFG/RSA buckling analysis. 
 
Figure 5-1 – Distributed equivalent rotational springs associated with the principal  
stresses over a plate domain 
5.3.3 Probing process 
Equation (5.12) can be solved directly using a conventional eigenvalue solution method, 
though large MDOF structural systems could pose excessive computational demands in this respect. 
Izzuddin (2006) has suggested several simplified approaches in conjunction with the RSA for probing 
the structure with candidate buckling modes, utilising these iteratively as assumed modes within a 
reduced eigenvalue problem. In the present method, these approaches are consolidated to form an 
iterative approach of a rank 2 reduced eigenvalue problem for efficient buckling analysis. The 















5.3.3.1 Assumed modes 
The RSA application enables assumed mode shapes to be used easily for buckling analysis, by 
which the critical load factor is approximated from energy terms associated with the buckling mode. 
Consider, for example, a domain represented by a set of EFG nodes and subjected to proportional in-
plane loading, assuming that the out-of-plane material stiffness and geometric stiffness are readily 
established. Any assumed buckling mode U z  will give a corresponding value of the internal strain 
energy and the energy generated by the equivalent rotational springs. The ratio between the two 
energy components can be shown to present an upper bound on the buckling load factor (λcr) 











A probing process could thus be undertaken via trial-and-error to investigate the buckling mode that 
gives the lowest λcr of the above equation. Of course this is an approximate solution that still leads to 
an upper-bound prediction of the critical load factor. The main shortcoming of this approach is the 
difficulty to establish the most likely buckling mode, especially for a complicated buckling problem. 
5.3.3.2 Iterative procedure 
One way to improve the above method is to revise the preliminary approximate buckling mode 
through iteration. Consider a similar form of Equation (5.16) with a superscript ‘o’ being used to refer 
to the first calculation obtained from an initial assumed mode 
o
zU , which could be from a pre-defined 
load pattern 
o




o o o o
o z E z z z
cr o o o o
z G z z G z
    
U K U U P
U K U U K U
 (5.17) 
This prediction can be improved iteratively by establishing new load pattern 
i
zP  from previously 








U  to obtain a new assumed mode as follows 
(Izzuddin, 2006): 
    1 1 1 1  for 1i i i i i i oz cr G z z E z cr cr i          P K U U K P  (5.18) 













and the same procedure as in Equations (5.18) and (5.19) is repeated until convergence is achieved. 
Note that the accuracy of this prediction mainly depends on whether the initial mode 
o
zU , as 
determined by the selected load pattern 
o
zP , includes a non-zero component in the actual lowest 
buckling mode. Again, in the case of complex buckling problems, the prediction could be prone to 
convergence to a higher buckling mode or could take a relatively long time to achieve convergence 
with a poorly selected ozU . The next section suggests a better option in dealing with more complicated 
buckling analysis by considering a rank 2 reduced eigenvalue analysis. 
5.3.3.3 Rank 2 reduced eigenvalue analysis 
Further improvement can be made to accelerate the convergence by considering a combination 
of two modes and establishing a rank 2 reduced eigenvalue problem (Izzuddin, 2006). For this 
purpose, lets a probing mode UzA from a load pattern PzA (could be arbitrary) to be the initial assumed 
mode used in Equation (5.17) and results in a related buckling load factor ( )( )
o
cr A . A second mode UzB 
that is used to combine with the first mode UzA can be determined from the given load pattern PzB 
where 
   1( )zB zA cr A G zA zB E zB
      P P K U U K P  (5.20) 
Mode UzB is complementary to mode UzA, in the sense that the two modes can be shown to be 
orthogonal relative to EK . The probing process with the two combined modes is more effective and 
often leads to an approximation of the lowest λcr with very few iterations (Izzuddin, 2006).  
Considering the two probing modes and their associated load patterns, the 2×2 reduced 
material and geometric stiffness matrices can be formulated as: 
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 (5.21) 
As can be seen, this consideration significantly decreases the size of the eigenvalue problem in 
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 (5.22) 
where  represent the eigenvalues, obtained from the solution of an associated quadratic equation, and 
  represent the corresponding eigenvectors. By solving the above quadratic determinant equation, the 
critical load factor ( )cr A B   from the combined modes UzA and UzB is simply obtained as the lowest 
positive value in vector diag(and the critical buckling mode is computed from the associated 
eigenvector cr as written by: 
  ( )zcr A B zA zB cr  U U U  (5.23) 
The final consideration, leading to the most effective approach used in the proposed EFG/RSA 
method, is on revising the combined buckling mode by the iterative procedure. This can be 
accomplished by carrying forward the value of ( )cr A B   and ( )zcr A BU  to the following iteration (i + 1) 








P  using a similar formulation 
as given by Equation (5.18): 
  1 1 1 1( ) ( )i i i i izA cr A B G zcr A B zA E zA       P K U U K P  (5.24) 
The whole step-by-step procedure from Equation (5.20) to Equation (5.23) is then repeated until 
convergence. A simple flowchart summarising this procedure is provided in Figure 5-2. In most cases, 
this approach leads to the lowest buckling mode, though different initial probing modes 
o
zAU  could 
also be employed in order to investigate other higher order buckling modes. 
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Figure 5-2 – Flowchart for EFG/RSA buckling assessment 
5.4 Numerical Investigations and Discussion 
Focus is given here to buckling analysis of rectangular plates with various types of loading. 
Most of the numerical parameters are maintained from the previous simulations in Chapter 3 and 4, 
where rI  = 5h (h is the nodal spacing), k = 1 and c = rI  / 4 (for the weight function), and  = 10
4
 × 
kdmax (maximum diagonal element in the stiffness matrix). Buckling of irregular plates, considering a 
unit cell of cellular beams subjected to different load cases, is also discussed. Comparison against FEA 
 
from arbitrary load pattern, UzA = KE
-1
PzA 
from Equation (5.20) 
- calculate kE and kG from Equation (5.21) 
- solve via a reduced eigenvalue problem as 
in Equation (5.22) 
 
 
get a revised load 
pattern PzA & new 
mode UzA from 
Equation (5.24) 
repeat until convergence 
 




Assumed buckling mode UzA  
  
Calculate the complementary 
mode UzB from UzA 
Combine the modes  
UzB and UzA 
Obtain λcr(A-B)  and Uzcr(A-B) 
 
Attain the lowest λcr  
& the corresponding mode Uzcr 
Establish KE & KG 
use the revised mode UzA  
for the second iteration and so on 
 UzA 
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models performed in ADAPTIC is made to investigate the accuracy of the proposed buckling 
assessment method. 
5.4.1 Buckling of rectangular plate 
Several examples of rectangular plate are presented considering the availability of theoretical 
buckling solutions. The examples include buckling of beam under an axial compressive force, lateral 
torsional buckling of a beam under mid-span point load, and lateral buckling of uniformly compressed 
plate. For simplicity, all examples employ the same size of rectangular panel 8m×2m with a thickness 
t = 0.01m. 
5.4.1.1 Thin column subject to constant compressive force 
This is a typical buckling problem associated with the well-known Euler buckling solution for 




 (refer to Figure 5-3) The problem is solved for elastic isotropic 




 and  = 0, the latter being assumed to avoid discrepancies arising 
from anticlastic bending. Numerical investigations considering several EFG parameters are discussed 
hereafter. The thin column is subjected to a simple pinned support conditions, though in certain cases, 
clamped boundaries are also considered for comparison. 
 
Figure 5-3 – Column subjected to compression and adopted EFG nodal discretization 
Quadrature rules 
The appropriate combination integration cells and Gauss points is first investigated for 
establishing reasonable prediction accuracy. It is assumed that the column is subjected to a uniformly 
x     x     x
x     x     x







Edges subject to 
lateral restraints
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 over the domain due to compression. Calculation is 
based on a pre-assumed buckling mode which is taken as the theoretical buckling mode corresponding 
to Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, given by the following simple function: 








in which n is a constant and L is the beam length. Here, the lowest critical buckling (n = 1) is 
the concern of the present EFG/RSA method for the pinned support condition. The two energy 
components, material stiffness energy (eE ) and geometric stiffness energy (eG ), together with the ratio 
which represents the corresponding buckling load factor (λcr) are presented in Table 5-1 (the total 
number EFG nodes is fixed to 175). 
All integration schemes provide good estimations to the Euler buckling load (λcr(Euler) = 
2.6987) except for the case 4×1 grid and 1×1 gauss points. As for the cases with the same number of 
gauss points (refer to the shaded boxes), comparable results are obtained. Of course this is a simple 
problem that requires only a relatively small number of quadrature points to obtain a good result. The 
case of more complex buckling modes requiring more sophisticated integration is discussed in a 
subsequent section. 
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Table 5-1 – Material stiffness energy (eE ), geometric stiffness energy (eG ), and buckling load factor  
(λcr) for different quadrature rules 
 
Different meshes 
The influence of having different mesh density for planar nodes (Nxy) and out-of-plane nodes 
(Nz) on buckling predictions is considered here. In general, there are two causes for discrepancy in the 
prediction of λcr: first the lack of accuracy in the planar stress determination leading to a discrepancy 




4 1 8 2 16 4 32 8 
1 1 eE = 3336.09 eE = 3325.95 eE = 3331.57 eE = 3332.01 
 
eG = -1244.61 eG = -1232.03 eG = -1233.07 eG = -1233.53 
 
λcr = 2.68 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 
2 2 eE = 3330.26 eE = 3332.92 eE = 3332.12 eE = 3332.01 
 
eG = -1231.94 eG = -1233.51 eG = -1233.68 eG = -1233.68 
 
λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 
3 3 eE = 3337.34 eE = 3331.93 eE = 3332.04 eE = 3332.04 
 
eG = -1235.75 eG = -1233.73 eG = -1233.70 eG = -1233.70 
 
λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 
4 4 eE = 3331.24 eE = 3332.16 eE = 3332.00 eE = 3332.01 
 
eG = -1233.71 eG = -1233.66 eG = -1233.68 eG = -1233.68 
 
λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 
5 5 eE = 3333.44 eE = 3331.97 eE = 3332.04 eE = 3332.04 
 
eG = -1234.61 eG = -1233.70 eG = -1233.70 eG = -1233.70 
 
λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 
6 6 eE = 3331.79 eE = 3331.96 eE = 3331.94 eE = 3331.94 
 
eG = -1233.66 eG = -1233.66 eG = -1233.66 eG = -1233.66 
 
λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 
7 7 eE = 3332.69 eE = 3332.01 eE = 3332.01 eE = 3332.01 
 
eG = -1234.15 eG = -1233.68 eG = -1233.68 eG = -1233.68 
 
λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 
8 8 eE = 3331.78 eE = 3332.01 eE = 3332.01 eE = 3332.01 
 
eG = -1233.70 eG = -1233.68 eG = -1233.68 eG = -1233.68 
 
λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 
9 9 eE = 3332.51 eE = 3332.00 eE = 3332.01 eE = 3332.01 
 
eG = -1233.97 eG = -1233.68 eG = -1233.68 eG = -1233.68 
 
λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 λcr = 2.70 
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domain nodes which contributes to higher material strain energy (eE ) for a specific buckling mode. 
Figure 5-4 demonstrates the prediction of the proposed EFG/RSA over the theoretical solution (as a 
percentage). It can be seen that the changes in Nxy has a smaller effect than the variation of Nz. In 
other word, a small number of EFG nodes is required in this case for planar analysis to obtain a 
satisfactory accuracy, whereas a relatively large number of nodes associated with out-of-plane 
response is necessary. 
 
Figure 5-4 – The influence of different meshes in planar and out-of-plane analyses 
Buckling strategy 
Two approaches of determining the critical buckling load via iteration as elaborated in Section 
5.3.3 are considered here. This is to illustrate the benefit of using a rank 2 reduced eigenvalue 
problem, by which a faster convergence to the lowest buckling load is expected. Table 5-2 presents the 
number of iteration required to achieve a convergence with a tolerance of 10
–9
 (i.e. 
1 1 9( ) 10i i icr cr cr  
    ). Note that this is related to buckling of a compressive beam with clamped end 
supports. For simplicity, the number of nodes is fixed to Nxy = Nz = 175. Three different initial modes, 
as shown in the table, are considered for comparison. Clearly, the rank 2 approach requires less than 7 
iterations to reach the convergence for all three cases. Moreover, a smaller number of iterations is 

























Number of nodes, N
Varying Nz (Nxy = 52)
Varying Nz (Nxy = 370)
Varying Nxy (Nz = 52)
Varying Nxy (Nz = 370)
Theoretical solution
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Table 5-2 – Performance of different approaches for establishing cr 
 
Buckling analysis 
Figure 5-5 illustrates the prediction of the buckling load factor (cr) for a simply supported 
case using a different number of nodes, comparing the proposed EFG/RSA against FEA results and 
the theoretical solution. It is observed that the EFG/RSA method is capable of obtaining an excellent 
accuracy even for the lowest N (27 nodes), which gives a difference of only 0.41% to the Euler 
buckling solution. The result of buckling estimations for a clamped-supported compressive beam is 
also shown in Figure 5-6. For this case, the EFG/RSA appears to perform even better, with the 
coarsest mesh denoting a very close prediction to the theoretical solution (with only 0.07% error). 
Such performance is mainly related to the capability of MLS approximation to accurately represent the 
domain function. On the other hand, despite the good performance of the FEA model with assumed 
stress elements, the use of conventional conforming elements is shown to suffer from poor estimation 
due to ‘locking’ issues as discussed in the previous chapter. 
 
 







No. of iterations 
Rank 1 Rank 2 
Mode A 11.309 10.794 6 3 
Mode B 15.715 10.794 16 5 




Figure 5-5 – Buckling predictions of thin-column with pinned supports 
 
Figure 5-6  – Buckling predictions of thin-column with clamped supports 
5.4.1.2 Thin beam with mid-span point load 
In this example, a typical problem of lateral torsional buckling of a thin beam under a mid-
span point load of 10
3 
kN is considered for simply supported and fully-clamped conditions. In both 
cases, the out-of-plane displacements are restrained along the vertical edges, which are still free to 













































































  (5.26) 
where  = (1 – I1 /I2 ), and thus the calculated value of λcr is given by 11.491 (for simply supported 
case) and 28.982 (fully-clamped case).  
 
Figure 5-7 – Thin beam with mid-span point load for simply supported and fully-clamped conditions 
(Allen and Bulson, 1980) 
However, the theoretical boundary condition that leads to the above solution is rather difficult 
to establish numerically, which may in turn cause a slight discrepancy. Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 
highlight the small difference (about 2%–3% error) between the theoretical solution and the numerical 
solutions by both EFG/RSA and FEA models, for simply supported and fully-clamped cases 
respectively. For this reason, an estimated exact solution from a very detailed FEM analysis is 
provided herein for a better comparison to the EFG/RSA (since the same numerical boundary 
conditions is assured). In both cases, the proposed method exhibits a favourable agreement (within 
0.5% error) to the estimated exact solution except for relatively coarse discretisation N ≤ 60. 
Simply supported case Fully-clamped case
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Figure 5-8  – Buckling predictions of a thin-beam with pinned supports under mid-span point load 
 
Figure 5-9 – Buckling predictions of a thin-beam with clamped supports under mid-span point load 
5.4.1.3 Simply supported thin plate under compression 
Finally, consideration is given to the buckling problem of a simply-supported rectangular plate 
under compressive action that leads to the well-established theoretical solution (Timoshenko and Gere, 












































































 and  = 0.3. In the equation, t is the 
plate thickness and H is the depth. For the present case, the geometry is chosen so that k is equal to 4 




The most efficient scheme of domain integration is investigated by the application of various 
combinations of integration cells and quadrature rules. The beam is assumed to be under a planar 




 throughout the domain, and all calculations are based on an 
assumed buckling mode as suggested by Timoshenko and Gere (1961): 
 ( ) sin sinw





   
    
   
 (5.28) 
with n = 4, m = 1 and w  is set to 1. This problem consists of a more complicated function to be 
integrated, which clearly demands better quadrature schemes for establishing good accuracy. The 
predictions of energy components as well as the associated buckling load factor (λcr) are summarised 
in Table 5-3. For simplicity, the EFG nodes are set to a fixed 25×7 grid (175 nodes) for all 
calculations.  
Several results in red signify an inaccurate estimation of λcr obtained from an insufficient 
number of integration points. Other than that, all schemes are consistently in a good precision with less 
than 1% error against the theoretical solution. Note that the shaded boxes indicate the schemes with 
the same number of gauss points, among which a slightly better performance is achieved by the grid 
16×4 and 32×8. 
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Table 5-3 – Material stiffness energy (eE ), geometric stiffness energy (eG ), and buckling load factor  
(λcr) for different quadrature rules 
 
Buckling strategy 
This is another study on the performance of two different probing approaches, as previously 
presented, in obtaining the lowest buckling load factor, considering a more complex buckling mode. 




4 1 8 2 16 4 32 8 
1 1 eE = 458.05×10
6 eE = 168.97×10
6 eE = 180.48×10
6 eE = 180.44×10
6 
 
eG = -14.05 eG = -9.50×10
6 eG = -9.49×10




6 λcr = 17.78 λcr = 19.03 λcr = 18.97 
2 2 eE = 157.24×10
6 eE = 183.04×10
6 eE = 180.59×10




6 eG = -9.49×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 
 
λcr = 17.38 λcr = 19.28 λcr = 18.97 λcr = 18.98 
3 3 eE = 186.28×10
6 eE = 180.19×10
6 eE = 180.74×10




6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 
 
λcr = 19.66 λcr = 18.92 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 
4 4 eE = 182.32×10
6 eE = 180.91×10
6 eE = 180.73×10




6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 
 
λcr = 19.15 λcr = 19.00 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 
5 5 eE = 178.86×10
6 eE = 180.67×10
6 eE = 180.73×10




6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 
 
λcr = 18.78 λcr = 18.97 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 
6 6 eE = 180.78×10
6 eE = 180.74×10
6 eE = 180.73×10




6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 
 
λcr = 18.99 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 
7 7 eE = 180.07×10
6 eE = 180.73×10
6 eE = 180.73×10




6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 
 
λcr = 18.91 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 
8 8 eE = 180.52×10
6 eE = 180.73×10
6 eE = 180.73×10




6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 
 
λcr = 18.96 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 
9 9 eE = 180.21×10
6 eE = 180.73×10
6 eE = 180.73×10




6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 eG = -9.52×10
6 
 
λcr = 18.93 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 λcr = 18.98 
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of , over which improvements are taking place until convergence with a tolerance of 10–9. Clearly, an 
approach based on a conventional iterative procedure (Rank 1) requires more steps so as to achieve the 
required convergence compared to the enhanced iterative procedure of a rank 2 reduced eigenvalue 
problem. It is also noted that a very close approximation of the initial buckling mode also contributes 
to faster convergence. 
Table 5-4 – Performance of different approaches in probing for the lowest buckling load factor 
 
Buckling analysis 
Buckling predictions of the rectangular plate under compression is presented in Figure 5-10 for 
the proposed model with different levels of discretisation in comparison with the theoretical solution 
and results from FEA models. It can be seen that a favourable accuracy with a difference below 1% by 
the EFG/RSA prediction is achieved only when N is greater than 100 as more nodes are required to 
establish a better approximation function for this particular case. It is also noted that the conforming 
shell element (FEA-ADAPTIC-(c)) is still incapable of providing a satisfactory prediction. On the 
other hand, results from the assumed strain shell element (FEA-ADAPTIC-(a)) model exhibit only a 
slightly better performance than the proposed method, especially for a coarse mesh. 
 
 







No. of iterations 
Rank 1 Rank 2 
Mode A 31.315 19.032 104 8 
Mode B 49.621 19.032 257 45 




Figure 5-10 – Buckling predictions of a simply-supported plate under compression 
5.4.2 Buckling of irregular plates 
The application of the proposed EFG/RSA method is extended to buckling of irregular plates 
considering a unit cell from a cellular beam with depth Dp  = 1.0m, holes diameter Do  = 0.6m, spacing 
S = 0.8m and web thickness tw  = 0.001 m. Two particular cases similar to the examples in Section 
3.3.2 are chosen here considering different load cases associated with different buckling characteristic. 
Focus is given to numerical integration over the irregular domain, where the multi-level rectangular-
grid (MLRG) is used, and also to the most optimum combination of planar and out-of-plane 
discretisation. Verification of the critical buckling load factor is made through comparison with FEA 
results, where the estimated exact solution is obtained from the finest mesh. 
5.4.2.1 Unit cell under vertical compression 
Buckling of a unit cell panel subjected to vertical compression is presented here. The panel has 




 and  = 0.25, and is restrained from lateral movement along 
all straight edges (e.g. the curved edges remain free – as previously illustrated in Figure 4-6). Rigid 
body movement is also prevented by means of simply-support constraints over the web-post (refer to 
Figure 3-18). The applied UDL is 1 kN/m along the top and the bottom edges, and the estimated exact 































The influence of employing different levels of MLRG is investigated using different set of 
background grids as shown in Figure 5-11. Quadrature points are fixed to 4×4 per cell. The buckling 
load factor (λcr) shown in the figure is the percentage of the current prediction over the estimated exact 
solution. Clearly, the coarsest grid of integration cells (4×5 grid) provides poor estimation in the early 
range of MLRG levels (e.g. 1 to 3) due to insufficient quadrature points. Overall, it is observed that all 
schemes appear to be in a favourable agreement especially when the level of rectangular grid 
approaches 6 and above. Such performance is consistent with the results obtained in Chapter 3 and 4. 
 
Figure 5-11 – Buckling load prediction by the EFG/RSA method for different integration schemes 
Different discretisation 
The effect of employing different sets of EFG nodes for the planar and out-of-plane responses 
is investigated for the irregular plate domain. Four cases with varying N z  and Nxy as before are 
considered and the results are presented in Figure 5-12 in comparison with the most exact solution 
from FEM analysis. Again, it is noted that the change in the number of nodes for the planar analysis 
does not much contribute to prediction approximation, though sufficient nodes are still required to 
avoid inaccurate results of the planar response (in this case, Nxy should be more than 100). On the 
other hand, the effect of increasing N z , which is basically related to out-of-plane analysis, clearly 
provides convergence to the estimated exact solution for both considered cases (Nxy=117 and 
Nxy=757). This suggests that by simply separating the planar and out-of-plane responses, one could use 






























Figure 5-12 – The effect of employing different meshes for planar and out-of-plane analyses 
Buckling analysis 
Finally, the effect of employing different number of nodes (N) on the buckling prediction of λcr 
is depicted in Figure 5-13. Since only a small number of EFG nodes is essential for planar analysis, 
Nxy is taken as a fixed value of 117 (corresponds to a rectangular grid of 12×10), and hence N in the 
graph corresponds to N z . Noticeably, the EFG/RSA method exhibits an excellent performance against 
detailed FEA models utilising assumed strain elements, both in terms of the deflected shape as well as 
the estimated λcr, with errors of less than 0.5% in all considered cases except for the coarsest mesh 
where N = 55. It is also observed that the FEA model with the conforming shell elements suffers from 


























Number of nodes, N
Varying Nz (Nxy = 117)
Varying Nz (Nxy = 757)
Varying Nxy (Nz = 117)




Figure 5-13 – Buckling predictions of a simply-supported irregular plate under vertical compression 
5.4.2.2 Unit cell under shear 
A similar panel to the previous example is considered here under a different type of loading 
case and boundary conditions. In the xy-plane, the panel is subjected to a fixed restraint along the left 
edges, whilst horizontal restraint together with uniform tractions are applied along the right edges 
(refer to Figure 3-26). This resembles a cantilever beam problem, but with irregular domain. Shear 
tractions of 1kN/m are applied along the right side edges. As for the z direction, lateral movements are 
prevented along all the straight edges as before (Figure 4-10). An estimated solution of λcr is 1.294, 
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Integration schemes 
Results from different schemes of integration are plotted in Figure 5-14. Note that grid 4×5 as 
used before is not included in the figure since the prediction is very poor compared to the estimated 
exact solution. For all other grids, a favourable performance can be observed where convergence 
occurs at around 6 levels of MLRG, which is comparable to the result of the previous example. This 
confirms the applicability and the reliability of the suggested integration scheme of 16×20 rectangular 
grid with 4×4 quadrature rule and 6 levels of MLRG (as used in Chapter 3 and 4) in establishing a 
high-accuracy result for all cases. 
 
Figure 5-14 – The effect of different quadrature schemes on the buckling predictions 
Buckling strategy 
The performance of different buckling strategies is considered here for a more complex 
domain, highlighting the benefits of the rank 2 reduced eigenvalue solution method (as elaborated in 
Section 5.3.3.3). Table 5-5 summarises the number of iterations taken during the probing process for 
both approaches, considering three different preliminary modes. Surprisingly, despite a good 
performance of the rank 2 reduced eigenvalue problem, the ‘Rank 1’ approach fails to obtain any 
solution for all considered modes owing to convergence difficulties. This signifies the need of the 
‘Rank 2’ approach for dealing with more complex buckling problems. The results also indicate the 
importance of having an initial assumed mode that is close to the buckling mode, where the use of 
unrealistic modes (e.g. Mode C) could lead to more iteration, hence more computing time. 



























critical buckling mode is difficult to predict, hence the initial probing mode is typically arbitrary as 
discussed in later sections. 
Table 5-5 – Convergence of probing approaches to lowest buckling load factor 
 
Buckling analysis 
Convergence of the buckling load factor by the proposed EFG/RSA method, FEA-ADAPTIC-
(a) and FEA-ADAPTIC-(c) is studied considering different nodal densities. The panel buckles in a 
twisting mode due to high shearing force across the web post (Figure 5-15). Again, for the EFG/RSA 
model, the planar nodes are set to a fixed total number of 177 and N z  varies from 50 to 1200.  
Despite the unacceptable prediction by the FEA utilising conforming element as shown in the 
figure, both EFG/RSA and FEA with assumed strain elements model provide an excellent agreement 
to the estimated exact solution (Figure 5-15). Only a small error of 0.15% between the converged 
solutions of EFG/RSA and the detailed FEA is observed. This concludes the numerical investigations 
on the present EFG/RSA method, in which the efficiency and versatility in dealing with plate buckling 
problems are highlighted. Hereafter, its application to the more complicated buckling problem of 
perforated beams, which is the key objective of this study, is presented. 
 
                                                                  







No. of iterations 
Rank 1 Rank 2 
Mode A 1.8146 1.2987 N/A 9 
Mode B -1.1343×10
4 1.2987 N/A 13 
Mode C -2.5800×10




Figure 5-15 – Buckling predictions of simply-supported irregular plate under shear 
5.5 Buckling of Beams with Regular Web Openings 
This section presents the application of the proposed EFG/RSA method to the buckling 
problem of beams with regular web openings, including symmetric and asymmetric cross-sections. For 
all cases, the beams are subjected to uniform distributed loading (UDL) acting along the top flange (at 
the mid-width of the flange) and inducing local buckling in the beam web. The boundary conditions 
are such that the beam is restricted from out-of-plane movement along the top and bottom flanges, 
based on the assumption that the beam is laterally restrained in practical application. The assessment 
of local buckling for such beams is conducted on the same basis of determining the singularity of the 
tangent stiffness matrix (KT ), though an enhanced procedure is proposed herein by considering a local 
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Advanced application of the proposed method to perforated beams with irregular web openings, 
covering different opening shapes and arrangement, is presented in a later section. 
5.5.1 Additional geometric stiffness from flanges 
In addition to the rotational material stiffness offered by the flanges to the out-of-plane web 
response, as discussed in Chapter 4, there are also influences coming from the geometric stiffness, 
owing to the action of tensile and compressive forces in the flange. To highlight this effect, the same 
1D beam model as described in Section 4.4.2, subject to a variable internal axial force, is considered. 
Equivalent rotational springs are distributed over the domain so that the stiffness of any of the springs 
can be set as kθ  = x . Associated restraints on x-, y- and z- axis are introduced along the span at the 
mid-width of the flanges, accounting for the connection of the flanges to the web of cellular beams. By 
relating the model to the main formulation, the corresponding out-of-plane rotation of these springs 
can be expressed in terms of the displacement function, Uz , which is defined by: 
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 (5.29) 
where 2 2y z  is the distance of any point from the cross-sectional centroid. The last term of the 
above equation can be separated into two components, leading to the determination of the 
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Note that the polar second moment of area (Io ) and the product , ,
s T s
I xy I xyN N  are always positive, hence 
the sign of 
f
GK  is determined by x . This implies that the stabilising and destabilising effects of the 
flange components are, respectively, owing to tensile and compressive stresses. Therefore, during 
bending of simply supported beams, the top flange under high compression can contribute to the 
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instability of the adjacent web area. On the other hand, the bottom flange has a stabilising influence on 
the lower web area. 
5.5.2 Buckling analysis strategy 
Simplified buckling analysis for beams with regular openings is performed using the same 
procedure explained in Section 5.3, taking into account a reduced portion of the beam (e.g. three unit 
cells). Since the exact location of the critical local buckling along the beam is difficult to identify a 
priori, the reduced local region needs to be considered at all possible locations of local buckling. A 
novel approach is proposed herein based on a local region being shifted throughout the beam span, 
during which a local buckling assessment is performed, and the lowest of the buckling load factors 
obtained at the various shifting position is taken to be the critical load factor (cr). As the shifted 
region possesses the same geometry for a regular cellular beam (except for the two ends of the beam), 
only the geometric stiffness matrix (KG ) needs to be recalculated for each iteration while the material 
stiffness matrix (KE ) remains identical. For symmetric beams under UDL, shifting is required over 
only half of the span. This brings further benefits to the proposed method in respect of computational 
savings. 
In probing the most likely buckling mode, the previously presented approach based on an 
iterative rank 2 reduced eigenvalue solution technique is adopted. As highlighted earlier, an initial 
assumed mode (
o
zU ) which is close to the buckling mode in the case of perforated beams is rather 
difficult to suggest. Accordingly, an assumed mode based on an arbitrary load pattern is used in all 
computations. It is worth noting that while the shifting technique involves several buckling analyses, 
the overall performance is still favourable compared to full beam analysis in terms of computational 
efficiency. 
5.5.3 Flowchart for the EFG/RSA method 
To summarise the overall procedure involved in the proposed EFG/RSA method, including the 
determination of planar stresses as well as the out-of-plane response, a flowchart is provided in Figure 
5-16. The shaded boxes indicate the key steps of the computational implementation, and the 
considerable simplification proposed for each step is also highlighted. Again, it is important to stress 
that the potential efficiency of the EFG/RSA buckling analysis arises from the separation of the planar 




Figure 5-16 – Flowchart for EFG/RSA buckling of perforated beams 
5.5.4 Verification 
A number of verification examples are presented to demonstrate the applicability of the 
EFG/RSA method to the buckling analysis of beams with regular web openings, principally focussing 
on different types of local buckling. As for the parameters in the EFG method, rI  is taken as 5h (h is 
the nodal spacing), k = 1 and c = rI  / 4 for the weight function, and the penalty factor  is taken as 
10
4
 × max (diagonal element in the stiffness matrix). The integration scheme by the MLRG approach 
employs 6 levels of division with a 4×4 quadrature rule per cell, though the base grid depends on the 
size of a unit cell. Comparison is made against detailed FEA models with ADAPTIC utilising assumed 
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strain shell elements and a novel partitioned modelling strategy (Jokhio and Izzuddin, 2012) for 
parallel processing on high performance computing (HPC) systems. 
5.5.4.1 Cellular beam subject to tee buckling 
A simply-supported cellular beam with length L = 30m and depth Dp  = 1.603m is considered 
(Figure 5-17) under a nominal uniformly distributed loading (UDL) of 1kN/m along its span, 
proportionally increased by a load factor (). The beam consists of 20 circular holes with a diameter 
Do  = 0.84m and regularly spaced along the beam with spacing S = 1.472m. It originates from a parent 
section of UB1016×305×222 which has web thickness tw  = 0.016m, flange thickness t f  = 0.0211m 







Figure 5-17 – Symmetric cellular beam 
A local region consisting of three unit cells is considered, which is shifted along the beam 
span, making a total of 19 local analyses for all the shifting positions equal. Figure 5-18 summarises 
the buckling analysis for each local region, for which the corresponding buckling load factor (cr) is 
plotted in a comparison with the FEA result. It can be seen that the buckling mode is changing along 
the length and this is clearly dependent on the distribution of the internal stresses. Near the end 
supports, the local region is prone to web-post buckling as the shear forces are significant, while close 
to mid-span, buckling of the top tee components occurs due to significant compressive stresses. 
Between these two regions, a combination of buckling phenomena can occur. The lowest among all 
the calculated cr is taken as the critical load factor for the beam, which in this case is 
cr(EFG/RSA) = 74.310. This gives a comparable result against the estimated exact solution by detailed 
FEA (cr(FEA) = 73.493) with an error of 1.11% as shown in Figure 5-18, where the respective 







Note that for this case, 3 unit cells for the shifting local region are sufficient to obtain good 
accuracy, though the accuracy of cr can be improved by further increasing the number of cells. The 
next example is chosen so that a larger local region is necessary to predict the lowest buckling load 
factor accurately. 
 
Figure 5-18 – Buckling predictions at different positions of shifting local region 
 








































5.5.4.2 Castellated beam subject to web-post buckling 
A symmetric castellated beam with length L = 30m and depth Dp  = 1.603m as illustrated in 
Figure 5-20 is considered. Twenty hexagonal holes with width b1  = 1.08m are placed along the beam 
webs with spacing S = 1.472m and Se  = 1.016m (for the spacing near the end supports). The beam is 





 and = 0.3. The beam is simply supported and subjected to a proportional UDL of 
1kN/m, and its geometry is chosen so that the beam is susceptible to web-post buckling near the 
supports. 
 
Figure 5-20 – Symmetric castellated beam 
Again, 3 unit cells are used as an initial attempt to investigate the possible buckling behaviour 
throughout the beam, where the results are presented in Figure 5-21. Similar phenomena to the 
previous example can be observed, where web-post buckling occurs near the beam ends, whilst tee 
buckling occurs close to mid-span. As expected, the critical local buckling arises at the high shear 
region as the slender web-posts are incapable of withstanding the shear forces. The buckling load 
factor predicted by the proposed EFG/RSA is cr(EFG/RSA) = 51.708, which overestimates the detailed 
FEA solution by 3.89%. Figure 5-22 depicts a slight difference in the buckling mode of the local 
region with 3 unit cells compared to the FEA model, in which the second post (from the left) appears 
to be affected by the restraints applied on the adjacent cell, leading to the EFG/RSA solution being 
slightly stiffer. On the other hand, considering 5 unit cells for the local region, a more comparable 










Figure 5-21 – Buckling predictions at different positions of shifting local region 
 
Figure 5-22 – Lowest buckling modes of (a) FEA-ADAPTIC model, and proposed EFG/RSA model 
with (b) 5 unit cells and (c) 3 unit cells 
Improvement of the buckling estimation with the use of more unit cells for the shifting local 
region is demonstrated in Figure 5-23. Clearly, a better prediction is achieved by the ‘5 unit cells’ 
region which reduces the disagreement to 2.14% and the ‘7 unit cells’ region further improves the 
estimated load factor to 1.99% error against the FEA result. However, increasing the size of the local 















































size of local stiffness matrices is larger. This is reported in the graph of Figure 5-23, where the average 
time per analysis of a single local region increases significantly with the number of unit cells Nu . 
Therefore, it is more convenient for the shifting local region to remain as small as possible (e.g. 3 unit 
cells) while probing the critical buckling mode. 
 
Figure 5-23 – Improvement of buckling load prediction with number of unit cells per local region 
5.5.4.3 Beam with rectangular openings subject to web buckling 
In this example, rectangular openings are considered over a 30m simply-supported beam with 
a beam depth Dp  = 1.603m, opening width b1  = 1.08m and hole spacing S = 2.944m (Figure 5-24). 
The beam is double-cut from an original I-section UB1016×305×222 similar to earlier examples, 
though the web apertures are purposely located far from one another to eliminate web-post failure due 
to high shear forces. Such an arrangement would lead to different buckling phenomena, which allow 
the verification of the proposed EFG/RSA for its capability to capture local instability modes in 
perforated beams. 
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The beam is subjected to a proportional loading of 1kN/m along the top tee, where a local 
region of 3 unit cells is used to probe for the most critical buckling mode. Since a wider post is 
considered, only 10 holes are introduced over the span, making a total of 9 shifting positions for the 
local region. Figure 5-25 depicts several potential local buckling occurrences along the beam, and the 
associated buckling load factors are plotted in comparison with the detailed FEA result. The prediction 
of the proposed method (cr(EFG/RSA) = 71.003) provides a favourable agreement to the estimated exact 
solution (cr(FEA) = 69.650), both in terms of the value of cr as well as the associated buckling mode 
(illustrated in Figure 5-26). Further investigations on the number of unit cells for the local region 
suggest that 2 cells are sufficient to obtain a good accuracy (with an error of 2.13%) for this particular 
case. 
 






























Figure 5-26 – Critical buckling modes of (a) FEA model, and EFG/RSA model with (b) 3 unit cells 
and (c) 2 unit cells 
5.5.4.4 Cellular beam with asymmetric cross-section 
This example is presented as a comparison to the first, where the effect of an asymmetric 
cross-section is now considered. All dimensions and material properties are identical to those used 
previously, except that web openings are introduced with an upward vertical offset of 0.1m from the 
mid-depth of the beam. As discussed in Chapter 2, such a configuration causes an additional in-plane 
moment to web-posts, and is thus expected to lead to a decrease in the local buckling. Figure 5-28 
presents the buckling load factor predicted for the various considered local regions along the beam 
span. Interestingly, all regions are experiencing an enhancement in terms of the buckling capacity. 
This is attributed to the effect of interaction between local elements, by which the web-post and the 
tees are somehow strengthened by the rigidity of the top flange, with the buckling mode moving closer 
to the flange due to the offset position. As this phenomenon depends on several parameters, 
particularly the dimension and arrangement of web holes, it will be investigated further in Chapter 6. 
 
Figure 5-27 – Cellular beam with offset holes 
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The estimated exact solution for this case is cr(FEA) = 89.400. Note that the most critical 
buckling mode has changed from tee buckling of the original beam to web-post buckling for the 
current beam with an asymmetric cross-section, as shown in Figure 5-29. The proposed model with 
local regions of 3 unit cells efficiently captures the change and provides a favourable comparison 
against the detailed FEA model with a difference of 1.11%. Slight improvement is possible by 
increasing the number of cells in the local region, though it can be seen in Figure 5-29 that the second 
web-post is not much affected by the local buckling of the adjacent cell. 
 
Figure 5-28 – Buckling predictions at different positions of shifting local region 
 
Figure 5-29 – Critical buckling modes for cellular beam with asymmetric cross-section 
It is also important to highlight here that the two local buckling modes, namely the web-post 










































beam end and mid-span). For typical FEA in which buckling is studied through establishing the 
nonlinear equilibrium path, such a small gap between two bifurcation points can cause difficulty, 
potentially leading to the use of very small incremental steps. The proposed EFG/RSA benefits from a 
straightforward local eigenvalue solution, where the proximity of eigenvalues between different local 
analyses does not present numerical difficulties. 
5.5.4.5 Castellated beam with asymmetric cross-section 
This is another example that presents the influence of an asymmetric cross-section for 
comparison against the previous example of Section 5.5.4.2. The beam is fabricated from different I-
sections, combining UB1016×305×222 for the top and UB1016×305×314 for the bottom halves as 
shown in Figure 5-30, which produce an asymmetric beam cross-section with t f-TOP = 21.1mm,  
bf-TOP = 300mm, t w-TOP = 16mm, t f-BTM = 35.9mm, bf-BTM = 300mm and tw-BTM = 21.1mm. Apart from 
this, all other dimensions remain as before, with the beam also subjected to a proportional loading of 
1kN/m along its length.  
 
Figure 5-30 – Castellated beam with asymmetric cross-section 
The increase in the thickness of the bottom tee clearly provides additional local buckling 
resistance to the beam especially for withstanding web post buckling. Figure 5-31 compares the local 
buckling load factors for castellated beams with symmetric and asymmetric cross-sections. Clearly, 
the capacity of the end parts of the beam has improved by approximately 30%, despite the reduction of 
the tee capacity near mid-span. Figure 5-32 illustrates the lowest buckling mode of the current beam, 
where the top of the post undergoes larger displacement than the bottom part. In comparison with the 
FEA result, a significant discrepancy (about 6.19% error) is shown by the EFG/RSA with 3 unit cells. 
Again, this can be improved by employing a wider range of unit cells for the local region in order to 
















consideration of local regions with 5 unit cells effectively reduces the difference to 2.35%, and even 
further to 1.79% with 7 unit cells. 
 
Figure 5-31 – Buckling predictions at different positions of shifting local region 
 

















































Figure 5-33 – Improvement of buckling load prediction with number of unit cells per local region 
5.6 Advanced Application to Beams with Irregular Holes 
In addition to typical perforated beams with regular openings of the same shape, the use of 
beams with irregular web holes of different shapes and arrangement is also widespread in steel 
construction. Such irregularity in perforated beams is normally due to some necessary modifications in 
the shape of openings as well as their location for allowing large building services to pass through the 
beams without increasing the overall depth. This section demonstrates the general capability of the 
new approach in dealing with more complicated problems of perforated beams with irregular holes. 
5.6.1 Issues in modelling irregular holes 
While the EFG/RSA method is shown to offer great potential for beams with regular openings, 
its application to beams with irregular holes is still beneficial, provided that the irregularity in the 
openings profile is not extensive over the beam span as discussed in Chapter 3. This requirement is 
basically related to the number of unit cells (super-elements) that need to be considered for the 
determination of the planar response, and to the number of different local regions that should be 
considered for the out-of-plane response. 
For typical perforated beams with regular openings, 3 typical unit cells are used as planar 
super-elements, namely the left-end, the middle and the right-end parts (see Figure 5-34). The same 
applies to the local region for the out-of-plane response, where 3 different combinations of unit cells 
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additional cells which are linked to that particular opening need to be analysed under representative 
planar actions (as they possess different characteristic response), and additional sets of unit cells need 
to considered for the local regions. Clearly, these demands increase with the number of irregular holes 
(including holes with stiffeners). 
 
Figure 5-34 – Beam with one irregular hole 
As for the computational implementation in MATLAB program, the planar analysis is not 
affected significantly, since a unit-based calculation is already used, except that two new cells need to 
be analysed. On the other hand, the out-of-plane analysis using the local region concept requires 
recalculation of the stiffness matrices (KE  and KG ) more times. Towards this end, an efficient means 
of calculating the out-of-plane stiffness matrices is proposed, by which the function derivatives are 
recomputed only over different unit cells, while others are duplicated accordingly from identical cells, 
somewhat similar to planar analysis. A brief coding of MATLAB is presented below. 
Additional cells 
to be analysed
Three different cells for 




As before, j and q are vectors of indices. Importantly, Nu_diff is also an index vector that denotes 
cells which are different. Note that this approach requires complete KE  and KG  matrices to be stored 
in the CPU’s memory, though the current implementation utilises the ‘sparse matrix’ form which 
considers only non-zero elements. 
          
%the stiffness matrices KE & KG (N is the number of EFG nodes) 
KE = sparse(N,N); 
KG = sparse(N,N); 
for i = 1:Nu %from 1 to the total number of unit cells 
                                                 
 ... 
 
xiDiv = obj.xi(j,:); 
xgDiv = obj.xQ(q,:); 
                 
%ONLY cells with different geometry are calculated 
if i == Nu_diff(i) 




%a diagonal sparse matrix of  
%(quadrature weights x nodal thickness^3) 
dWq = sparse(1:sum(q),1:sum(q),Wq(q).*Twf(q).^3); 
                 
%local components in the material stifness matrix, KE 
term1 = sparse(Nxx) * dWq * sparse(Nxx)' * D(1,1); 
term2 = sparse(Nxx) * dWq * sparse(Nyy)' * D(1,2); 
term3 = sparse(Nyy) * dWq * sparse(Nyy)' * D(1,1); 
term4 = sparse(Nxy) * dWq * sparse(Nxy)' * D(3,3); 
TERMS = term1+term2+term2'+term3+4*term4; 
                                 
A = 1:N; %an array from 1 to N 
%x-y coordinates that represents the matrix index 
[x y] = meshgrid(A(j),A(j));  
 
%sparse matrix of KE 
KE = KE + sparse(x(1:end),y(1:end),TERMS,N,N); 
 
 
%a diagonal sparse matrix of  
%(quadrature weights x nodal thickness x stress components) 
dS1 = sparse(1:sum(q),1:sum(q),Wq(q).*Twf(q).*Sxy(q,1))); 
dS2 = sparse(1:sum(q),1:sum(q),Wq(q).*Twf(q).*Sxy(q,2))); 
dS3 = sparse(1:sum(q),1:sum(q),Wq(q).*Twf(q).*Sxy(q,3))); 
                 
%local components in the geometric stifness matrix, KG 
term1 = sparse(Nx) * dS1 * sparse(Nx)'; 
term2 = sparse(Ny) * dS2 * sparse(Ny)'; 
term3 = sparse(Nx) * dS3 * sparse(Ny)'; 
TERMS = term1+term2+term3+term3'; 
 
%sparse matrix of KG 




5.6.2 Application examples and discussion 
Several application examples of beams with irregular openings are presented, focussing on 
different types of irregularities including different open shapes, irregular arrangement and elongated 
openings as well as the use of infill stiffeners. As the influence of irregularities in perforated beams is 
investigated in Chapter 6, the main concern here is to highlight the capability of the proposed method 
in predicting the lowest buckling mode for different cases. A further aim is to emphasize the benefit of 
the local region concept that enables the local buckling response to be traced individually along the 
span, thus providing a better understanding of instability issues in perforated beams. 
5.6.2.1 Cellular beam with offset holes 
A typical cellular beam identical to the example in Section 5.5.4.1 is considered in this 
example, which is based on UB1016×305×222 and has a length L = 30m, depth Dp  = 1.603m, spacing 
S = 1.472m and hole diameter Do  = 0.84m. Irregularity is introduced to the beam via several holes 
vertically offset above mid-depth by 0.1m, with one hole near the right end of the beam support being 
infilled, as illustrated in Figure 5-35. A transverse UDL of 1kN/m is applied along the top edge of the 
beam considering a simply supported condition. The general idea of this example is to examine the 
effect of having a different arrangement of holes to the typical regular and symmetric layout.  
 
Figure 5-35 – Cellular beam with offset and infilled holes 
In obtaining the internal stresses that contribute to geometric stiffness, analysis of the planar 
response is conducted separately from the out-of-plane analysis with a fewer number of EFG nodes. 
As depicted in Figure 5-36, a considerable compressive action along the top tee arising from global 
bending is exposed, which is often a cause to buckling of the top tee component. The stress 
distribution of the EFG method efficiently captures this effect and provides a very good agreement 









planar analysis. In fact, a continuous stress field function of the EFG model can clearly be observed 
even near the side edges of each unit cell where stress discontinuity might have been expected. 
The critical mode for the original beam (without modifications) is tee buckling in the region of 
high compression (openings no. 9 to 11) as can be induced from Figure 5-37. As a result of the offset 
position of these holes, a substantial improvement in the buckling capacity is clearly observed in this 
local region, shifting the mode to tee-buckling of the nearest non-offset cells (Figure 5-38). This is 
expected since the effective depth of the tees is reduced as the holes approach the top flange, thus 
increasing their elastic local buckling resistance (Lawson, 1987). The result from detailed FEM 
analysis using ADAPTIC demonstrates a favourable agreement with the proposed simplified model, 
where the error in the buckling prediction is within 0.49%. A comparable mode of tee buckling above 
holes no. 8 and 9 is also obtained between the two models as illustrated in Figure 5-38. This simply 
indicates that a local region based on three unit cells is sufficient to establish an accurate prediction of 
local buckling for this particular case. 
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Figure 5-37 – Buckling predictions at different positions of shifting local region 
In addition to the tees, several web-post components are also affected with some changes in 
the local buckling behaviour. By referring to Figure 5-37, it can be seen that the infilled hole near the 
right support increases the web-post buckling resistance in that region, while the effect of the offset 
hole on the left side appears to reduce the buckling capacity of the second and third web-posts. These 
insights are readily enabled by the new EFG/RSA method, benefitting from the proposed approach 































Figure 5-38 – Critical buckling modes with FEA-ADAPTIC and EFG/RSA models 
5.6.2.2 Beam with different hole shapes 
For this example, the original beam is a symmetric castellated beam with regular hexagonal 
web openings, fabricated from UB1016×305×222 parent sections, and having a final dimension of 
length L = 30m, depth Dp  = 1.603m and spacing S = 1.472m. The size of the regular hexagonal 
openings is h1  = 0.84m, b1  = 1.1554×h1  and b2  = 0.578×h1  as shown in Figure 5-39. Due to some 
essential modifications, two circular holes near the left support are introduced, considering the same 
relative width of the existing holes in the sense that the diameter Do  is set equal to b1  (Figure 5-39), 
thus possessing the same width of web-pots (So ). Proportional loads are applied on top of the beam as 
a UDL of 1kN/m. 
 




















The planar stress pattern is demonstrated in Figure 5-40 focussing on the region where 
instability is most likely to occur. It can be seen that the beam components near the left-end support 
are subjected to significant shear stresses, in addition to patches of compressive and tensile stresses 
around the web openings. Again, using the simplified planar modelling approach discussed in 
Chapter 3, such a pattern is clearly identified and a favourable comparison is achieved for the 
predicted stress pattern against that obtained using FEA with ADAPTIC. 
The performance of the original castellated beam with regular holes is shown in Figure 5-41, 
where the critical buckling mode is determined by tee buckling at the beam mid-span. The 
introduction of two circular holes near the end support clearly causes a major reduction in the beam 
buckling capacity and results in a lower buckling load factor around the modified region (since the 
size of the circular opening is relatively larger than the original hexagonal). This also changes the 
buckling response of the modified beam to web-post buckling between the circular holes as depicted 
in Figure 5-42. 
Compared to the FEA-ADAPTIC model, a slight overestimation of 3.79% is achieved with a 
comparable buckling mode (Figure 5-42(a) and (c)). However, it can be seen that the first post of the 3 
unit cell in the EFG/RSA model (Figure 5-42(c)) appears to be prevented from buckling owing to the 
adjacent restraining effect from the local boundaries as discussed before, thus leading to a stiffer 
behaviour. This can be improved by considering more unit cells within the local region so as to 
capture the influence of instability of the adjacent areas, enabling the local buckling mode to span over 
a greater portion of the beam. Towards this end, buckling analysis using a shifted local region of 5 unit 
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Figure 5-41 – Buckling predictions at different positions of shifting local region with three unit cells 
 
Figure 5-42 – Critical buckling modes of (a) FEA-ADAPTIC model, and proposed EFG/RSA model 
with (b) 5 unit cells and (c) 3 unit cells 
5.6.2.3 Beam with elongated openings 
In this example, the consequence of elongated openings is studied for a beam with regular 
rectangular holes along its web. The openings are modified to incorporate three elongated openings by 
















































three positions: in the middle of the beam, near the right support and between these two positions, as 
shown in Figure 5-43. The beam is made from UB1016×305×222 for both top and bottom halves, and 
is subjected to 1 kN/m UDL under conditions of simple support. 
 
Figure 5-43 – Beam with rectangular holes and several elongated openings 
As shown in Figure 5-44, the employment of rectangular holes leads to a significant stress 
concentration near the corners of the apertures. This effect is magnified due to hole elongation, since 
the effect of Vierendeel bending is increased. The results in Figure 5-45 indicate that the incorporation 
of wide openings at all considered locations significantly decreases the buckling capacity of the beam 
sub-components especially the tees. In particular, the elongated hole located near the right support is a 
major cost factor that leads to the lowest critical buckling load of the entire system. This suggests that 
elongated openings are more suitable to be used in the low shear zone particularly around the mid-
span region, while their use near regions of high shear forces would require the use of stiffeners 
around the opening to avoid a significant reduction in buckling resistance. 
 


















































































The governing local buckling mode for this beam is illustrated in Figure 5-46, where an 
excellent match is observed against the prediction of FEA. With regard to the buckling load, a 
favourable accuracy is obtained by the proposal model using a shifted region of 3 cells (Figure 5-46), 
where an error of only 2.36% is achieved. As discussed for the first example, this accuracy may be 
improved further by utilising more unit cells for the local shifted region. 
 
Figure 5-45 – Buckling predictions at different positions of shifting local region 
 

















































Equation Chapter 6 Section 1 
6.1 Introduction 
The proposed numerical model presented in the previous chapters is employed here for 
parametric studies on steel beams with web openings. These studies examine the influence of different 
hole shapes and sizes, as well as other geometric parameters including hole spacing (S) and beam 
depth (Dp ). Consideration is also given to different types of beam support (e.g. simply supported, 
clamped end and cantilever) so as to highlight potential interaction effects in local buckling. 
Furthermore, the influence of irregularities is also included, particularly in relation to the arrangement 
and use of stiffeners as well as the elongation of web openings. 
6.2 Geometric Configuration 
In principle, the buckling capacity of perforated beams is influenced by the size of web 
apertures in addition to the common parameters of length (L) and depth (Dp ) of the beam. For circular 
opening shapes, the size is determined by hole diameter (Do ), while other shapes (e.g. rectangular, 
hexagonal and octagonal) are defined in terms of width (b) and height (h), depending on the angle of 
the inclined edges. As these types of hole are being considered in the current parametric study, a 
standardised hole size (h1) is introduced herein for consistent comparison between different hole 
shapes, as illustrated in Figure 6-1. Note that the height of all shapes is taken as identical to the 
diameter of the circular hole (h1 =Do ) in all cases. Also note that hexagonal holes occupy a larger 
width of opening (b1  = 1.1554 Do ), which results in a smaller width of web-post (So ) compared to 
other hole shapes for a given value of S/Do  ratio. 
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Figure 6-1 – Standardised dimensions of holes of different shapes 
For all cases, the beam is modelled using the proposed EFG/RSA method, utilising the 
numerical parameters proposed in Chapter 5. In order to determine the potential local buckling mode 
at various locations along the beam, 5 unit cells are utilised for the shifting local region. In addition, 
all cases are based on 20 web holes over the beam length, which means that 17 positions need to be 
considered for the shifting local region in each analysis. 
6.2.1 Effect of hole size  
A symmetric cellular beam with length L = 30m and depth Dp  = 1.603m is considered with 
different web-hole sizes. Spacing between holes (S) is set to be 1.472m with a total number of 20 
openings along the span. The thickness of the web (tw ) is taken to be 16mm. The beam is simply 
supported and is subjected to a nominal applied UDL of 1kN/m. Ten analyses are conducted using the 
same EFG/RSA method as presented in Chapter 5, varying the diameter (Do ) by a factor of f ’  that 
varies between 0.55 and 1.00, with Do  taken as 1.28m. Figure 6-2 presents the buckling load factor 
(cr) corresponding to the shifting local region at different positions along the beam. As a result, 
various types of local buckling are observed as the size of hole increases, changing the local buckling 













Figure 6-2 – Buckling load factors for cellular beam with various hole sizes 
In general, there are three main types of local buckling that have been observed from this 
parametric study. The first type is web-post buckling which occurs near the end supports and which 
becomes critical when the width of web-posts is relatively small, mainly driven by the action of a high 
shear force. The second type is tee buckling which usually appears at the beam mid-span, where the 
compressive stress due to bending is relatively large. An intermediate type combines tee and web-post 
buckling, depending on the relative size of the posts and the tees and also on the level of internal 
forces in the components. However, of the analyses conducted, none exhibited a combined mode of 
buckling as the most critical mode. 
Figure 6-3 to Figure 6-5 illustrate the buckling modes corresponding to the three above types. 
As can be seen, web-post buckling corresponds to a mode where it undergoes lateral and twisting 
deformations (Figure 6-3). Note that both the upper and lower parts of the web-post are subject to 
similar levels of deformation. This is rather different from the appearance of interactive buckling of a 
web-post and a tee, shown in Figure 6-5, in which the upper part of the web-post is subject to more 
deformations compared to the lower part, though a small rotation of the post owing to horizontal shear 
is still noticeable. On the other hand, elastic buckling of the tee components (Figure 6-4) involves a 





































Figure 6-3 – Elastic buckling of web-posts (f ’= 1.00) 
 
Figure 6-4 – Buckling of tees at mid-span (f ’= 0.65) 


























Figure 6-5 – Combination of tee and web-post buckling (f ’= 0.55) 
In certain cases, especially when the web-posts are relatively narrow (in this case, f ’  > 0.90), 
relatively small vertical stresses in the web-posts, due to the top UDL loading, can cause flexural 
buckling of the web-post. Figure 6-6 shows a typical web-post flexural buckling mode that typically 
occurs near the beam mid-span. However, such a case is rare for normal cellular beams (e.g. with a 
long span) where web-post buckling due to shear is often more critical. Indeed, web-post-flexural 
buckling in Figure 6-6 quickly changes into web-post shear buckling away from mid-span. 














Figure 6-6 – Flexural buckling of web-posts (f ’= 1.00) 
Figure 6-7 summarises the effect of hole size on the overall buckling response of the cellular 
beams. Clearly, a small size of web openings (f ’≤ 0.70) causes a larger web area of tees to be exposed 
to compression at mid-span under bending, leading to an overall capacity dominated by buckling of 
tee components. When f ’  reaches 0.70, instability of web-posts near the end supports becomes more 
important as the web-post width decreases. At this particular stage, simultaneous buckling of tees and 
web-posts is possible, both associated with very close values of cr, though this is not a combined 
mode of buckling as discussed previously. Beyond this limit (f ’≥ 0.70), the buckling of the cellular 
beam is determined by web-post buckling. It is also observed that the local buckling capacity of the 
tees increases with the opening size due to a reduction in the tee depth. 
Considering the effect of different hole shapes, including rectangular, hexagonal and octagonal 
as shown in Figure 6-1, a slightly different performance is observed as presented in Figure 6-8. Given 
the nature of rectangular openings which corresponds to the loss of a greater web area, web-post 
failure occurs relatively early as the factor f ’  approaches 0.60, and becomes more critical as f ’  reaches 
1.00. Perforated beams with other shapes of hole perform relatively similarly, where buckling of tees 
occurs for f ’  less than 0.65 and buckling of web-posts occurs for f ’  greater than 0.70. Note that the 
change in the hole size in this study leads to changes in the size of web-posts and tees concurrently. 
The following parametric studies avoid this coupling by considering the effects of varying beam depth 
and hole spacing separately. 

















Figure 6-7 – Effect of increasing hole size on buckling load factor and mode 
 
Figure 6-8 – Effect of increasing size of different hole shapes 
6.2.2 Effect of beam depth 
Consideration is given here to a cellular beam with the same reference dimensions as used in 
the previous case study, where the original beam depth is increased by a factor of 0.6 to 2.4, with the 
hole diameter fixed to Do  = 1.024m and the spacing between holes taken as S = 1.472m as before. All 
results are provided in terms of the ratio of beam depth to the circular hole size (Dp /Do ) (Do  


























































Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 illustrate the buckling performance of the cellular beams with 
different depths. A lower ratio of Dp /Do  implies that the tee components are narrow, thus a greater 
buckling capacity under local compression is expected. This is also observed in the depicted results, 
where elastic buckling of the tees appears to be insignificant compared to buckling of web-posts near 
the end supports for Dp /Do  ≤ 1.40. However, as Dp /Do  increases, the critical load factor associated 
with the buckling of the tees reduces more rapidly than that associated with web-post buckling, and 
eventually becomes more critical when Dp /Do  ≥ 1.40. It is important to note that, for the present 
study, the width of web-posts (So ) is constant, thus the small reduction in the capacity of the web-posts 
is attributed to the increased flexibility at top and bottom of the web-post due to increased overall web 
height. 
 
Figure 6-9 – Buckling modes and load factors for cellular beam with various beam depths 
The effect of different hole shapes is also considered, where the critical buckling load factors 
are presented in Figure 6-11. Again, rectangular holes exhibit lower buckling resistance compared to 
hexagonal, octagonal and circular holes. A detailed study on the performance of perforated beams with 
rectangular holes has indicated that web-post components located near the beam ends often define the 
critical buckling mode for the whole beam. Among the other hole shapes, circular holes exhibit 
slightly better performance for a range of 1.15 ≤ Dp /Do  ≤ 1.40, during which the buckling of web-
posts is most dominant. Also it is noted that, apart from beams with rectangular openings, all other 
types of perforated beams encounter two types of critical local buckling, in the tees and web-posts, 


































Figure 6-10 – Effect of Dp /Do  on critical buckling mode and load factor 
 
Figure 6-11 – Effect of Dp /Do  on critical buckling load for different hole shapes 
6.2.3 Effect of hole spacing 
In this particular case study, spacing of the perforated beam is made to be vary from 0.4 to 2.8 
of the original spacing (S = 1.472m). Other reference parameters remain the same as used in the earlier 
case study (Dp  = 1.603m and Do  = 1.024m). Since the total length of the beam is influenced by the 
hole spacing, it is also made to be vary from approximately 27.8m to 39.0m, though the number of 
holes is set to be 20 in all cases. Figure 6-12 presents the critical buckling load factors for the different 




















































be seen, despite the reduction in the tee capacity, the lowest value of cr remains almost the same for 
all chosen S/Do  ratios. This is an interesting outcome, where, with the buckling capacity determined 
by web-post buckling, the increase in the beam span, hence total nominal load, appears to be more 
than offset by a greater web-post buckling resistance due to an increased web-post width. Figure 6-13 
provides the critical buckling load factor against S/Do  ratio for further insight, where a comparison of 
different hole shapes is also made. Clearly, a rather constant buckling load factor is observed for all 
hole shapes, except for rectangular holes where a small increase is observed with hole spacing. 
 









































Figure 6-13 – Effect of S/Do  on critical buckling load factor for different hole shapes 
An enhanced understanding of web-post buckling can be achieved by plotting the critical 
horizontal shear force (Vh.cr) at the mid-depth of the web-posts against the ratio, as depicted in Figure 
6-14. As the S/Do  ratio increases, the value of Vh.cr also increases due to increased web-post width. 
More interestingly, the capacity of web-posts appears to be linearly dependent on their width  
(So = S – Do ). Such a relationship was assumed by other researchers (Ward, 1990; Lawson et al., 
2006), to propose a simplified method for web-post buckling assessment under shear. The issue of 
simplified buckling assessment will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. 
 





































































6.3 Support Conditions 
The study of the influence of geometric parameters, presented earlier, is extended here to 
include different support conditions. In addition to the simply supported case, two common types of 
supports, namely clamped and cantilever supports, are considered here. Figure 6-15 presents the 
corresponding buckling load factors of the shifting local region for a fully clamped cellular beam 
considering different hole sizes. As before, a hole size factor f ’  varying from 0.55 to 1.00 is chosen. 
As can be seen in the figure, the increase in f ’  gradually reduces the capacity of all components of the 
cellular beam, including tees and web-posts. However, all analyses exposed comparatively the same 
pattern of buckling load factors, and also the same mode of critical buckling, which in this case is 
web-post buckling. 
 
Figure 6-15 – Buckling load factors for cellular beam with clamped ends 
In principle, a fixed condition produces bending moments near the end supports and at the 
same time reduces the maximum bending moments at mid-span. Although the reduction of mid-span 
moments that causes tee buckling is an advantage, a small amount of end moments can contribute to 
additional tension and compression to the adjacent local components, especially the top and bottom 
tees close to the fixed supports. Thus, instability of the end regions becomes more crucial. As can be 
observed from Figure 6-16, a buckling mode of the web-post undergoing double curvature with 
twisting is still noticeable. This is largely due to a significant horizontal shear force acting at the mid-
depth of the web-post near the beam ends, though such mode occurs in rather asymmetric pattern, 


























A comparison of the buckling load factors is made between the clamped and simply-supported 
cases. According to the results in Figure 6-17, cr associated with web-post buckling for the clamped 
case is lower than for the simply supported case when f ’≤ 0.80. This implies that in the presence of 
larger web tees, compressive forces under clamped support conditions could lead to a critical 
combined buckling of web-posts and tees in the high-shear zone. 
 
Figure 6-16 – Web-post buckling mode for cellular beam with clamped ends (f ’= 0.80) 
 

















Figure 6-17 – Comparison of critical buckling load factor for cellular beams with different supports 
In addition to the clamped support condition, the case of a cantilever beam with circular web 
openings is examined. The beam has a length of 30m and employs 20 holes along the span. The left 
end is clamped while the right end is free to move in vertical direction, though the flanges and the free 
right end are prevented from out-of-plane movement. Figure 6-18 presents the lowest buckling load 
factor at each position of the shifting local region along the span for the cantilever beam. The result 
shows that there is virtually no change of the critical local buckling for a range of f ’  = 0.55 – 0.95, 
where the region near the cantilever support, at which the bending moment and shear force are 
greatest, governs the overall buckling capacity. Interestingly, the simultaneous reduction in the tee 
depth and web-post width with increasing hole diameter up to f ’  = 0.95 appears to have a neutral 
effect on the local buckling factor. 
Unlike cellular beams with fully clamped ends, where the bending moments are moderated 
with redistribution to the two end supports, the cantilever beam is subject to a relatively large bending 
moment at the support. This causes the top and bottom tees near the supports to be exposed to high 
tensile and compressive forces respectively. A study of the buckling mode of the cantilever cellular 
beam shows that buckling of the bottom tee due to compression can be more critical then web-post 
buckling. This is illustrated in Figure 6-19 in which the bottom part of the web-post displaces 
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Critical buckling - simply supported
Web-posts buckling - simply supported
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Figure 6-18 – Critical buckling load factor for cantilever cellular beam with different hole sizes 
 














































6.4 Irregular Beam Profile 
This section discusses the influence of irregularities in the beam profile, including the 
existence of offset holes as well as in-filled and elongated openings. These issues were briefly 
highlighted in the numerical examples of Chapter 5, and are considered here in more detail from a 
practical perspective. A comparison against the performance of the original regular beam with simple 
supports is made to illustrate the influence of irregularity. For simplicity, all cases refer to a standard 
size of a symmetric cellular beam with L = 30m, Dp  = 1.603m, Do  = 1.024m, S = 1.472m and 20 holes 
along the span. 
6.4.1 Offset holes 
Here, the effect of an offset hole is examined by considering such a modification individually 
for each hole, where the offset location is 100mm above the original position. Figure 6-20 illustrates 
the associated load factor of the shifting local region taking into account the existence of an offset hole 
in one of the three leftmost hole locations. Figure 6-21 further demonstrates the consequences for all 
succeeding positions (up to hole no. 10). In comparison with the original beam performance, the 
capacity of the posts near the offset hole (e.g. when located at hole no. 1) decreases by approximately 
15%, but gradually improves as the offset hole moves to other positions closer to the mid-span. Note 
that when the offset hole is located at hole no. 6 and above, the critical buckling of the perforated 
beam remain as the same as the original beam (e.g. web-post buckling). Towards this end, it is clear 
that the application of a positive vertical-offset for a hole may contribute to early buckling of the web-
post near the high-shear zones. This could be due to the combined actions of shear and moment at the 
mid-depth of adjacent web-posts, and also due to more flexibility from the web-tee at the lower end. 
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Figure 6-20 – Effect of positive vertical-offset at hole nos.1 to 3 
 
Figure 6-21 – Critical buckling load factor for cellular beam with positive vertical-offset hole 
On the other hand, the effect of a hole being offset below the original location is also studied, 
where a vertical offset of –100mm is considered. The value of cr corresponding to the sequential 
position of the offset hole is presented in Figure 6-22. It is interesting to observe that a negative-offset 
hole near the end supports is capable of preventing the web-post from buckling. This moves instability 
from the web-post to the web near the support area, as illustrated in Figure 6-22(a). By positioning the 
offset hole at the second opening contributes to an early buckling of web-posts, similar to the previous 
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interaction with tee buckling. This suggests that the use of a negative vertical-offset of holes can 
expose the beam to tee buckling due to an increased tee depth under compression. 
 
 Figure 6-22 – Critical buckling load factor for cellular beam with negative vertical-offset hole 
6.4.2 In-filled holes 
Stiffeners are often used to improve the performance of a cellular beam, and one of such 
stiffeners is hole in-fill. For practical application, in-filled holes are best located at the high-shear 
zones so as to prevent web-post shear buckling. There are also cases where in-filled holes are used 
within the length of the beam, for example at connections between the secondary beam and the 
primary cellular beam. Consideration is given here to the use of a fully in-filled hole at different 
positions along the beam, with the aim of studying the contribution of such a stiffener on improving 
the buckling capacity of local components in the perforated beam. Figure 6-23 provides the critical 
buckling load factor for each case, considering different positions of the in-filled hole. 
Overall, the use of an in-filled hole at any location contributes to an improvement of the local 
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*1 & 2 is the position of the offset hole
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is less significant. It is observed that, as far as elastic instability is concerned, the application of an in-
filled hole at hole no. 2 is more effective than hole no. 1. This is because the in-fill at hole no. 1 
prevents the first post from buckling, but in-fill at hole no. 2 moves instability to the third web-post 
which is subject to lower shear, thus providing enhanced overall buckling resistance. Of course, 
further analysis on the possibility of material yielding need to be considered. 
 
Figure 6-23 – Buckling load factor for cellular beam with in-filled hole 
6.4.3 Elongated holes 
Elongation of openings is introduced to the beam by combining two adjacent holes, making the 
width of an elongated opening 2Do +So . Although the use of this type of opening could be more 
vulnerable to the development of plasticity or Vierendeel bending, as discussed in Chapter 2, the 
present study is focussing only on elastic instability with an elongated opening at various locations. 
Figure 6-24 presents the value of cr resulting from the expansion of the hole. As expected, the 
elongation of openings at most locations reduces the overall buckling capacity of the beam. A 
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opening is introduced near the end supports, where an average of 50% reduction in the buckling 
resistance is observed for the first three positions. The result also suggests that elongation of web 
openings is still possible, particularly around the mid-span of the beam, without affecting the critical 
buckling load factor. Nevertheless, such an application requires further analysis especially in respect 
of beam deflections and yielding of the steel material. 
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SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR WEB-POST BUCKLING 
 
Equation Chapter 7 Section 1 
7.1 Introduction 
It was highlighted previously in Chapter 6 that beams with web openings are mainly subjected 
to web-post and tee buckling as far as elastic instability is concerned. It was also shown that the 
complexity of such local buckling is increased by the interaction effects from adjacent regions. While 
the proposed numerical model is capable of capturing these failures, there are certain types of buckling 
that could be addressed within simplified analytical models that are amenable to practical application, 
by isolating the related issues so as to investigate them separately. This chapter illustrates the 
development and verification of one such simplified model for web-post buckling, which is typically 
found to be more critical than tee buckling. 
The development of the new simplified analytical model is guided by the main observations 
relating to local buckling of perforated beams made in previous chapters. In this respect, interaction 
effects between sub-components are considered here to be less significant, such complicated 
interactions requiring the more detailed numerical modelling approach proposed in Chapters 3 to 5. 
Although the concept underlying the proposed analytical model is general, the current development 
focuses on cellular beams with regular web openings. The main purpose of the developed simplified 
model is to provide a practical means of assessing web-post buckling via an approximate analytical 
formulation. 
7.2 Web-post Buckling 
Web-posts are effectively solid components along a perforated beam that link the top and 
bottom tees, thus providing a means for transferring the forces between the two parts largely through 
horizontal shear. Upon beam bending, these components can also be subjected to significant local 
bending and axial compression, which affect their buckling response. Under elastic conditions, 
buckling of web-posts is often critical, especially in the region of high shear forces, as demonstrated in 
previous chapter. 
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Web-post buckling was previously investigated by several researchers (Okubo and Nethercot, 
1985; Ward, 1990; Redwood et al., 1996; Maalek, 2004; Hoffman et al., 2006; Lawson et al., 2006; 
Wong et al., 2009) using different approaches: theoretical, experimental and numerical. Of these 
works, some suggested simplified methods for the assessment of web-post local buckling. However, 
most of these methods are based on semi-empirical models which were often calibrated against 
detailed finite element analysis (FEA) to establish good prediction. Two such models are discussed 
hereafter, before the presentation of the new analytical model developed in this work. 
7.2.1 Empirical fit of numerical finite element simulations 
A simplified method for web-post buckling was first proposed by Ward (1990) in a study on 
composite and non-composite cellular beams considering detailed nonlinear finite element 
simulations. From the parametric study, it was found that web-post buckling could be caused by local 
moments acting at the top and bottom part of the posts, which are dependent on the ratios S /Do  
(spacing/diameter of holes) and Do /tw  (diameter/web thickness). Accordingly, Ward suggested that the 
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 (7.1) 
where Mmax is the maximum allowable web-post moment and Me  = Ze f y  is the ultimate elastic 
moment. Considering the varying cross-section of the cellular beam web-post, the elastic section 
modulus is taken as Ze  = tw (2×0.564R + So )
2
/6 where R = Do /2 is the hole radius, and f y  is the yield 
strength. This semi-empirical design formulation was then calibrated against the results of detailed 
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 (7.2) 
In this model, the applied moment is taken as M = Vh × (0.9R) which should be smaller than Mmax (Vh  
is the horizontal shear force as shown in Figure 7-1). 
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This equation is claimed to be acceptable within a small range of hole spacing to diameter ratio 1.08 < 
S/Do < 1.50. Despite its empirical nature, this model is included under Clause 4.15.4.8 of BS5950:Part 
1 (2000) for the stability check of web-posts. 
 
Figure 7-1 – Upper part of web-post and its local forces (Ward, 1990) 
7.2.2 Simplified strut model under compression 
Another simplified model was recently proposed by Lawson et al. (2006) based on a 
compressive strut analogy in the web-post. By considering an effective length for the compressive 
strut depending on the hole spacing and diameter, buckling prediction is made considering the 
combined actions of horizontal shear and bending stress at mid-height of the web-post together with 
vertical shear stress in the top tees. Such actions are considered to cause buckling of the strut in a 
conventional flexural mode due to compression (Figure 7-2). For simplicity, the effective compressive 
stress in the strut is taken to be a constant value of: 
 . /h eff o wV S t   (7.3) 
whilst the effects of stress concentration in the web-post are considered in the proposed value of the 
effective length of the strut (Le) during calibration against FEA results, given by: 
 
2 20.5 0.7e o o oL S D D    (7.4) 
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Thus, the possibility of web-post buckling can be checked via the condition of  ≤ cr, where cr is 
determined from BS5950:Part1 (2000) using the appropriate buckling curves. Moreover, in order to 
account for the effect of coexisting web-post moment (Mh ), Lawson added that, the value of Vh.eff may 
be modified to Vh.eff  = Vh  + 2Mh  / Do  for top tees and Vh.eff  = Vh  – 2Mh  / Do  for bottom tees. 
 
Figure 7-2 – Compressive strut for web-post buckling model of beams with circular openings (Lawson 
et al., 2006) 
In a recent study of cellular beams under ambient and elevated temperature (Wong et al., 
2009), a similar approach of a strut under compression is employed, though the compressive force in 
the strut is taken to be Vs = V/2 instead (V is the vertical shear force acting along the centre of web-
posts), where it is suggested that Vs must not exceed the value of Vs.cr as defined by: 
 . 0s cr y wV f S t  (7.5) 
























where f e  is the elastic buckling stress, f y  is the design yield strength and  is the slenderness ratio. 
Here, Le  is identical to the proposed effective length by Lawson et al. (2006), which can be referred to 
Equation (7.4). Moreover, in the new version of Cellbeam software (Westok, 2009), an improvement 
is proposed for the effective length of the strut as given by: 
 2 20.9 0.5 (0.2 )e o oL D D    (7.7) 
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Note that for assessing elastic buckling, f y  can be assumed to be very large (f y  ≈ ∞), hence the 
calculation in (7.5) simplifies to Vs.cr = fe So tw . 
Although the concept of the compressive strut is acceptable, conservative results were reported 
by Lawson et al. (2006) partly owing to the fact that the high shear force resisted by the concrete slab 
was included in the calibration. On the other hand, the generalisation that takes the compressive force 
of the strut to be half of the vertical shear force (Wong et al., 2009) also lacks accuracy and a sound 
basis in mechanics. It is also important to note that all the previous simplified models exclude the 
effect of the overall beam depth, which contributes to different boundary conditions on the web-post 
that affect its buckling response. Hereafter, a new analytical model is proposed for web-post buckling 
considering an analogy with a rectangular thin beam. 
7.3 Rectangular Thin Beam Analogy 
An analogy based on a rectangular thin beam (RTB) subject to a constant shear force/linear 
bending moment (with the point of contra-flexure at mid-length) is used for the development of a 
simplified model for web-post buckling under shear. Figure 7-3(a) highlights the similarity of the 
buckling mode for the web-post and the rectangular thin beam, in which the panel undergoes out-of-
plane displacements with twisting. Such a local mode suggests that it is possible to consider web-post 
buckling in isolation so as to investigate it analytically and to propose a simplified model through the 
use of a rectangular thin beam analogy (RTBA). 
 











The main aim of this analogy is to provide a simple representation of web-post buckling based 
on a comparable RTB, which is applicable to cellular beams with regular web openings. This is 
achieved by proposing equivalent dimensions for the RTB corresponding to the original beam 
geometry, as illustrated schematically in Figure 7-3(b),  where be  and Le  are respectively the effective 
width and length of the RTB. The following discussion focuses on the development of the analytical 
model for buckling of the RTBs and its verification against detailed FEA models. In a subsequent 
section, the RTB model is calibrated against the numerical results of actual web-post buckling 
analyses undertaken in Chapter 6, and the effective best-fit RTB dimensions (be ×Le ) for circular web 
holes are provided. 
7.3.1 Concept and formulation 
The theoretical buckling solution for a RTB under a constant shear force/linear bending 
moment is not readily available. This section discusses the associated analytical buckling formulation 
for a RTB using the rotational spring analogy (RSA) (Izzuddin, 2007b). 
Consider a rectangular thin beam (b×L) with thickness t under transverse shear forces Vh  and 
end moments Mv  at both ends. The internal stresses can be assumed to be represented by a linear direct 
stress (x ) and quadratic shear stress (xy) over the rectangular cross-section depth. For simplicity in 
the application of RSA, distributed equivalent rotational springs are employed over the cross-section 
so that one set is associated with the principal stresses of x , while another two sets are used for the 
principal stresses of xy (Izzuddin, 2007b), as demonstrated in Figure 7-4. Note that the effect of y  is 
not significant in this case and is neglected in the formulation. 
 
Figure 7-4 – RTB under transverse shear forces Vh  and end moments Mv  
The stiffness vector of the three distributed equivalent springs (k) can now be defined in terms 
of the internal forces of the beam as k  = x  xy –xy
T
. On the other hand, the lateral rotations () 













associated with deformations (U) can be written as  = T U = Ty TϕvU, 
where Ty  relates the rotations 
of the equivalent rotational springs to the cross-sectional twist and lateral displacements, while Tϕv is a 
matrix of approximation functions for twist rotation () and lateral displacement (v) in terms of 
discrete parameters U as given by (Izzuddin, 2007b): 
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 (7.9) 
In view of the assumed stress pattern (Figure 7-4), the inner matrix integral over the cross-sectional 
area can be established in terms of stress resultants as follows: 
  x
A
y dA  = bending moment (M) = Mv –Vh x = (Vh L) / 2–Vh x 
  xy
A
dA   = corresponding shear force (V) = dM /dx = –Vh  
  x
A
dA    = axial force (F) (applicable to subsequent case study) 
  2 x
A
y dA   = FI y /A (applicable to subsequent case study); and 
  xy
A
y dA   = 0 
By assuming that the beam buckles in a symmetric twist/asymmetric displacement mode with both 
ends restrained from lateral displacement, rotation and warping, an approximation of the two fields  
and v is made in terms of the following lowest order polynomial functions: 
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On the other hand, considering the effects of non-uniform warping, the material stiffness can be 
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where GJ = torsional rigidity, E = warping stiffness and EI = flexural rigidity. Therefore, according 
to RSA, the lowest buckling load is obtained from the singularity of tangent stiffness matrix ( |KT |=0), 
leading to the corresponding critical load: 
     
 
. 2 2




   (7.15) 
Of course, this prediction of Vh.cr would overestimate the actual value, typically to within 10%, since 
the calculation is based on an assumption of the buckling mode given by Equation (7.10). However, 
this approximation can simply be improved by utilising more modes for the probing process (Izzuddin, 
2006) in order to achieve the most likely buckling mode associated with the smallest Vh.cr. These 
additional modes could be higher order polynomial functions, which provide a refinement to the 
buckling mode in conjunction with the existing assumed mode. 
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The RTB buckling model has been generalised considering different boundary conditions, 
including pinned connections, fixed connections, and end warping restraints, as well as the effect of 
non-uniform warping. Towards this end, the same form of buckling equation has been observed for all 
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Note that the above values are determined from an accurate RTB buckling model using higher order 
polynomial approximation for the buckling mode (e.g. for this particular case, polynomial order np  = 6 
is adopted). 
7.3.2 Verification of RTBA 
Results from nonlinear FEA using ADAPTIC for with 1D and 2D models are used to verify 
the developed analytical model in Equations (7.16) and (7.17) for a reasonable range of width (b) and 
length (L) of the RTB. Forces and boundary restraints were appropriately applied corresponding to 
several cases: 1) RTB with pinned supports without warping effect, 2) RTB with pinned supports with 
warping effect, 3) RTB with fixed supports without warping effect, and 4) RTB with fixed supports 
and end warping restraints. The value of the critical shear Vh.cr for all cases is plotted in Figure 7-5 
comparing the proposed RTB model and the FEA model. Note that for some cases only 1D or 2D FEA 
results are available, for example, RTB without warping is only feasible with the 1D FEA model. 
It can be seen that, the increase of L and b results in a reduction and increase in the shear 
buckling capacity of the RTB, respectively, as expected. Including the effect of non-uniform warping 
gives an additional stiffness to the RTB especially when b is relatively large in comparison with L. 
Moreover, apart from the use of fixed end conditions, the application of end warping restraints also 
boosts the shear buckling resistance of the RTB. With the consideration of all these effects, the 
analytical representation of RTB clearly provides very favourable agreement against the FEA results, 
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although a small discrepancy, especially in the case of RTB with end warping restraint, is noticeable 
(with errors around 3%–5%). This is attributed to the way the essential boundary conditions are 
applied, by which the FEA models appear to be stiffer. Note that the proposed model is based on a 1D 
formulation, where apart from warping the cross-section remains undeformed. This explains the lower 
buckling predictions of the 2D model, which are attributed to the additional flexibility of the shell 
elements allowing the cross-section to bend. 
 
Figure 7-5 – Comparison between RTB and 1D/2D FE models for (a) varying length (b = 125mm; 
t = 6.4mm) and (b) varying width (L = 375mm; t = 6.4mm) 
An even more interesting point to highlight is that the variation of shear buckling capacity with 









































































α1 and α2, as suggested by Equation (7.17). This offers a simple form of elastic buckling prediction by 
the RTB formulation, which is capable of providing an analytical assessment tool for web-post 
buckling in perforated beams, as shown in the next section. 
7.4 Web-post Buckling Model by RTBA 
The developed analytical method is proposed as an alternative assessment tool for web-post 
buckling in perforated beams, focussing initially on web-posts for which buckling is determined by the 
horizontal shear force in the component. The model is based on an analogy employing the RTB 
buckling model, as presented in the previous section, which is calibrated against detailed results from 
the parametric studies undertaken in Chapter 6. Towards this end, the analytical model for elastic 
buckling of web-post accounts for circular holes of different sizes relative to the main beam, and is 
shown to be extendable to include different types of regular openings: rectangular, hexagonal and 
octagonal holes. It is worth noting that the effect of irregularity in the openings is ignored in the 
development of the simplified analytical model. 
7.4.1 Basic assumptions 
The numerical studies undertaken in Section 7.3.2 have shown that the buckling shear capacity 
of RTBs is influenced by the width (b) and length (L). In the context of perforated beams with circular 
holes, the adequacy of the post elements under shear forces might depend on the width of web-post 
(So ), diameter of opening (Do ) and depth of beam (Dp ). However, due to the similarity of the buckling 
mode, the variables b and L in Equation (3.7) may be calibrated as effective values corresponding to 
So , Do  and Dp  of perforated beams so as to predict the critical buckling shear force (Vh.cr) of actual 
web-posts. This hypothesis is verified through a calibration study of the proposed RTB model against 
the results of detailed numerical analyses of beams with web openings, susceptible to web-post 
buckling, under the following assumptions: 
1. The width (b) and length (L) of the equivalent RTB depend only on the width of web-post 
(So ), diameter of opening (Do ) and the depth of cellular beam (Dp ), multiplied by individual 
weighting parameters ( i );  
2. The effect of changing thickness is ignored, and the equivalent RTB is set to have the same 
thickness as the cellular beam web in all cases; and 
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3. Both ends of the equivalent RTB are fixed due to the continuity and additional resistance 
provided by the flanges and surrounding regions. Moreover, end warping restraint is ignored. 
Therefore, considering Equations (7.16) and (7.17), a general model for web-post shear buckling of 
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where the terms EI, GJ and E depend on be   and the web-post thickness (tw ) with: 
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These weighting parameters are established via a calibration against the results of the parametric 
studies presented in the previous chapter, as discussed next. 
7.4.2 Model calibration 
Calibration of the analytical model is performed by minimising the errors between the 
prediction and the estimated exact results, which is illustrated in the following sub-section for a 
cellular beam. 
7.4.2.1 Numerical results 
The RTB model is based on the action of a horizontal shear force (Vh) in the web-post whereas 
the numerical results in Chapter 6 provide the critical buckling load factor for the overall beam. 
Therefore, RTB model calibration focuses on regions exhibiting web-post buckling, where the critical 
buckling shear force is determined from the planar response under the buckling load. Since the 
computation of the planar response for the numerical EFG/RSA model is made using a unit-based 
approach, as described in Chapter 3, the corresponding forces acting at the middle of a web-post are 
easily obtained from the equilibrium of a unit cell, as illustrated in Figure 7-6, where Vh , Fv  and Mh  
represent horizontal shear force, axial force and moment of the web post respectively. The axial force 
in the web-post is due to the applied UDL on top of the beam which is not fully equilibrated by 
differential shear in the top tees, though such an effect is less significant for relatively long beams. For 
symmetric sections where the top and bottom tees having similar dimension, Mh  is typically 
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negligible. Cases in which the axial force and moment at in the web-post are significant and contribute 
to web-post instability will be discussed in the final section. 
 
Figure 7-6 – Equilibrium in a unit cell 
7.4.2.2 Error minimization technique 
Adopting the results from the detailed parametric study for cellular beams as the estimated 
exact solution for the buckling shear force (Vh.EX), while the critical loads calculated from the 
equivalent RTB model are denoted by (Vh.RTB), the error between these ( = Vh.RTB –Vh.EX) may be 
minimised ( ≈ 0) by appropriately adjusting parameters 1..6 in Vh.RTB (refer to Equations (7.18) and 
(7.19)). As a superior alternative to the ‘trial and error’ method to determine the optimum value of the 
considered parameters, an ‘error minimization technique’ is employed here. 
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Here, be  and Le  are defined in terms of the unknown weighting parameters 1..6 according to 
Equation (7.19). Given the highly nonlinear relationship between  and 1..6, the proposed error 
minimisation technique is based on an iterative process allowing correction i  for all parameters i, 
until convergence to a small  for the various considered web-post configurations. For a specific web-
post j, the current error is given by:  
  . .( )j h RTB i h EX jV V    (7.21) 
in which i  corresponds to the current values of the weighting parameters, which could be assumed 
arbitrary at the start of iteration. The error j  is reduced by applying i  corrections using a Newton-
Raphson procedure, according to: 
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If exactly six web-post cases are considered, six corresponding equations arise from (7.21), allowing 
the determination of 1..6, as expressed in a matrix form by: 
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 (7.21) 
In principle, the iterative application of corrections should allow convergence to 0j   for all six 
cases. Of course, considering only six cases can lead to a poor approximation for other web-post 
configurations. In this calibration, many more cases are considered (n = 48), leading to a rectangular 
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matrix 6nD , where j  can only be minimised, that is there is no guarantee of convergence to 0j  for 
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leading to:  
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After each iterative determination of 1..6, i  is updated to i +i ,  resulting in new E  and D . This 
iterative procedure continues until there is no significant change in 1..6, implying that the errors j  
have been minimised, and leading to the required values of 1..6 that bring Vh.RTB closest to the 
estimated exact solution (Vh.EX) for all considered cases. 
7.4.2.3 Calibration process 
Calibration of the equivalent RTB model is conducted for cellular beams with a geometry 
defined by the depth (Dp), width of web-posts (So=S–Do) and diameter of circular holes (Do). Initial 
values for the six weighting parameters are taken as 1 = 1, 2 = 0, 3 = 0, 4 = 0, 5 = 1 and 6 = 0 
(signifying be=S0 and Le=D0). Estimated exact solutions for a wide range of cellular beams geometries 
are first established from the several numerical simulations conducted in Chapter 6. Following the 
calibration process, as described in the previous section, the final values of the weighting parameters 
are found as 1 = 0.6837, 2 = -0.0925, 3 = 0.1445, 4 = 0.1229, 5 = 0.1341 and 6 = 0.5830. These 




Figure 7-7 – Prediction of Vh.RTB using equivalent RTB model 
Accordingly, the calibrated analytical RTB model for web-post buckling on cellular beams can be 
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7.4.3 Comparison with existing models 
The proposed model for predicting elastic web-post buckling of cellular beams is compared 
here to the existing models proposed by: 1) Ward (1990) where Vh.cr = Mmax / 0.9R in which R = radius 
of holes and Mmax can be calculated from Equation (7.1) and (7.2), and 2) Lawson et al. (2006) as 
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corresponds to the 
modified γ1-6
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very high yield strength is assumed in the case of the strut model of Lawson et al., hence Vh.cr = fe So tw. 
Comparison is based on varying hole spacing (1.08 ≤ S/Do  ≤ 1.50) and beam depth (1.08 ≤ Dp /Do  ≤ 
1.90), whilst the web opening diameter and the thickness are set to be Do = 375 mm and tw = 6.4 mm 
respectively. Figure 7-8 illustrates the comparison of these three simplified models against the results 
of full beam analysis using the numerical model developed in Chapters 3 to 5.  
 
 Figure 7-8 – Comparison with other available simplified models (a) for a varying hole spacing 
(Dp /Do  = 1.53) and (b) varying beam depth (S/Do  = 1.33) 
While a good agreement is achieved between the RTB model and the numerical results, very 





























































Lawson et al. (Lawson et al., 2006), particularly at smaller beam depths. Indeed, these models fail to 
capture the effect of varying depth as this parameter is completely ignored in their formulation. 
Clearly, the stability of web-posts is increased when the depth is decreased, in which case the posts are 
supported by the rigidity of top and bottom flanges. This is a significant shortcoming in the models of 
Ward and Lawson et al., which is addressed by the equivalent RTB model proposed in the present 
work. 
It is important to note that the calibration of the proposed model has been based on the 
assumption that the buckling interaction of the web-post with other sub-components, such as the tee 
stalk, may be ignored. In cases where local buckling interaction with adjacent components is likely, 
for example cantilever cellular beams in which high levels of overall cross-sectional shear force and 
bending moment coexist at the end support, this prediction of web-post buckling is likely to be 
inaccurate. Therefore, the simplified analytical model based on the RTB analogy should be restricted 
to shear-dominant regions of a cellular beams, while the more advanced numerical model presented in 
Chapters 3 to 5 would be required to predict more complex buckling phenomena including interaction 
between adjacent components. 
7.5 RTB Buckling Model for Combined Actions 
Where significant bending moment and axial force coexist with horizontal shear at the mid-
height of the web-post, the previously developed formulation becomes inaccurate, as these actions 
tend to reduce the local buckling capacity below that under shear alone. This issue is addressed 
hereafter by proposing a generalised interaction curve for the equivalent RTB model, relating the 
interaction between horizontal shear force (Vh ), axial force (Fv ) and co-existing moment (Mh ). 
7.5.1 Co-existing axial force 
A significant axial force could arise in web-posts in relatively short cellular beams subject to 
uniformly distributed loading along the top flange, and for cellular beams of typical length subject to 
point loads (e.g. loads from secondary beams). The combined action of compressive axial and shear 
stresses in the post reduces the original buckling capacity under horizontal shear (Vh.cr). Referring back 
to Equations  (7.8) to (7.15) for the RTB formulation, this effect can be included by taking into 
account the two ignored terms of axial force in Equation (7.9). Assuming that the effect of axial forces 
is relatively small so that the beam would buckle in the same way as in the case of pure shear, Vh.cr can 
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be approximated using a single assumed mode for each of  and v as used previously in Equation 
(7.10), leading to: 
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corresponds to torsional buckling resistance,  and

















An upper-bound result is expected with the above approximation as a consequence of the small 
number of considered buckling modes. Interestingly, results from finite element analysis exhibit 
different buckling behaviour particularly when the axial force is relatively large compared to shear 
force (as demonstrated in Figure 7-9). In this case, the thin beam is prone to buckle in a symmetric 
flexural mode, which is not considered in the two above modes, causing a sudden drop in the value of 
Vh.cr. This implies that the consequence of an axial force can be separated into two parts: 1) a part 
where relatively small values of compressive axial force cause a slight reduction in the web-post 
buckling capacity, inducing lateral torsional buckling in the web-post; and 2) a part which presents a 
limit on the axial force governed by the flexural buckling capacity. 
 
Figure 7-9 – Shear-axial force interaction curves (RTB with L = 375mm, b = 125mm, t = 6.4mm) 
Further investigation on the effect of axial force on web-post buckling has shown that the two 




























failure modes complementary to the original mode as discussed in 7.3.1 (see Figure 7-9), though this 
would lead to a more complicated formulation. A simplification is therefore proposed for the shear-
axial force interaction curves, where a linear reduction of Vh.cr is assumed in the range of small axial 
loads (F<FE ), while flexural buckling is considered to dominate web-post buckling at (F=FE ) as 
illustrated in Figure 7-10. The first part can be formulated using a simple approach suggested by 
Izzuddin (2006), using the same mode of shear buckling (Uo ) from which the equivalent geometric 
stiffness matrix due to horizontal shear force is originally determined (e.g. kgS = Uo KGSUo
T
). In 
principle, the influence of an infinitesimal disturbance of other loads is reflected in a corresponding 
infinitesimal effect on the original geometric stiffness (kgS). In this particular case, the disturbance 
comes from the axial compressive force as given by A kgA, in which A  is the infinitesimal 
increment of axial load factor, and kgA = Uo KGAUo
T
 is the geometric stiffness of the nominal axial 
loads with KGA similarly obtained from Equation (7.9). This can be summarised as 
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Here, S /A  is the slope of the linear descending component in the graph (Figure 7-10) at the shear 
buckling load factor (S  = 1), as determined by the two equivalent geometric stiffness terms. As can be 
observed, this prediction along with the flexural buckling cut-off (A  = 1) provide very good overall 
agreement against numerical FEA results, demonstrating the feasibility of enhancing the web-post 




Figure 7-10 – Simplified RTB buckling model for co-existing shear and axial forces (L = 375mm, 
b = 125mm, t = 6.4mm) 
7.5.2 Co-existing bending moment 
Bending moments at the narrowest section of the web-post may arise in asymmetric steel 
cross-sections or in composite cross-sections, as discussed in Chapter 2. In general, the coincident 
effects of these moments with a shear force may reduce the capacity of the web-post relative to the 
case of pure shear. Again, a simple approach for representing this effect is proposed based on an 
interaction curve. For the pure shear case, the buckling shear force (Vh.cr) excluding the influence of 
coexisting moments at mid-length of the RTB is defined by Equation (7.16). On the other hand, when 
the moment becomes large relative to the shear force, in which case the bending moments are almost 
constant throughout the RTB length, buckling occurs in a lateral-torsional mode, as defined by the 













   (7.24) 
where  = (1 – I1 /I2 ). I1  and I2  are second moments of area about major axis and minor axis 
respectively. 
At the transition between the pure shear and moment buckling cases, a reduction in the shear buckling 
capacity is to be expected depending on the magnitude of co-existing moment relative to the pure 
buckling moment. FEA simulations have been conducted in order to establish appropriate shear-
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 (7.24) 
where: 
 Vh and Mh = applied shear force and moment, respectively 
 Vh.cr  = buckling shear force from Equation (7.16) 
 Mh.cr  = buckling moment from Equation (7.24) 
 β 1 and β2 = constant parameters to be determined 
The values of the two constant parameters are obtained using a similar error minimization 
technique to that presented in Section 7.4.2.2, leading to β1 = 1.56 and β2 = 1.88. In comparison 
against numerical FEA results, very good agreement is obtained as demonstrated in Figure 7-11 for 
two different RTB’s. This again demonstrates the feasibility of enhancing the web-post shear buckling 
model developed in the previous section to include the influence of co-existing bending moment. 
 





























SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Equation Chapter 8 Section 1 
 
The widespread use of beams with web openings has prompted many research studies on their 
complex behaviour. As the existing methods of assessment are still based on either simplified models 
or detailed models that suffer from inherent limitations, this work has been motivated by the need for 
reliable and efficient assessment methods for this type of beam. Towards this end, a novel numerical 
meshless method was developed for accurate prediction of the elastic local buckling behaviour in 
perforated I-section beams, providing a balance between computational efficiency and practical 
applicability. This method combines the Element-free Galerkin (EFG) approach with the Rotational 
Spring Analogy (RSA), as presented in Chapters 3 to 5, and is applied for an extensive parametric 
study in Chapter 6. Furthermore, a new simplified model for elastic web-post buckling was also 
proposed based on a rectangular thin-beam analogy (RTBA), which was presented in Chapter 7 and 
shown to achieve significant benefits compared to existing simplified models. 
The key features of the developed meshless method and simplified web-post buckling model 
are summarised in the following sections. The chapter concludes with suggestions for further research 
in the general area of the present thesis. 
8.1 Meshless Method for Local Buckling of Beams with Openings 
A new meshless method was developed in this research for the effective local buckling 
assessment of steel beams with web openings of various shapes and sizes. In the proposed method, the 
planar and out-of-plane responses are dealt with separately using the EFG approach, whereas buckling 
assessment is performed making use of the RSA and considering a ‘local region’ concept. Benefiting 
from the flexibility of the meshless method in dealing with irregular shapes of domain, while taking 
advantage of the repetitive profile of typical beams with regular openings, the proposed EFG/RSA 
method enables accurate and efficient buckling predictions. It also offers an interactive approach for 
local buckling assessment via the shifting local region strategy, by which the consequence of any 
modifications can be investigated locally within the affected area. 
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8.1.1 Planar analysis 
The flexibility and versatility of a meshless method, and particularly the EFG method, to deal 
with domains of complicated shape lead to its adoption for the proposed numerical modelling of 
elastic local buckling in perforated steel I-section beams under planar loads. The first component in 
the proposed method is the determination of the planar stress distribution under nominal loads, as 
presented in Chapter 3. In this respect, the EFG method offers significant advantages through its 
smooth and continuous shape functions, governed by a proper choice of the polynomial basis and 
weight functions, thus avoiding the need for post-processing of discontinuous stress predictions that 
are typical in finite element (FE) analysis. In the proposed approach, essential boundary conditions are 
imposed via a penalty method, in which a careful selection of penalty factor is crucial to avoid 
numerical errors. An improved method of numerical integration was proposed in this work to deal 
with irregular domains, especially near curved boundaries, where a multi-level rectangular grid 
(MLRG) approach was shown to provide optimal efficiency and accuracy in the solution. 
Application of the EFG method to planar problems with rectangular and irregular domains 
demonstrated better results with a smaller number of freedoms compared to FE models. In the case of 
irregular domains, the use of additional nodes along curved boundaries in addition to a simple 
arrangement of nodes based on a regular rectangular mesh grid was found essential to improve the 
accuracy of predictions. Numerical investigations of several key parameters, such as the support radius 
for MLS approximation, penalty factor, quadrature order and background cells for integration, were 
presented leading to the determination of optimal modelling parameters for planar analysis using the 
developed EFG approach.  
Despite the general benefits of the new EFG/RSA method, a direct application to whole 
perforated beam problems was seen to be computationally inefficient and intensive on modelling 
effort. A simplified modelling approach based on a ‘unit cell’ formulation was therefore proposed, 
which benefits from the repetitive profile in beams with regular holes. In this approach, the individual 
cell response is captured by means of a reduced number of freedoms with a corresponding set of 
representative actions, leading to the concept of a ‘super-element’ where similar elements are 
duplicated without additional computational cost. Efficiency is further enhanced by the use of an 
effective ‘vectorisation’ approach in the computational implementation. Application examples 
consisting of different cases of perforated beam illustrated that deflection, stress pattern and strain 
energy predictions compare favourably against planar FE analysis, offering further an improved 
representation of the continuous stress field without the need for post-processing. Finally, the practical 
benefits of the proposed method were exposed considering perforated beams with an increasing 
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number of holes, where a drastically reduced computing time, proportional to the number of holes, is 
achieved compared to FE analysis.  
8.1.2 Out-of-plane analysis 
The second component of the proposed method is out-of-plane analysis, which is also 
undertaken using the EFG method using Kirchhoff thin plate theory. The EFG method was highlighted 
as being more advantageous than the FE method in representing Kirchhoff plate bending theory owing 
to its ability to provide a rotation-free formulation. This was elaborated in Chapter 4 where additional 
rotational nodal freedoms to address the inter-element C
1
 continuity are not required, leading to an 
effective formulation of thin plates that involves less computing resources. Issues relating to the 
determination of higher order derivatives of MLS shape functions were highlighted considering the 
continuity of weight functions. Appropriate values of the EFG parameters that influence the prediction 
were investigated, most of which remained the same as used in the planar analysis. 
Modelling of perforated beams using EFG-Kirchhoff thin plate formulation was simplified by 
considering only the webs component, while the flanges were modelled using a 1D formulation. Here, 
the use of the ‘local region’ concept which focuses on a few unit cells around the area of concern 
provides significant computational benefits for perforated beams with regular repeated cells, where 
recalculation of the material stiffness matrix of the shifted local region becomes unnecessary. 
Computational benefits were also shown to arise for more complicated beam profiles, including 
irregular holes and potentially extended to tapered beams as well as curved beams. These benefits are 
largely due to 1) the separation of the out-of-plane from the planar response, 2) the use of a local 
region that leads to a much reduced problem size, and 3) the discretisation advantages of meshless 
methods which can avoid the need for excessively fine element meshes. 
8.1.3 Buckling assessment 
Assessment of buckling for thin plate problems was developed in Chapter 5 on the basis of a 
simplified approach using the RSA. The main feature of the RSA method is the computation of 
geometric stiffness matrix via pre-determined planar stresses, requiring only first-order kinematics as 
familiar in linear structural analysis. Three underlying techniques were introduced and combined to 
enhance the efficiency of the proposed method for buckling assessment, specifically 1) the application 
of assumed modes for buckling problem reduction, 2) the utilisation of an iterative procedure to 
improve the initially assumed buckling mode, and also 3) the use of a rank 2 reduced eigenvalue 
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problem to enable faster convergence. Examples of the application to a simple buckling problem of 
rectangular beams were provided, where the role played by these three techniques in producing 
accurate results with computational efficiency were highlighted. 
A stage-by-stage procedure for the buckling assessment of plates was presented and verified in 
comparison against FE results, culminating with the development of the proposed EFG/RSA method 
for local buckling analysis of beams with web openings. As these types of beam involve a more 
complicated buckling behaviour owing to the beam profile that possesses multiple web apertures, 
several simplifications were proposed to preserve the efficiency of the model. These include the 
application of a ‘local region’ comprising of several unit cells, which is then shifted along the beam 
length to perform a segmental assessment of local buckling at all possible positions of the local region. 
With the aid of several application examples, it was demonstrated that the proposed EFG/RSA method 
is capable of predicting accurately different types of local buckling, including web-post buckling, tee 
buckling and web buckling around openings. The general applicability of the proposed approach was 
further demonstrated considering beams with different hole shapes and layout, where different forms 
of local buckling were also shown to be accurately predicted. Here, in addition to computational and 
modelling benefits, a conceptual benefit of the proposed approach could be seen as its ability to 
overview various potential modes of buckling along the beam span, especially the influence of 
irregularities that may be introduced at certain locations in the beam. A detailed study on perforated 
beams was presented in Chapter 6, where the influence of several parameters, including geometry and 
irregularities, was established. 
8.2 Simplified Model for Web-Post Buckling 
A simplified analytical model for elastic web-post buckling in perforated steel beams with 
regular web openings was developed in Chapter 7 considering a simple analogy with a rectangular 
thin-beam (RTB). The buckling formulation for a RTB was first developed using the RSA based on a 
combination of assumed buckling modes, where the corresponding expression for web-post buckling 
under horizontal shear was then obtained via calibration of the RTB model against the results of the 
parametric study undertaken in Chapter 6. Further consideration was also given to buckling under 
combined actions, particularly buckling due to an axial force or moment co-existing with horizontal 
shear, where appropriate interaction curves were suggested. The development of the simplified model 
and its application were targeted at cellular beams, though it was highlighted that the method is 
potentially much more general. Furthermore, it was shown that the proposed simplified model for 
web-post buckling provides an accurate assessment compared to detailed numerical results, further 
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highlighting that existing simplified models can be too conservative for a significant range of cellular 
beam profiles. 
8.3 Suggestions for Future Research 
The development of the EFG/RSA method for elastic local buckling assessment of perforated 
beams has provided a platform for further research studies considering different additional aspects of 
beam buckling behaviour, including for example the influence of composite action and material 
plasticity. In addition, specific improvements in the implementation of Element-free Galerkin (EFG) 
method can also be suggested to achieve even better computational efficiency. 
Several avenues are suggested below for future research works relating to the current study, 
addressing broader issues in buckling of steel beams with web openings. Recommendations are also 
made in relation to the development of the meshless method, particularly concentrating on the 
enhancement of the overall buckling assessment procedure. The suggestions in both respects include: 
1. Modelling of the whole beam so as to incorporate the effect of global instability, such as 
lateral torsional and distortional modes. Here, the need to consider the response of the flanges 
in out-of-plane bending is essential. Furthermore, the possibility of local buckling in the 
flange components becomes also an important consideration. 
2. Investigating the feasibility of enhancing the meshless domain discretisation approach. One of 
the key features is the distribution of nodes, where improvement can be made by proposing a 
variable density of nodes depending on the need for finer discretisation is certain areas. 
Another issue relates to domain integration, where a simpler yet equally accurate approach 
may be possible. 
3. Improving the process of conducting local buckling assessment, especially in relation to the 
shifting local region. Although the current approach was shown to attain good performance, 
the need for considerable parts of the whole beam can reduce its computational optimality, 
especially for long beams or beams with wide web-posts, since the size of the local region 
depends on the size of unit cells. Future work could consider the pre-selection of locations 
along the beam where buckling is more likely to occur, for example based on the values of 
planar stresses, or the influence of negative values in the tangent stiffness matrix, so that only 
certain critical portions of the beam are analysed. 
4. Consideration of various types of loading, for example point loads and general distributed 
loading. Consideration may also be given to the effect of elevated temperature for fire 
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scenarios, the use of different stiffeners, and advanced profiles of perforated beams such as 
tapered beams, curved beams and columns. In relation to such profiles, the application of the 
proposed EFG/RSA method in its present form is actually straightforward, though further 
enhancements are required to preserve computational efficiency.  
5. Investigating the potential extension of the model to include material nonlinearity in the local 
buckling assessment of beams with web openings. This would rely mainly on the ability and 
the flexibility of the current underlying methods, particularly the EFG methods, to deal with 
material plasticity for the planar response and the out-of-plane tangential response. 
6. Implementation of the EFG/RSA method in a complied programming language, such as 
FORTRAN, which is expected to provide further significant benefits compared to the current 
MATLAB implementation. This is to enhance the capacity of the model to stand as an 
efficient computer program for practical design. 
7. Generalisation of the simplified web-post buckling model to account for interactions and 
material plasticity, and the development of other simplified local buckling models for 
perforated beams.  
Notwithstanding the above extensive list for future research topics that could build on this 
research, the achievements made in this work already present a valuable tool that can provide 
significant enhancement to the assessment of steel beams with web-openings, in general, and 
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GRAPHICAL MESH GENERATION TOOL 
 
 
A.1 General Procedure 
A general procedure to generate an effective finite element mesh using the graphical mesh 
generation tool is described in the following routine: 
1. First, develop an initial finite element mesh using 9-noded quadrilateral shell elements in the 
considered domain based on a simple rectangular grid as illustrated in Figure A-1(a), and 
define the initial coordinate (xi  , yi ) for each node and the node connectivity of each element. 
2. Identify all nodes that are located at the boundary edges (distinction should be made between 
the nodes located at horizontal, vertical or curved edges). 
3. Allowing for coordinate corrections in both directions (xi +∆xi and yi +∆yi), calculate the 
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  (A.2) 
where n is the number of nodes in an element,  ,i    is the shape functions of node (i), and 
∆xi as well as ∆xi are variables to be determined. 
4. Note that a square shape element can be obtained by relating the components in matrix J so 
that J1,1 = J2,2 and J1,2 = –J2,1. By considering 9 Gauss quadrature points per element, a set of 
18 equations is established herein. 
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5. Additional equations in relation to the imposition of location conditions for specific nodes 
(e.g. ∆xi = 0 and/or ∆yi = 0) should also be included as appropriate, specifically for nodes 
along the edges. 
6. Overall, a total of m equations with n unknowns (where m = 18 × the number of elements + 
the number of boundary equations and n = 2 × the number of nodes) can be written as: 
 ( )m n n m C Δxy B   (A.3) 
Since m ≫ n, the unknowns xyn  can be solved based on minimisation of error using the 
following system of equations: 
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  (A.4) 
7. Having established the value of coordinate corrections at each node, new coordinates (xi  = xi-
1+∆xi and yi  = yi-1+∆yi) are then calculated. 
8. Repeat step 3 to 6 considering the new coordinates until xyn  becomes negligible within a 
specific tolerance. Figure A-1(b) demonstrates an example of the final form of the modified 
mesh after performing several iterations. 
 
Figure A-1 – Effective finite element mesh using the graphical mesh generation tool (a) initial mesh 
(b) modified mesh 












A.2 Examples of Graphical Mesh Generation Tool 
Several examples using the developed graphical mesh generation tool implemented with 
MATLAB are presented here considering a unit cell, cellular and castellated beams. The dimensions 
chosen in the examples do not relate to specific any example presented in the thesis, but will be used 
afterwards (in APPENDIX B) to present several example ADAPTIC data files. 
 
Figure A-2 – Finite element mesh for an individual cellular beam segment (in 2D) 













Figure A-3 – Finite element mesh for an individual cellular beam segment (in 3D) 
 































Figure A-5 – Finite element mesh for a complete cellular beam with 4 holes (in 3D) 
 
















































ADAPTIC DATA FILES 
 
 
B.1 Monolithic analysis 
An example data file, taking into consideration the cellular beam shown in Figure A-5, is 
presented in the following table. This is based on a full scale monolithic analysis using ADAPTIC. As 






analysis 3d.full statics 
# 
materials 
    mat.name model       properties 
    mat1        beth        2.1e11 0.3 
# 
groups 
    type.of.element = cvs9 
    grp.name mat.name thickness gauss.points    & 
    membrane.strain     bending.strain shear.strain    & 
    hierarchic.correction.order         assumed.transformation.mode 
# 
    grp1        mat1    0.0020          4 4 3            & 
    assumed             assumed         assumed          & 
    3                                   objective 
# 
    grp2        mat1    0.0010          4 4 3            & 
    assumed             assumed         assumed          & 
    3                                   objective 
# 
    grp3        mat1    0.0010          4 4 3            & 
    assumed             assumed         assumed          & 
    3                                   objective 
# 
    grp4        mat1    0.0020          4 4 3            & 
    assumed             assumed         assumed          & 
    3                                   objective 
# 
structural 
    nod.name        x           y           z 
#web nodes 
      28           0.8000     0.0271      0.1500 
      29           0.7720     0.0272      0.1500 
      30           0.7438     0.0274      0.1500 
      31           0.7153     0.0279      0.1500 
      32           0.6864     0.0284      0.1500 
      .               .          .           .  
 272 
      .               .          .           .  
    4355           3.9692     1.0000      0.1500 
    4356           4.0000     1.0000      0.1500 
#top_flange nodes 
    200626           0.0000   1.0000      0.1875 
    200627           0.0308   1.0000      0.1875 
    200628           0.0616   1.0000      0.1875 
    200629           0.0924   1.0000      0.1875 
    200630           0.1232   1.0000      0.1875 
      .               .          .           .  
      .               .          .           .  
#bottom_flange nodes  
    300001           0.0000   0.0000      0.0000 
    300002           0.0308   0.0000      0.0000 
    300003           0.0616   0.0000      0.0000 
    300004           0.0924   0.0000      0.0000 
    300005           0.1232   0.0000      0.0000 
      .               .          .           .  
      .               .          .           .  
# 
element.connectivity 
    elm.name    grp.name    nod. 
#top_flange elements 
     737        grp1        200001 200251 200253 200003 200126 200252 200128 200002 200127 
     738        grp1        200003 200253 200255 200005 200128 200254 200130 200004 200129 
     739        grp1        200005 200255 200257 200007 200130 200256 200132 200006 200131 
     740        grp1        200007 200257 200259 200009 200132 200258 200134 200008 200133 
     741        grp1        200009 200259 200261 200011 200134 200260 200136 200010 200135 
      .          .             .      .      .      .    .      .      .      .      . 
      .          .             .      .      .      .    .      .      .      .      . 
#top_web elements 
      89        grp2          443   441   495   497   442   468   496   470   469 
      90        grp2          445   443   497   499   444   470   498   472   471 
      91        grp2          447   445   499   501   446   472   500   474   473 
      92        grp2          449   447   501   503   448   474   502   476   475 
      93        grp2          451   449   503   505   450   476   504   478   477 
       .          .            .     .     .     . .     .     .     .     . 
       .          .            .     .     .     . .     .     .     .     . 
#bottom_web elements 
       1        grp3            3     1    55    57     2    28    56    30    29 
       2        grp3            5     3    57    59     4    30    58    32    31 
       3        grp3            7     5    59    61     6    32    60    34    33 
       4        grp3            9     7    61    63     8    34    62    36    35 
       5        grp3           11     9    63    65    10    36    64    38    37 
       .          .             .     .     .     .  .     .     .     .     . 
       .          .             .     .     .     .  .     .     .     .     . 
#bottom_flange elements 
     985        grp4        300001 300251 300253 300003 300126 300252 300128 300002 300127 
     986        grp4        300003 300253 300255 300005 300128 300254 300130 300004 300129 
     987        grp4        300005 300255 300257 300007 300130 300256 300132 300006 300131 
     988        grp4        300007 300257 300259 300009 300132 300258 300134 300008 300133 
     989        grp4        300009 300259 300261 300011 300134 300260 300136 300010 300135 
      .          .             .      .      .      .    .      .      .      .      . 




    nod.name    direction 
     459        y 
    3924        y 
    1970        x 
# 
applied.loading 
    initial.loads 
    nod.name    direction   type    value 
#imperfection (arbitary point loads) 
     447        z           f       -0.0001 
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    3913        z           f        0.0001 
    3256        z           f       -0.0001 
    1109        z           f        0.0001 
    3921        z           f       -0.0001 
     443        z           f        0.0001 
      .         .           .           .  
      .         .           .           .  
# 
    proportional.loads 
    nod.name    direction   type    value 
#top_flange UDL 
     891        y           f       -10.2600 
     890        y           f       -41.0402 
     889        y           f       -20.5390 
     888        y           f       -41.1156 
     887        y           f       -20.5970 
      .         .           .           .  
      .         .           .           .  
    4355        y           f       -41.0402 
    4356        y           f       -10.2600 
# 
phases 
    load.control 
    increment   path        steps 
       10        k           10 
        1        k           10 
# 
    displacement.control 
    direction   increment   path        steps 
       z         10          c            10 
       z         200         c            10 
# 
iterative.strategy 
    number = 20 
    initial.reformations = 20 
    step.reduction = 5 
    divergence.iteration = 20 
    maximum.convergence = 1e9 
# 
convergence.criteria 
    tolerance = 0.1e-4 
    work = 10 
# 
output 






B.2 Partitioned analysis using HPC system 
For a partitioned analysis considering the same example of the previous cellular beam using 
ADAPTIC on the HPC system, several files are involved including Script, Parent and Partition data 
files. 
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B.2.1 Script file 
A script is used as a coordinator to control the number of computer resources needed for the 
corresponding analysis and to execute other files (Parent and Partition files) to run the analysis in 







#PBS -N CB4_example 
#PBS -l walltime=5:50:00 
#PBS -l select=1:ncpus=4:mem=2000mb+1:ncpus=2:mem=1000mb 
#PBS -j oe 
#PBS -o CB4_example.log 
  
base=CB4_example        #base file name 
np=5                    #number of partitions: nnodes*ncpus-1 
  









B.2.2 Parent data file 
The parent data file defines the main structure, known as a ‘parent structure’, consisting of the 
key nodes that link all the partitioned sub-structures. Considering the same example of the previous 








analysis 3d.full statics 
# 
groups 
    type.of.element = part 
    grp.name    nodes 
    gpe           34 
    gpm           68 
# 
    type.of.element = nrc1 
    grp.name    normal.vector 
    gpv         0 0 1 
    gph         0 1 0 
# 
Structural 
    nod.name        x           y           z 
#boundary_1 
        28          800.0000      27.0893    150.0000 
        55          800.0000      54.0000    150.0000 
        82          800.0000      80.5249    150.0000 
       109          800.0000     106.4847    150.0000 
       136          800.0000     131.6205    150.0000 
       163          800.0000     155.7504    150.0000 
       190          800.0000     178.5866    150.0000 
       217          800.0000     200.0000    150.0000 
       649          800.0000     800.0000    150.0000 
       676          800.0000     821.4134    150.0000 
       703          800.0000     844.2496    150.0000 
       730          800.0000     868.3795    150.0000 
       757          800.0000     893.5153    150.0000 
       784          800.0000     919.4751    150.0000 
       811          800.0000     946.0000    150.0000 
       838          800.0000     972.9107    150.0000 
    200027          800.0000    1000.0000      0.0000 
    200152          800.0000    1000.0000     37.5000 
    200277          800.0000    1000.0000     75.0000 
    200402          800.0000    1000.0000    112.5000 
       865          800.0000    1000.0000    150.0000 
    200652          800.0000    1000.0000    187.5000 
    200777          800.0000    1000.0000    225.0000 
    200902          800.0000    1000.0000    262.5000 
    201027          800.0000    1000.0000    300.0000 
    300027          800.0000       0.0000      0.0000 
    300152          800.0000       0.0000     37.5000 
    300277          800.0000       0.0000     75.0000 
    300402          800.0000       0.0000    112.5000 
         1          800.0000       0.0000    150.0000 
    300652          800.0000       0.0000    187.5000 
    300777          800.0000       0.0000    225.0000 
    300902          800.0000       0.0000    262.5000 
    301027          800.0000       0.0000    300.0000 
#boundary_2 
      1334         1600.0000      27.4343    150.0000 
      1347         1600.0000      54.6594    150.0000 
      1360         1600.0000      81.4335    150.0000 
      1373         1600.0000     107.5496    150.0000 
      1386         1600.0000     132.7003    150.0000 
        .              .            .           .  
        .              .            .           .  
#boundary_3 
      2192         2400.0000      27.4343    150.0000 
      2205         2400.0000      54.6594    150.0000 
      2218         2400.0000      81.4335    150.0000 
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      2231         2400.0000     107.5496    150.0000 
      2244         2400.0000     132.7003    150.0000 
        .              .            .           .  
        .              .            .           .  
#boundary_4 
      3050         3200.0000      27.4343    150.0000 
      3063         3200.0000      54.6594    150.0000 
      3076         3200.0000      81.4335    150.0000 
      3089         3200.0000     107.5496    150.0000 
      3102         3200.0000     132.7003    150.0000 
        .              .            .           .  
        .              .            .           .  
# 
element.connectivity 
    elm.name    grp.name    nod. 
#end_part_1 
     1        gpe    & 
                    28     55     82    109    136    163    & 
                   190    217    649    676    703    730    & 
                   757    784    811    838 200027 200152    & 
                200277 200402    865 200652 200777 200902    & 
                201027 300027 300152 300277 300402      1    & 
                300652 300777 300902 301027   
#middle_part_2 
     2        gpm    & 
                    28     55     82    109    136    163    & 
                   190    217    649    676    703    730    & 
                   757    784    811    838   1334   1347    & 
                  1360   1373   1386   1399   1412   1425    & 
                  1633   1646   1659   1672   1685   1698    & 
                  1711   1724 200027 200051 200152 200176    & 
                200277 200301 200402 200426    865   1737    & 
                200652 200676 200777 200801 200902 200926    & 
                201027 201051 300027 300051 300152 300176    & 
                300277 300301 300402 300426      1   1321    & 
                300652 300676 300777 300801 300902 300926    & 
                301027 301051   
#middle_part_3 
     3        gpm    & 
                  1334   1347   1360   1373   1386   1399    & 
                  1412   1425   1633   1646   1659   1672    & 
                  1685   1698   1711   1724   2192   2205    & 
                  2218   2231   2244   2257   2270   2283    & 
                  2491   2504   2517   2530   2543   2556    & 
                  2569   2582 200051 200075 200176 200200    & 
                200301 200325 200426 200450   1737   2595    & 
                200676 200700 200801 200825 200926 200950    & 
                201051 201075 300051 300075 300176 300200    & 
                300301 300325 300426 300450   1321   2179    & 
                300676 300700 300801 300825 300926 300950    & 
                301051 301075   
#middle_part_4 
     4        gpm    & 
                  2192   2205   2218   2231   2244   2257    & 
                  2270   2283   2491   2504   2517   2530    & 
                  2543   2556   2569   2582   3050   3063    & 
                  3076   3089   3102   3115   3128   3141    & 
                  3349   3362   3375   3388   3401   3414    & 
                  3427   3440 200075 200099 200200 200224    & 
                200325 200349 200450 200474   2595   3453    & 
                200700 200724 200825 200849 200950 200974    & 
                201075 201099 300075 300099 300200 300224    & 
                300325 300349 300450 300474   2179   3037    & 
                300700 300724 300825 300849 300950 300974    & 
                301075 301099   
#end_part_5 
     5        gpe    & 
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                  3050   3063   3076   3089   3102   3115    & 
                  3128   3141   3349   3362   3375   3388    & 
                  3401   3414   3427   3440 200099 200224    & 
                200349 200474   3453 200724 200849 200974    & 
                201099 300099 300224 300349 300474   3037    & 
                300724 300849 300974 301099   
#boundary_web_1 
       6        gpv             28 
       7        gpv             55 
       8        gpv             82 
       9        gpv            109 
      10        gpv            136 
       .         .              . 
       .         .              . 
#boundary_flange_1 
      22        gph         200027 
      23        gph         200152 
      24        gph         200277 
      25        gph         200402 
      26        gph         200652 
       .         .              . 
       .         .              . 
#boundary_web_2 
      38        gpv           1334 
      39        gpv           1347 
      40        gpv           1360 
      41        gpv           1373 
      42        gpv           1386 
       .         .              . 
       .         .              . 
#boundary_flange_2 
      54        gph         200051 
      55        gph         200176 
      56        gph         200301 
      57        gph         200426 
      58        gph         200676 
       .         .              . 
       .         .              . 
#boundary_web_3 
      70        gpv           2192 
      71        gpv           2205 
      72        gpv           2218 
      73        gpv           2231 
      74        gpv           2244 
       .         .              . 
       .         .              . 
#boundary_flange_3 
      86        gph         200075 
      87        gph         200200 
      88        gph         200325 
      89        gph         200450 
      90        gph         200700 
       .         .              . 
       .         .              . 
 
#boundary_web_4 
     102        gpv           3050 
     103        gpv           3063 
     104        gpv           3076 
     105        gpv           3089 
     106        gpv           3102 
       .         .              . 
       .         .              . 
#boundary_flange_4 
     118        gph         200099 
     119        gph         200224 
     120        gph         200349 
 278 
     121        gph         200474 
     122        gph         200724 
       .         .              . 
       .         .              . 
# 
applied.loading 
    initial.loads 
    nod.name    direction   type    value 
       1        z           f        0 
# 
    proportional.loads 
    nod.name    direction   type    value 
       1        z           f        0 
# 
phases 
    load.control 
    increment   path        steps 
       10       k           10 
       1        k           10 
# 
    displacement.control 
    direction   increment   path        steps 
       z         10          c            10 
       z         200         c            10 
# 
iterative.strategy 
    number = 20 
    initial.reformations = 20 
    step.reduction = 5 
    divergence.iteration = 5 
    maximum.convergence = 1e9 
# 
convergence.criteria 
    tolerance = 0.1e-4 
    work = 10 
# 
output 






B.2.3 Partition data files 
The cellular beam in Figure A-5 is divided into five partitions based on unit cells. In order to 
perform the partitioned analysis with ADAPTIC on the HPC system, partition data files need to be 
created for each of the partitioned sub-structures separately. The table below demonstrates an example 





#left-end partition  
# 




    mat.name    model       properties 
    mat1        beth        2.1e5 0.3 
# 
groups 
    type.of.element = cvs9 
    grp.name mat.name thickness gauss.points    & 
    membrane.strain     bending.strain shear.strain    & 
    hierarchic.correction.order         assumed.transformation.mode 
# 
    grp1        mat1    0.0020          4 4 3            & 
    assumed             assumed         assumed          & 
    3                                   objective 
# 
    grp2        mat1    0.0010          4 4 3            & 
    assumed             assumed         assumed          & 
    3                                   objective 
# 
    grp3        mat1    0.0010          4 4 3            & 
    assumed             assumed         assumed          & 
    3                                   objective 
# 
    grp4        mat1    0.0020          4 4 3            & 
    assumed             assumed         assumed          & 
    3                                   objective 
# 
structural 
    nod.name        x           y           z 
        28          800.0000     27.0893    150.0000 
        29          771.9751     27.1824    150.0000 
        30          743.7849     27.4468    150.0000 
        31          715.2980     27.8782    150.0000 
        32          686.3535     28.4397    150.0000 
         .             .           .           .  
         .             .           .           .  
    301026          771.8991      0.0000    300.0000 
    301027          800.0000      0.0000    300.0000 
# 
element.connectivity 
    elm.name    grp.name    nod. 
#top_flange elements 
      737        grp1   200001 200251 200253 200003 200126 200252 200128 200002 200127 
      738        grp1   200003 200253 200255 200005 200128 200254 200130 200004 200129 
      739        grp1   200005 200255 200257 200007 200130 200256 200132 200006 200131 
      740        grp1   200007 200257 200259 200009 200132 200258 200134 200008 200133 
      741        grp1   200009 200259 200261 200011 200134 200260 200136 200010 200135 
       .          .        .      .      .      . .      .      .      .      . 
       .          .        .      .      .      . .      .      .      .      . 
#top_web elements 
       89        grp2      443    441    495    497    442    468    496    470    469 
       90        grp2      445    443    497    499    444    470    498    472    471 
       91        grp2      447    445    499    501    446    472    500    474    473 
       92        grp2      449    447    501    503    448    474    502    476    475 
       93        grp2      451    449    503    505    450    476    504    478    477 
        .          .        .      .      .      .  .      .      .      .      . 
        .          .        .      .      .      .  .      .      .      .      . 
#bottom_web elements 
        1        grp3        3      1     55     57      2     28     56     30     29 
        2        grp3        5      3     57     59      4     30     58     32     31 
        3        grp3        7      5     59     61      6     32     60     34     33 
        4        grp3        9      7     61     63      8     34     62     36     35 
        5        grp3       11      9     63     65     10     36     64     38     37 
        .          .         .      .      .      .  .      .      .      .      . 
        .          .         .      .      .      .  .      .      .      .      . 
#bottom_flange elements 
      985        grp4   300001 300251 300253 300003 300126 300252 300128 300002 300127 
      986        grp4   300003 300253 300255 300005 300128 300254 300130 300004 300129 
 280 
      987        grp4   300005 300255 300257 300007 300130 300256 300132 300006 300131 
      988        grp4   300007 300257 300259 300009 300132 300258 300134 300008 300133 
      989        grp4   300009 300259 300261 300011 300134 300260 300136 300010 300135 
       .          .        .      .      .      . .      .      .      .      . 
       .          .        .      .      .      . .      .      .      .      . 
# 
partitioned.boundary 
    nodes = 34 
    nod.name(s) =       & 
                    28     55     82    109    136    163    & 
                   190    217    649    676    703    730    & 
                   757    784    811    838 200027 200152    & 
                200277 200402    865 200652 200777 200902    & 
                201027 300027 300152 300277 300402      1    & 
                300652 300777 300902 301027  
# 
restraints 
    direction = x 
    nod.name 
       459 
# 
    direction = z+y 
    nod.name 
#left and right edge 
        54 
        81 
       108 
       135 
       162 
        .  
        .  
    300876 
    301001 
# 
    direction = z 
    nod.name 
#top_flange 
       890 
       889 
       888 
       887 
       886 
        .  
        .  
       867 
       866 
#bottom_flange 
        26 
        25 
        24 
        23 
        22 
        .  
        .  
         3 
         2 
# 
applied.loading 
    initial.loads 
    nod.name    direction   type    value 
#imperfection (arbitary point loads) 
       225        z           f        0.01 
       635        z           f       -0.01 
       609        z           f        0.01 
       144        z           f       -0.01 
        .         .           .         .  
        .         .           .         .  
 281 
# 
    proportional.loads 
    nod.name    direction   type    value 
       891        y           f       -10.2600 
       890        y           f       -41.0402 
       889        y           f       -20.5390 
       888        y           f       -41.1156 
       887        y           f       -20.5970 
        .         .           .          .  
        .         .           .          .  
       866        y           f       -37.5741 
       865        y           f       -9.3935 
# 
iterative.strategy 
    number = 20 
    initial.reformations = 20 
    step.reduction = 5 
    divergence.iteration = 20 
    maximum.convergence = 1e9 
# 
convergence.criteria 
    tolerance = 0.1e-4 
    work = 10 
# 
output 
    frequency 0 stress 
# 
end 
# 
 
 
 
